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“The bird that would soar above the level plain of tradition and prejudice 
must have strong wings. It is a sad spectacle to see the weaklings bruised, 

exhausted, fluttering back to earth.” 

Kate Chopin 

The Awakening, 1899, p. 217 
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Cliché-type views on Eastern and Western civil servant values 

What are your thoughts about what makes a good civil servant in Western and 
Eastern administrative cultures? Hold your thoughts, and let us first see how civil 
servants in both countries themselves characterize both cultures. 

According to Chinese respondents in this study, fifty percent considered 
there to be significant differences between Western and Eastern civil servant 
values. Some described the difference as cultural, for example, “Eastern culture 
is a ‘sage’ culture, requiring a person [to be] a perfect man; Western culture is 
‘individualism’, respecting individual character and freedom”, or “[i]n the West it 
requires civil servants to act by laws… but in the East (China), integrity is more 
important but it relies much on [the] ‘rule of man’”, and thus “the East focuses 
more on interpersonal relationships”. Some other respondents noted the lack of 
specific values in Eastern culture such as transparency, openness, and some 
values popular in business-like government in the West, where a civil servant “is 
more like a helper to social service, while [a] Chinese civil servant is more like the 
controller of power”. 

Comparatively, Dutch respondents demonstrated more consensus than the 
Chinese respondents regarding the different values that Eastern and Western 
cultures require of civil servants. Almost ninety percent of Dutch respondents 
felt that there are differences, with fifty percent stating that in the Eastern 
context “Democratic control and regulation seems more limited, which should 
make moral values and perceptions stronger (loyalty, etc.)”. Thus “obedience and 
loyalty will have a bigger role” because the culture is “more hierarchical”. 
Furthermore, there is “less freedom to ‘think for oneself’” and rather it is “more a 
culture of ‘following’”. By contrast, “Western culture is more autonomous with 
[people having their] own opinion” and there is “more impartiality due to many 
political parties”. In short: Dutch civil servants are more confident about their 
autonomy and freedom to involve their own opinions to decision-making.  

 
Although readers might have other distinct opinions, the ideas of these 
respondents are consistent with common cliché-type imagery of Eastern and 
Western civil servants. For instance, in East Asia, including China, the civil service 
is usually described as being characterized by Confucian ideals of the virtuous 
ruler, the collective, political loyalty, obedience, person-dependent social 
relationships, and strong hierarchy (cf. Hofstede & Bond, 1988; Walder, 1988; 
Schwartz, 1999; Frederickson, 2002). Comparatively, Western civil servants are 
considered more individualistic, autonomous, politically neutral, lawful, 
transparent, citizen-centred, and professional (Schwartz, 1999; Kernaghan, 2000; 
Van der Wal, 2008). We may wonder, however, whether these traditional values 
still fit the civil service ethos in both the Eastern and Western contexts in the 
present day. Are the most important values for civil servants in the East and the 
West as distinctive as their administrative traditions indicate?  
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In an era of globalization, there are increasing exchanges of public 
administration ideas and governmental practices between Asia and the West, 
including China and the Netherlands (Mahbubani, 2013; Xue & Zhong, 2012; 
Pollitt & Bouckaert, 2011). Public service paradigms have shifted from the 
traditional bureaucracy to ‘managerial’ values, which pursue business-like 
government, and more recently there was a shift towards a public value 
approach (O'Flynn, 2007; Stoker, 2006). In this context, can we identify 
commonalities between civil servant values in East Asia and Western Europe? If 
there are indeed common values, does this mean that there is no persistence of 
tradition, making the East-West distinction outdated? 

It has also been argued that the idea of the ‘globality’ of new public 
management (NPM) and the convergence of public service paradigms are 
“exaggerated” (Hood, 1995, p. 104), as administrative reform ideas are 
“culturally plural rather than homogenous” (ibid.). Due to the diversity of civil 
service practice, “those seeking a simple progression from a bureaucratic 
paradigm to NPM, and then to a post-NPM convergence, are going to find their 
views challenged by the messiness of the real world where divergence and 
contextual variation prevail” (Goldfinch & Wallis, 2010, p. 1110). What is cultural 
or contextual variation in public service? How does it make civil servant values 
differ in, for instance, an East Asian country such as China and a Western 
European country such as the Netherlands? Regarding specific values, why, for 
instance, may Chinese civil servants rarely confront particular values in their 
practical work, while they are a big concern for Dutch civil servants? Are they 
even talking about the same thing? 

A brief overview of the project and research questions  

The central research question for this project is: Do the values that civil servants 
in China and the Netherlands regard important for being a good civil servant 
reflect the administrative traditions in both countries? 

To answer this question, the project is composed of different but 
interrelated sections aimed at answering five sub-questions: (1) How do the 
traditions of the rule of morality and the rule of law differ in good administration? 
(2) What does a good civil servant look like – or rather, what are the prominent 
values of a good civil servant – in a Confucian context and in Western public 
administration? In order to investigate which values are regarded important, I 
applied a value selecting procedure to decide: (3) Which values should be 
selected to present to civil servants in China and the Netherlands in a value 
survey? (4) How are, both ideal and real-life values, ranked by civil servants in 
China and the Netherlands? (5) How do civil servants in China and the 
Netherlands perceive and prioritize specific values? In answering these questions, 
the research seeks to elucidate whether distinctive administrative traditions 
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characterize civil servants’ value preferences and perceptions of specific values in 
the present day civil service. 

The above five sub-questions are the topics of the subsequent chapters 
that constitute five articles. To begin, I first examine the administrative traditions 
in China and the Netherlands, and identify which values are emphasized in 
characterizations of what makes a good official. I then examine how the Chinese 
Confucian tradition and the Western tradition link law and morality to good 
administration. Following this, I present a study of the historical literature of 
‘admonitions’ in order to picture the traditional image of the good Chinese 
official and to elicit the core values of a Confucian sage. The prominent values in 
Western public administration were obtained through a review of existing 
research. On the basis of the literature and historical study, I conducted a pilot 
survey in Shanghai (China) and Amsterdam (the Netherlands), together with a 
study of the codes of conduct in both countries, to establish a value set that 
includes Confucian moral-based values and law-based values in the European 
context, 25 in total. The project then proceeded to compare civil servant value 
preferences in China and the Netherlands, with a large-scale survey involving 525 
Chinese respondents and 235 Dutch respondents. This was followed by in-depth 
interviews on value perception and prioritization in each country. A review of the 
whole project, the findings and general discussion are presented in the final 
chapter, which also includes the implications of the research for the study of 
public values in cross-cultural contexts and broader public administration. This 
study concludes by providing suggestions for future research.  

 
For the rest of this current chapter, the concepts of values, civil servant and 
administrative tradition will be explained, followed by a concise overview of the 
Confucian tradition of the rule of morality and the European state framework of 
the rule of law. Next, methodological issues such as the survey and interview 
design, respondent selection, and data analysis and reporting are addressed. 
Finally, I will indicate how the five articles link up and constitute the whole 
project in order to answer the research question(s).  

Concepts: values, civil servant and administrative tradition  

In this section, I introduce the core concepts of the research.  

Values 

The term ‘values’ is used in various ways within the social and behavioural 
sciences. The concept contains at least three key characteristics. First of all, 
values indicate a preference and a demand which can be “ordered by relative 
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importance” (Schwartz & Bilsky, 1987, p. 551). For instance, values may refer to 
“interests, pleasures, likes, preferences, duties, moral obligations…” (Williams, 
1968, p. 283), or “a constellation of attitudes about a concept that contains a 
moral quality of like or dislike, desirable or undesirable, and should or should not” 
(Cherrington, 1989, p. 297).  

Secondly, notions such as ‘preferable’ or ‘desirable’ indicate that values 
play a motivating role in action: individuals may choose to act in one way rather 
than another, and consciously or unconsciously consider that ‘this’ is (or should 
be) better than ‘that’. According to Lyons, Duxbury and Higgins’ definition, values 
can be seen as “goals or criteria that we use to determine the desirability of 
certain actions or motives in our lives” (2006, p. 606). Similarly, values are 
defined by Van der Wal as “qualities and standards that have a certain weight in 
the choice of action” (2008, p. 10). No matter whether these choices and 
decisions are “humble or grand” (Van Wart & Berman, 1999, p. 327), they 
indicate preferences and priorities that reflect our ultimate values. 

Thirdly, values are not purely individual or subjective preferences, for “we 
cannot simply pose or invent values ourselves” (Rutgers, 2015, p. 35). Instead, 
the behaviour of valuing “is a socially established (learned) phenomenon”, which 
means that values are interpersonal and “characterize a culture and group” 
(ibid.). They are “the cultural glue of civilizations and the organizations within 
them, and the fundamental building blocks of culture” (Van Wart, 1998, p. 163). 
Values may endure within a single group, but vary from organization to 
organization, nation to nation, and culture to culture. Correspondingly, the study 
of values cannot and should not be taken out of a specific context. Cross-cultural 
values have been studied substantially and comprehensively; for instance, the 
most leading works that study through cross-national value surveys by Hofstede 
(and others) (e.g. Hofstede, 1983, 1984, 2001; Hofstede and Bond, 1988)1, and 
the value types in terms of national groups have been identified by Schwartz and 
others (e.g. Schwartz, 1994, 1999; Schwartz & Sagiv, 1995; Schwartz & Bardi, 
2001). 

Combining the arguments above, I define values as: enduring beliefs, 
attitudes and standards that are regarded as important or desirable to 
individuals or groups, and which play a descriptive or evaluative role in referring 
to preferable conduct. The focus of this research lies with civil servant values, an 
operational subset of public values (Bozeman, 2007, p. 13) that are “associated 
with the behavior of public-sector employees” (Beck Jørgensen & Bozeman, 2007, 
p. 368). This constellation of values constitutes the precepts for public sector 
employees and their relationship with the state, politicians, colleagues and 

                                                           
1 Responding to the challenge that nations are not the best units with which to study 
cultures, Hofstede argues “true, but they are usually the only kind of units available for 
comparison and better than nothing”, and furthermore it does not make “cultural 
differences based on nation-level data invalid” (Hofstede, 2003, p. 812). 
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citizens, such as political loyalty, impartiality, accountability, professionalism and 
integrity (ibid., pp. 368-369). This leads us to the second concept: civil servant. 

Civil servant 

Civil servants are the people who practice the specific affairs of public 
administration. They are also called public servants (e.g. Levitan, 1942; Foster, 
1981; Kernaghan & Langford, 1990), public (sector) employees (e.g. Behn, 1995; 
Caron & Giauque, 2006), or administrative officials (e.g. Finer, 1941; Levitan, 
1946; Arnold, 1987). These terms are commonly used interchangeably, indicating 
three features of civil servants: they are employed in the public sector or 
government, not the private sector; their work is to serve the public interest 
rather than private interest; and in contrast to politicians, they are not usually 
elected, though they may be appointed (in the case of senior civil servants). The 
third characteristic distinguishes civil servant from ‘bureaucrat’, which Rohr 
identifies as neither elected nor politically appointed but “a public official hired, 
retained, and promoted through a merit system” independent of the electoral 
process (1988, p. 2). The term ‘bureaucrat’ is usually reminiscent of the 
Weberian bureaucratic model that calls for an executive administrator, which is 
narrower than the remit of a civil servant. However, there is no rigorous 
distinction between bureaucrats and civil servants, particularly when using both 
terms in opposition to politicians (e.g. Aberbach, 1981).  

A Dutch civil servant, according to the Civil Service Act 1929, “is he or she 
who is appointed to be employed in the public service”, which includes “all 
agencies and (public) enterprises administered by the state and public 
authorities” (Van der Meer & Dijkstra, 2011, p. 154). In the Chinese Civil Servant 
Law, article 2 states that “civil servant refers to personnel who perform public 
duties according to the law and who come under the state administrative staffing 
system (bianzhi) with wages and welfare borne by the state public finance” 
(Brødsgaard & Chen, 2009, p. 2)2. Differing from Western practice, most 
politicians are included within the civil service in China, but some public service 
sectors such as universities and hospitals are not (Burns, 2007). Therefore, in 
order to get as complete a picture as possible, I use the term ‘civil servant’ in this 
project in a broad sense, which includes employees in government, those 
working in the public sector to deliver public services, and those under training 
to become civil servants. 

Civil servants’ beliefs, values and customs compose “the spirit of public 
administration” (Frederickson, 1997, p. 1), which in different settings is heavily 

                                                           
2 See also State Administration of Civil Service, 
http://www.scs.gov.cn/zcfg/201409/t20140902_370.html (in Chinese). 
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influence by a particular administrative tradition (Painter & Peters, 2010, p. 8; 
see also Yesilkagit, 2010)3. This brings us to the third key concept in this study. 

Administrative tradition 

The third concept that is relevant in this project is ‘administrative tradition’. A 
tradition is a feature of cultural continuity, a “suitable conceptual link” or “a 
minimum level of consistency” (Bevir, Rhodes and Weller, 2003, p. 9) passing 
from generation to generation. In the same vein, “a governmental tradition is a 
set of inherited beliefs about the institutions and history of government” 
(Rhodes, 1999, p. 352). Painter and Peters (2010) identify nine groups of 
countries sharing some common administrative inheritance: Anglo-American, 
Napoleonic, Germanic, Scandinavian (four Western administrative traditions), 
Latin American, Postcolonial South Asian and African, East Asian, Soviet, and 
Islamic. Administrative traditions can also be classified in terms of cultural 
regions (Schwartz, 1999), such as “hierarchy” in Far East countries and 
“intellectual autonomy” in Western Europe. Either way, there are clear cultural 
differences in terms of government and public administration traditions. I adopt 
a simple distinction between the traditions of an Eastern ‘rule of morality’ and a 
Western ‘rule of law’; a cultural split between ‘moral-based’ and ‘law-based’ 
administrative contexts. 

Two traditions: the rule of morality and the rule of law  

Though there is always a danger of oversimplifying the differences between the 
East and the West, one can nevertheless identify two distinct ideals of good 
administration, each with their own values regarding what make a good 
administrator. In order to present a general picture of the two traditions, I 
provide a brief introduction here; more in-depth arguments are presented in 
Chapter 2. 

The dominant administrative tradition in East Asia, including China, is 
Confucianism 4 . Although studies of Confucianism vary, sometimes even 
substantially (e.g. Lai, 1995; Yao, 1999, 2000; Frederickson, 2002; Shun & Wong, 
2004; Chan, 2007; Fukuyama, 2011; Rozman, 2014; Wong, 2014), the 

                                                           
3 According to Painter and Peters (2010) and Yesilkagit (2010), administrative tradition also 
includes ‘structures’, such as the institutional design of civil service systems or government. 
However, they are not the main concern of this project. 
4 It should be noted that Confucianism is not the only important philosophical school in 
Chinese history. However, schools such as Legalism and Taoism never became as dominant 
or had such a lasting following. 
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observation that Confucian political thought is firmly moral-based is not a matter 
of dispute amongst authors. The link between personal morals and moral 
governance in Confucianism constitutes an integrated conceptual system 
simultaneously linking the individual to family, society, and the government. 
Confucianism believes that “the peace and harmony of the world cannot be 
achieved by force of arms, or by power of law, but only by moral virtues and 
moral influence” (Yao, 2000, p. 64). The Confucian ideal is based on a reliance on 
a moral king and moral ministers as a means of achieving good government. At 
the top of the governmental hierarchy should be the Sage King (Neisheng 
Waiwang), which is the “basic module” (Kang, 2009, p. 83) of political thought in 
ancient5 China. This implies the division of Confucian ethics into “ethic[s] for 
ordinary people and ethics for scholars” (Hwang, 1999, p. 166). Scholars occupy a 
higher position in government and therefore higher standards of morality and 
performance are required of them.  

In contrast to the moral ideas of the Eastern Confucian tradition, good 
governance in the Western tradition can be characterized in terms of the ‘rule of 
law’. Early philosophers such as Plato and Aristotle regarded laws regulating 
citizens’ behaviour as a way to establish a link between personal virtue and a 
state or polis in which citizens can become virtuous. The rule of law in 
continental Europe can be captured in the notion of the constitutional state or 
‘Rechtsstaat’ (state of law). The basic idea is one of “rationality and strict legality 
of administrative actions” (Morlino & Palombella, 2010, p. 7), or in another 
words, the government ought to be closely regulated by law. Painter and Peters 
refer to the (Germanic) Rechtsstaat as characterized by “a very strong and all-
encompassing body of public law governing every administrative sphere” (2010, 
p. 22). The Rechtsstaat concept contains abstract components (Blaau, 1990, pp. 
81-82), while the rule of law explicitly illustrates equality, fairness and openness 
in the process of legitimacy, law application and the judiciary (O'Donnell, 2004). 
In line with these definitions, laws are established to serve some values 
“exemplified in legal process” (Weingast, 1997, p. 260). In other words, the rule 
of law is not value-free or moral-free, but emphasizes different values than the 
Confucian rule of morality. 

Relevance of the study 

This study is relevant and timely for at least four reasons. First of all, no 
inventory of Confucian values specifically referring to government has yet been 
undertaken, even though we have seen a resurgence of scholarly work into 
Chinese public administration in the past decade. This could be attributed to the 
complexity of Confucianism, as well as the difficulty in conceptualizing Confucian 

                                                           
5 “Ancient” means the period before the Opium War in 1840. 
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values. It is even harder to do so in English, translating the original traditional 
Chinese into terms and concepts that Western readers can understand. 
Nevertheless, it is inevitable and unavoidable to involve these values in an 
empirical study that concerns Confucian ideas of government. I have therefore 
delved into the Confucian classics, the historical documents of admonitions, as 
well as the relevant existing literature to elicit the prominent traditional values 
for Chinese officials. It is a novel effort to establish an explicit set of Confucian 
values particularly relating to public administrators, which can also be used as a 
tool in other relevant studies. 

Secondly, values as a major feature of public administration should be 
integrated into the practice of public service (Kernaghan, 2003). However, there 
is no empirical study on civil servant values in present day China, nor a 
comparative study with Western civil servants. In the Western context, values in 
public administration have been studied widely (e.g. Frederickson, 1993; Van 
Wart, 1998; Beck Jørgensen & Bozeman, 2007; Bozeman, 2007; Menzel, 2007; 
Rutgers, 2008), specifically empirical research focusing on the values of civil 
servants, politicians and employees in the public sector (e.g. Rainey & Bozeman, 
2000; Lyons et al., 2006; Van der Wal, 2008). Nevertheless, a study measuring 
the importance of values for civil servants, particularly in China, is absent, not to 
mention one comparing value preferences in different administrative traditions. 
This research will provide novel knowledge of values in countries with different 
administrative tradition, from which we can learn about the universality and 
particularity of importance, as well as meaning of civil servant values. 

Thirdly, it is important to retrace the administrative traditions that we are 
committed to, because this helps to understand contemporary public service in 
terms of whom to serve, what moral principles to hold and which values to 
practice (Raadschelders, 1998; Stout, 2006). Nevertheless, traditions are not 
immutable. Both Confucianism in China and the Rechtsstaat in the Netherlands 
have experienced changes as well as consistencies over time. In Communist 
China, there has been much back and forth regarding Confucian ideas, especially 
during recent political developments. Confucianism was largely destroyed during 
the Cultural Revolution (1967-1977) (Zhang & Schwartz, 1997), but later in the 
1980s it was considered helpful to “fill the moral vacuum that so often 
accompanies modernization” (Bell, 2010, p. xi). At the beginning of 21st century, 
the Confucian rule of morality was declared by the government to be of the 
same importance for the state as the rule of law. In the Netherlands, the civil 
service has also adopted and adapted value patterns, especially in periods of 
public administration reform as they have prevailed in the West; for instance, 
rational Weberian bureaucratic values were superseded by business-like 
government, which was in turn replaced by the Dutch model of “public 
governance” that pursued values over ‘managerial’ effectiveness and efficiency 
(Kickert, 1997, p. 735). The principles of the rule of law such as state and officials 
are limited by laws (Tamanaha, 2012), regardless of shifting government 
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patterns, has never been discarded in Western administration. All this leads to 
pressing questions about the extent to which Chinese civil servants nowadays 
still aspire to the merit-based values like Confucian incorruptibility, loyalty and 
diligence, or whether Dutch civil servants still favour lawfulness, justice and 
equality more than other, managerial values? This study will investigate whether 
traditional values are still applicable or have faded, and whether non-traditional 
values have emerged in the present day civil service. 

Lastly, there is a strong necessity for mutual understanding between China 
and the Netherlands, for nowadays there is intense collaboration in many fields 
such as agriculture, energy, finance, investment and culture. The Netherlands 
has been China’s second largest trading partner in the EU for a decade, and China 
has become the biggest trading partner for and second largest source of 
investment in the Netherlands outside of the EU6. Nevertheless, due to the lack 
of mutual insights into administrative traditions, behaviour and value 
preferences, mutual prejudices and bias are still likely to impede collaboration. 
This research thus aims to enhance mutual understanding and promote mutual 
respect for politicians and civil servants from both hemispheres. 

Methodology 

A combination of quantitative and qualitative methods 

To gather the data for observation and interpretation, in this project I applied “a 
variety of quantitative and qualitative data-gathering procedures” (Blaikie, 2003, 
p. 17). This refers to a research tradition combining positivism – which usually 
reveals “the ‘surface’ or empirical layer” of reality (ibid.) – and interpretivism – 
which explains the social reality with a reliance on meanings, descriptions and 
interpretations – because: 

“reality also has an ‘underlying’ layer that cannot usually be 
observed directly. This is the ‘real’ layer consisting of the structures and 
mechanisms that produce the regularities that can be observed on the 
surface…knowing what kinds of things are worth looking for, painstaking 
research will hopefully produce evidence for their existence, and perhaps 
will eventually expose them to the surface layer. This position is known as 
scientific realism, and it uses a variety of quantitative and qualitative 
data-gathering procedures” (ibid.). 

                                                           
6 According to a signed article of Chinese President Xi Jinping, published in the Dutch 
Newspaper NRC Handelsblad on 23 March 2014, http://www.china.org.cn/chinese/2014-
03/31/content_31954488.htm, accessed 9 February 2015.  
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The combination of quantitative and qualitative methods can answer the 
research question of this study better than using only a single method. As Boyne 
(2002) agrees, pursuing “qualitative methods” would be useful in “more 
complicated quantitative research” (p. 117), and a combination of qualitative 
and quantitative data together helps “to produce a general picture” (Seale, 1999, 
p. 124). Van der Wal also argues that the debate “among different philosophical 
and methodological schools [about] whether constructs like attitudes or values 
can be researched at all” (2008, p. 39) stems from differing worldviews. These 
differences between quantitative and qualitative worldviews will persist, but 
should not “preclude the combination of both perspectives to produce a 
combination of different research techniques” if it can answer “the given 
research question as adequately as possible” (ibid., p. 40).  

To be more specific, a mix of research methods fits my project because of 
the following concerns. On the one hand, I need a quantitative survey to 
construct the value rankings of civil servants. On the other hand, quantitative 
data alone is inadequate to study values. As “values are not only hard to locate 
and define but also difficult to study and measure empirically” (Van der Wal, 
2008, p. 37), value ranking should be done in a certain practical context (Rutgers, 
2008). Therefore, qualitative methods were required. At first, since in the 
beginning “qualitative research refrains from setting up a well-defined concept 
of what is studied” (Flick, 2007, p. xi), values were defined specifically with 
regard to public administration and civil service. These definitions set the frame 
to avoid an overly scattered understanding of each value, but were not too 
narrow in order to allow for potential various interpretations in follow-up 
qualitative interviews. In addition, in qualitative research the context is taken 
seriously in order to understand an issue, and the case “is an important context 
for understanding what is studied” (ibid.). All data were collected according to 
respondents’ independent thinking and practical experience, and analysed within 
the Chinese and Dutch administrative contexts.  

This project collected data mainly in two ways. As “There are… numerous 
facts about the behaviours and situations of people that can be obtained only by 
asking a sample of people about themselves” (Fowler, 2002, p. 2), the best way 
to know what people think is by asking them. The first step was to conduct a 
quantitative survey on the hierarchy of values by means of a questionnaire 
distributed in China and the Netherlands. However, a questionnaire has limited 
power to present the importance of a value, because “even when the items in a 
questionnaire are worded carefully and specifically, it can be difficult for 
respondents to contextualize and grasp the conditions and circumstances under 
which something is of a certain importance” (Van der Wal, 2008, p. 37). 
Furthermore, due to the possibility of missing or distorting the meaning of some 
terms during translation, it is crucial to know how respondents interpret specific 
values. To do so, I collected qualitative data through in-depth interviews.  
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Validity and reliability  

First-hand data was gathered directly from civil servants. The respondents came 
from civil servant training programs where participants covered various 
departments, government levels and functions At best, I employed a mix of a 
random sampling and convenience sampling of mostly junior and mid-level civil 
servants, with a minority being more senior officials with supervisory duties and 
responsibilities (see chapter 5 for an overview of respondent characteristics). All 
respondents were promised anonymity during the questionnaire distribution, 
data analysis and publication, with no mention of identifiable information that 
could lead back to the respondent. Respondents were therefore expected to 
complete the questionnaire with adjusting their answers to minimum level. 
Distribution and collection of the questionnaire were undertaken in two ways: 
via hardcopy and an online survey. During the whole process, the researcher 
remained neutral: neither too close in order to avoid “reactivity” or “over-
identification” (Goldenberg, 1992, p. 213), nor too far in order to maintain 
control and ensure that the respondents understood the questionnaire well.  

Due to low data reliability when researchers are too close to their sources, 
I also moved one step back to investigate indirect data and second hand 
information, such as codes of conduct, the historical admonitions documents and 
the existing current literature. These indirect sources played a crucial role in the 
preparation and pilot survey phases. With full awareness of the risk of taking 
secondary data out of its original circumstances (Golderberg, 1992, p. 210), this 
study only used such data referring to public sector, civil servants and 
administrative traditions. In the qualitative interview phase, the data were 
gathered in a closer way. Obtaining direct information from respondents, 
particularly recording their words, might trigger ‘reactivity’, but it also 
triangulates the findings and therefore increases validity. Throughout the whole 
research process, there necessarily had to be a trade-off between validity and 
reliability, and thus a balance of direct and indirect sources was adopted.  

Phases of research 

Seven phases can be distinguished in this research: phase 1, the literature study 
and making the research plan; phase 2, the theoretical/historical research; phase 
3, the pilot survey and data analysis; phase 4, the quantitative survey and data 
analysis; phase 5, the qualitative interviews and data analysis; phase 6, 
composing and revising the articles/chapters; and phase 7, writing and 
completing the dissertation (the introductory and general discussion chapters). 
These phases are generally distinguished in terms of the research process, but it 
does not mean they were always neatly separated. For instance, the review of 
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the historical documents and the theoretical study ran almost throughout the 
whole project, and the articles were written and revised across three phases of 
data analysis.  

To begin with, two clusters of the most characteristic values in the Chinese 
Confucian and European Rechtsstaat context were established through a 
literature study. The list of Confucian values was obtained through an analysis of 
Chinese admonitions and key moral values in Chinese academic publications. The 
source of law-based values in the Dutch/Western context was the abundant data 
on core public values in Europe (e.g. Van den Heuvel et al., 2002; Van der Wal, 
2008; Beck Jørgensen & Sørensen, 2010).  

To conduct the cross-cultural survey, it was necessary to build up a 
measurement instrument: the value set. In both the Chinese and European 
setting, the value list could be very long and there was no available distinction 
between value types (Rutgers, 2008), as well as no distinct borders between 
different cultural settings. Consequently, a pilot survey was conducted among 
civil servants in Shanghai (China) and Amsterdam (the Netherlands) to determine 
which values should be included in the value set in terms of rankings and ratings. 
In addition, civil servant codes of conduct in China and the Netherlands, as well 
as data obtained from the OECD, were analysed to generate the most frequently 
mentioned values in written ethical codes of public service. The final value set 
was established on the basis of the pilot survey results and the core values in the 
codes of conduct. 

In the main survey, respondents in both China and the Netherlands were 
asked to rank values from an identical value set. The main survey was conducted 
based on a questionnaire, which consisted of two parts: three value ranking 
exercises (the most important ideal values, the least important ideal values, and 
the most important real-life values); twelve propositions about civil servants’ 
profession and practice; and ten questions about personal background and 
career development. Questionnaires were distributed in both hardcopy and 
online by emailing a secure link to respondents. The questionnaires were 
distributed among participants in professional Master of Public Administration 
(MPA) programs, who were employees in different governmental departments 
and public sectors in China and the Netherlands. The participants of MPA 
programs in the Netherlands include those preparing to be civil servants and 
those from ‘other’ sectors who have a professional background in public 
administration education. Chinese respondents also included participants 
enrolled in the Chinese Communist Party School7. The individual characteristics 

                                                           
7 In this dissertation, I use ‘CCP’ as the abbeviation of the Chinese Communist Party. To 
consistent with what appreas in references, however, I also use CPC in some places.  

The main task of Communist Party Schools is training cadres of the Party, including 
political cadres and civil servants, and most of the time, they are not neatly distinguished. 
The Chinese civil service is extensively politicized by an expanding CCP’s leadership in all 
administrative departments and by classifying organizations of the Party into civil service 
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of respondents are shown in Appendix 1. In China, a total of 525 out of 591 
distributed questionnaires were valid (response rate 89 percent). In the 
Netherlands, 235 valid questionnaires were collected out of 314 (a response rate 
of 75 percent). 

At the end of the questionnaire, all survey respondents were asked to write 
down their contact information if they were willing to take part into a follow-up 
interview. This is the way in which most of the interview respondents were 
recruited. A snowball sampling method was also used (cf. Biernacki & Waldorf, 
1981; Fowler, 2002; Weiss, 1994); these were often colleagues of the 
interviewed students. After contacting potential respondents to inform them 
about the purpose and method of the interview, all interviews were conducted 
face-to-face and conversations were recorded with their permission. Most 
interviews lasted around 45 minutes. The interviews included three parts 
composed of eight central questions (see Appendix 2). The conversations with 
each respondent were transcribed, and were first sent to the respondents for 
them to check and correct before data reporting began. 

The data collected in each phase is analysed and reported on in an 
independent chapter (Chapters 4, 5 and 6). The theoretical research on what 
makes a good administrator in the two traditions – the rule of morality and the 
rule of law – is presented in two chapters (Chapters 2 and 3). The following 
section will provide an overall outline of the dissertation.  

Limitations  

First of all, the hazard of translation is an issue that cannot be avoided when 
conducting research involving multiple languages. There is always loss, addition 
or distortion of meaning when a term is translated, due to the contextual, 
historical and cultural embeddedness of meaning (Rutgers, 2004, p. 151). 
Accordingly, this study has the problem of the unavoidable loss of meaning in the 
translation of terms from the original classical Chinese into English, and also from 
Dutch into English. The more complex and culturally specific a concept is, the 
more likely it is to be problematic. For instance, the English translation of a 
Confucian concept could “fail to convey either the power of the idea or its 
practical meaning” (Frederickson, 2002, p. 617). Some complex concepts like 
‘political participation’ may indeed vary considerably between countries (Collier 
and Mahon, 1993, p. 848). Therefore, translating from Chinese and Dutch into 
                                                                                                                        
system (Chan & Li, 2007).  The fusion and intertwined party-government relationship make 
the “role clarification” (ibid, p. 395) of political cadres and civil servants like in Western 
states very difficult (cf. Lam & Chan, 1996). As the training programs in Communist Party 
Schools do not exclude political leaders, we distributed our questionnaires to them as well. 
However, we took out the questionnaires that respondents indicated they were ‘not civil 
servant’. 
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English, and vice versa, is never straightforward, and always involves 
interpretation. In this project, to capture the original meaning as accurately as 
possible, translation was entrenched with collaboration among native Chinese, 
Dutch and English speakers. More importantly, with full awareness of possible 
loss or distortion of meaning, I conducted face-to-face interviews to investigate 
how civil servants interpret the same values in different or similar ways. 

The second limitation is a methodological one of generalization and 
representativeness. As no available database includes all 300,000 civil service 
employees in the Netherlands and the approximately 7 million in China, the most 
representative sample possible was thus difficult to obtain. I used a combination 
of “cluster” and “purposive” sampling (Black, 1999, pp. 121-124) , and the 
respondents recruited covered a mix of government levels, functions, gender 
and age. Furthermore, the strength of the quantitative survey lies primarily in 
the completion of a well-developed research instrument for testing comparative 
value preferences between Western and Asian countries, and between different 
countries and regions in general. Qualitative research faces more challenges in 
terms of generalization, but it is both inevitable and unavoidable (William, 2000). 
In order to keep generalization to a minimum, in this study I have tried to 
interpret the qualitative results against the larger background of the respective 
administrative tradition and the present day civil service. Both ‘statistical 
generalization’ (from sample to wider population) and ‘moderatum 
generalization’ (instances of a broader recognisable set of features) have been 
conducted (ibid., p. 215). 

The coherence of this dissertation 

Between the introduction (Chapter 1) and the general discussion (Chapter 7), this 
dissertation includes five chapters composed on the basis of published and 
forthcoming articles, as well as manuscripts currently under review for 
publication. Each chapter addresses one sub-question.  

In Chapter 2, the administrative tradition of Confucianism in East Asia and 
the Rechtsstaat in Western Europe are compared, focusing on the concept of law 
and its linkage to good administration. In the chapter, I argue that the Confucian 
ideal of the rule of morality and the Western tradition of the rule of law are 
fundamentally different. 

In Chapter 3, I investigate the unique historical Chinese documents known 
as admonitions. I examine the image of the traditional good official in Confucian 
China by looking for the core values emphasized in the admonitions. In this 
chapter, I show the implications of Confucian ideas of self-cultivation in the study 
and practice of public administration nowadays, both in the Western and 
Chinese contexts. More significantly, prime Confucian values are elicited, which 
help to establish the value set that is explicitly described in the following chapter. 
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The data and results of the pilot survey are presented in Chapter 4, in 
which I introduce the value set for the main survey and the preliminary results of 
the value preferences of civil servants in China and the Netherlands. In this 
chapter, the findings are based only on a small sample of respondents; a well-
developed value set is, however, established for future studies comparing values 
in Eastern and Western countries. I constructed the value set based on value 
rankings and value ratings obtained from the pilot survey, as well as the most 
frequently mentioned values in codes of conduct in China and the Netherlands.  

Chapter 5 aims to show how civil servant values in East Asian and Western 
European administrations differ through an analysis of quantitative and 
qualitative data from a large-scale survey conducted in China and the 
Netherlands. This survey shows more similarities than differences in terms of 
value rankings, with ideal8 value rankings even more similar than real-life value 
rankings. The perceptions of respondents towards the ‘other’ administrative 
tradition (i.e., Dutch respondents’ opinions of Chinese civil servants, and vice-
versa) demonstrate more cliché-type differences than what the value rankings 
actually indicate. 

Due to the culture that a value conveys, the value rankings are inadequate 
to show what some of the key values mean for civil servants in different 
administrative contexts, and how they affect practice. Therefore, I conducted 
qualitative interviews in China and the Netherlands in order to investigate the 
perceptions and prioritizations of five key civil servant values: loyalty, people-
orientedness, transparency, effectiveness and efficiency. I found that 
respondents in two countries perceived and prioritized these values differently; 
to be more specific, their interpretations of loyalty and people-orientedness 
differ more than those for transparency, effectiveness and efficiency. Detailed 
results and findings are presented in Chapter 6. 

The concluding general discussion chapter (Chapter 7) gives an overview of 
the research findings and what they mean for the various scholarly debates 
elicited in this chapter, as well as for future research endeavours to further 
explore administrative traditions and values and their dynamics in various 
settings in Asia and the West. 

 

 

                                                           
8 In Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, I use the notion ‘ideal-type’ intead of ‘ideal’ to keep 
consistent with published or accepted articles. The notion “ideal-type” and “real-life” in 
this dissertation is only used to present two types of value rankings. The ideal-type values 
are the values that our respondents regarded ideally important when they described to us 
the image of an ideal good civil servant. The concept is not used in an empirical sense such 
as the Weberian ideal-typical rational bureaucracy (Udy Jr, 1959; also see Aspalter, 2011). 
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“[N]o one doubts that the law would command and decide in the best manner 
whatever it could. But some things can, and other things cannot, be 

comprehended under the law, and this is the origin of the vexed question whether 
the best law or the best man should rule.”  

Aristotle 

The politics, 1885, p.103 
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Abstract  

This study investigates the Confucian and Western tradition specifically with 
regard to the relation between morality, law and good administration. It is 
argued that the common opposition between the rule of man and the rule of law 
as reflecting the basic difference between the two traditions is inadequate. 
Confucianism can be better characterized positively as the rule of morality. It 
should also be noticed that ‘the rule of law’ is increasingly being introduced in 
the Chinese administration. Similarly, even though the Western tradition can be 
captured in terms of the rule of law, it is acknowledged that ‘the rule of man’ 
cannot be avoided, and that morality is important. Both traditions oppose the 
rule of man, in as far as it refers to someone acting out his selfish preferences. It 
is concluded that, good governance requires officials of good morality who are 
respectful of the law, whether this is a kind of convergence is a matter of debate. 

Points for practitioners 

This article studies Confucian and Western administrative traditions from the 
angle of law and morality. What makes a ‘good administrator’ should be studied 
contextually, particularly in very different culture of evaluating good governance. 
The article points at the need to be careful in characterizing and understanding 
the two traditions, in particular the reference to the Confucian tradition in terms 
of the ‘the rule of man’ too easily results in dismissing ideas due to the 
association with a specific negative concept in the Western tradition.  

Keywords 

Confucianism, governance, law, morality, rule of law, Western tradition 

Introduction 

To oppose Chinese and Western9 thought in terms of the rule of man versus the 
rule of law is common, however, it has not received attention within the 
increasing literature on administrative traditions (e.g. Boyer, 1990; Smelser and 
Baltes, 2001; Bevir, Rhodes and Weller, 2003). This article focuses on the 
different normative starting points of these two traditions in relation to their 
ideas of good administration. It is concluded that the characterization in terms of 
rule of law versus rule of man hampers understanding of relevant differences 
                                                           
9 ‘Eastern’ and ‘Western’, ‘Chinese’ and ‘Western’, or ‘the East’ and ‘the West’ are used as 
terms to indicate general distinctions in the geographical, historical and cultural sense (cf. 
Painter and Peters, 2010). 
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and similarities. It should be noticed in advance that the aim is not to do justice 
to the wide variety and complexity of the two vast and long standing traditions, 
but to tease out deep-seated different starting points that underpin their outlook 
on what is at the heart of good administration. The focus is on juxtaposing the 
two traditions, rather than identifying convergences or ´lessons´. Before doing so, 
some remarks on the nature of translation and tradition are required.  

A specific problem is that we have to deal with concepts in many different 
languages when comparing the two traditions. This can result in similarities and 
differences that are a construct of translation into English. For instance, are the 
terms ‘civil servant’, ‘Verwaltungsbeamte’ and 公务员 simply cognitive 
equivalents denoting similar social (legal, political) phenomena? The more 
complex and culturally specific a concept is, the more likely it is to be 
problematic as Collier and Mahon (1993:848) illustrate when discussing the 
meanings of ‘political participation’. Translating Chinese concepts into English, 
and vice versa, is never straightforward.10  

Cultural differences are often captured in terms of traditions (Painter and 
Peters, 2010:4). There are many definitions of ‘tradition’,11 but for the purpose of 
this article we regard it as a normative orientation that can be expressed by 
means of a fairly stable basic set of ideas and values, which is relied upon both 
implicitly and consciously, is (at least partly) handed down actively and 
consciously, is protected, and brings with it moral and intellectual prestige.  

In the literature, different administrative traditions have been identified (cf. 
Painter and Peters, 2010; Schwartz, 1999; Yesilkagit, 2010). In this article, the 
focus is on the two ‘great traditions’ that encompass a large cultural and 
historical area: the Eastern or Confucian tradition on the one hand, and the 
Western or ‘Socratic’ tradition on the other. The focus here is a bit more limited 
to primarily Chinese and European thought, as there are major distinctions 
between Confucian countries, as well as, within the Western administrative 
tradition (cf. Rutgers, 2000, 2001) that have to be largely ignored in the context 
of this article.  

In the next sections we will first characterize the Chinese tradition. Despite 
the previously stated need to avoid specific sub traditions, the focus on the 
meaning of ‘law’ demands us to elaborate on the school of ‘legalism’. This 
discussion concludes with observations on developments in the last century up 
to the present. Next the Western tradition is outlined using the idea of the rule 
of law as a focus. Finally, we will discuss the characterization of either tradition in 
terms of their rejection of the rule of man.  

 

                                                           
10 There are different translations of this core Confucian text available, by Pinyin or Wade-
Giles. 
11 See for instance Shils, 2006; Bevir, Rhodes and Weller, 2003; Boyer, 1990. 
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Law in the Chinese Tradition  

The dominant influence of Confucianism on traditional Chinese administration is 
generally recognized. It focuses on “teaching and moral guidance (rather than 
penal law) as instrument for the government of the people” (MacCormack, 
1996:6). In order to highlight the starting points of Confucianism we start with 
Legalism as the opposing school.  

Legalism insists on law as a prime tool for government or rule by law: “in 
rule by law,…law is amoral and an instrument of power” (Winston, 2005:313). 
Whether morality and law are conceptualized as mutually exclusive, or whether 
they are both characterized in terms of law, i.e. natural versus positive law (cf. 
Orts, 2001:51), in both cases law is “regarded as something vital to the existence 
of a moral order, something which—though created by man—stands and is 
regarded as a force in itself” (Michael, 1962:125). Winston (2005) points at a 
core issue: the difference between the rule by law in Chinese tradition and the 
Western rule of law is a matter of how the relationship between law and 
morality is conceived. In the Confucian ideal, morality is supposed to be the 
highest warranty to secure social order, whilst the role of law in China was, 
unlike in the West, not “above the quarrels of the day ” (Michael, 1962:125). 

To understand the role of law in traditional Chinese thought, both schools 
have to be investigated. To start with, in Confucianism, law has but a marginal 
function. Morality and the moral code li (rites) “took over much of the function 
filled by law in [the] Western tradition” (127). Nevertheless, Confucian ideology 
“provides the fundamentals for the substance of traditional law” (Ren, 1997:19). 
The Confucian conception of law shares many traits with the Western idea of 
‘natural law’ (e.g. Greer and Lim, 1998; Orts, 2001). A main difference is that law 
is “inextricably intertwined” with personal and political morality in Confucianism 
(Greer and Lim, 1998: 81). Furthermore, Western natural rights theories do 
“regard society and the state as outcomes of a contract between rational 
individuals” (p.85), Confucian good government relies on ethical persons to 
maintain a social hierarchy and harmony to ensure the ‘natural order’. The social 
relationships and rules to govern are prescribed in the li, which are a matter of 
‘moral codes’ rather than of formal laws and regulations.  Confucianism regards 
regulation through laws essentially a matter of moral performance and makes no 
sharp distinction between morality and law in terms of li (rites) and fa (laws). 
This pair reflects the different values of Confucianism and Legalism regarding 
government: Confucianism is founded on the moral qualities of the political 
elites, while Legalism is founded primarily on law or fa.  
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A specific problem is that we have to deal with concepts in many different 
languages when comparing the two traditions. This can result in similarities and 
differences that are a construct of translation into English. For instance, are the 
terms ‘civil servant’, ‘Verwaltungsbeamte’ and 公务员 simply cognitive 
equivalents denoting similar social (legal, political) phenomena? The more 
complex and culturally specific a concept is, the more likely it is to be 
problematic as Collier and Mahon (1993:848) illustrate when discussing the 
meanings of ‘political participation’. Translating Chinese concepts into English, 
and vice versa, is never straightforward.10  

Cultural differences are often captured in terms of traditions (Painter and 
Peters, 2010:4). There are many definitions of ‘tradition’,11 but for the purpose of 
this article we regard it as a normative orientation that can be expressed by 
means of a fairly stable basic set of ideas and values, which is relied upon both 
implicitly and consciously, is (at least partly) handed down actively and 
consciously, is protected, and brings with it moral and intellectual prestige.  

In the literature, different administrative traditions have been identified (cf. 
Painter and Peters, 2010; Schwartz, 1999; Yesilkagit, 2010). In this article, the 
focus is on the two ‘great traditions’ that encompass a large cultural and 
historical area: the Eastern or Confucian tradition on the one hand, and the 
Western or ‘Socratic’ tradition on the other. The focus here is a bit more limited 
to primarily Chinese and European thought, as there are major distinctions 
between Confucian countries, as well as, within the Western administrative 
tradition (cf. Rutgers, 2000, 2001) that have to be largely ignored in the context 
of this article.  

In the next sections we will first characterize the Chinese tradition. Despite 
the previously stated need to avoid specific sub traditions, the focus on the 
meaning of ‘law’ demands us to elaborate on the school of ‘legalism’. This 
discussion concludes with observations on developments in the last century up 
to the present. Next the Western tradition is outlined using the idea of the rule 
of law as a focus. Finally, we will discuss the characterization of either tradition in 
terms of their rejection of the rule of man.  

 

                                                           
10 There are different translations of this core Confucian text available, by Pinyin or Wade-
Giles. 
11 See for instance Shils, 2006; Bevir, Rhodes and Weller, 2003; Boyer, 1990. 
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Law in the Chinese Tradition  

The dominant influence of Confucianism on traditional Chinese administration is 
generally recognized. It focuses on “teaching and moral guidance (rather than 
penal law) as instrument for the government of the people” (MacCormack, 
1996:6). In order to highlight the starting points of Confucianism we start with 
Legalism as the opposing school.  

Legalism insists on law as a prime tool for government or rule by law: “in 
rule by law,…law is amoral and an instrument of power” (Winston, 2005:313). 
Whether morality and law are conceptualized as mutually exclusive, or whether 
they are both characterized in terms of law, i.e. natural versus positive law (cf. 
Orts, 2001:51), in both cases law is “regarded as something vital to the existence 
of a moral order, something which—though created by man—stands and is 
regarded as a force in itself” (Michael, 1962:125). Winston (2005) points at a 
core issue: the difference between the rule by law in Chinese tradition and the 
Western rule of law is a matter of how the relationship between law and 
morality is conceived. In the Confucian ideal, morality is supposed to be the 
highest warranty to secure social order, whilst the role of law in China was, 
unlike in the West, not “above the quarrels of the day ” (Michael, 1962:125). 

To understand the role of law in traditional Chinese thought, both schools 
have to be investigated. To start with, in Confucianism, law has but a marginal 
function. Morality and the moral code li (rites) “took over much of the function 
filled by law in [the] Western tradition” (127). Nevertheless, Confucian ideology 
“provides the fundamentals for the substance of traditional law” (Ren, 1997:19). 
The Confucian conception of law shares many traits with the Western idea of 
‘natural law’ (e.g. Greer and Lim, 1998; Orts, 2001). A main difference is that law 
is “inextricably intertwined” with personal and political morality in Confucianism 
(Greer and Lim, 1998: 81). Furthermore, Western natural rights theories do 
“regard society and the state as outcomes of a contract between rational 
individuals” (p.85), Confucian good government relies on ethical persons to 
maintain a social hierarchy and harmony to ensure the ‘natural order’. The social 
relationships and rules to govern are prescribed in the li, which are a matter of 
‘moral codes’ rather than of formal laws and regulations.  Confucianism regards 
regulation through laws essentially a matter of moral performance and makes no 
sharp distinction between morality and law in terms of li (rites) and fa (laws). 
This pair reflects the different values of Confucianism and Legalism regarding 
government: Confucianism is founded on the moral qualities of the political 
elites, while Legalism is founded primarily on law or fa.  
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Legalism: Fa  

The main origin of Chinese legal administration is Legalism, also called the school 
of fa (law), and it provided “the important framework of the traditional legal 
system” (Ren, 1997:19), with the central idea that a ruler should rely on standard 
rules and severe penal codes to maintain social order.  

Linguistically, the word fa in Chinese does not relate to fairness or justice 
(Liang, 1989:59), but is more close to fá (罚),12 which means penal punishment, 
and lü (律), which means written laws. The earliest Chinese Legalist author 
Guanzi (c. 720-645 BC) defined laws as standards for measurement (Guanzi, 
1985:128); government should rely on laws to manage the state by balancing 
punishment and reward without bias. However, Guanzi did not ignore morality 
and asserted the Four Principles (siwei 四维) with which to run the state: li (rites), 
yi (justice), lian (incorruptibility) and chi (sense of shame). Morality here refers to 
socially shared morals rather than personal virtue, and it exists within the 
framework of law. Guanzi points to a link between law and morality in general: 
“Legal statutes, regulations, and procedures must be patterned on the moral way, 
the orders must be publicized and made clear, and the rewards and punishments 
must be made reliable and absolute” (Guanzi, 1985:256). Although law comes 
prior to morality, the latter is still important for society and its ruler.  

Perhaps the most famous legalist is Han Fei13 (ca. 280–233 BC), who took a 
different stance when he argued that “moral considerations should be rigorously 
excluded in the conduct of government” (MacCormack, 1996:4). Han Fei began 
from the conviction that human beings are self-interested (Cao, 1948:33), and 
therefore a ruler should not expect people to automatically act in a good way: 
acceptable behavior needs to be enforced by means of laws and severe 
punishments. Han Fei objected to the Confucian ideal of the moral sage 
governing the state: “men with literary learning should not be employed in the 
government, for employing them means throwing the laws in confusion” (Han 
Fei, cited by Denecke, 2010:304). Han Fei’s political thought can be captured by 
three complementary concepts—fa (laws), shu (tact) and shi (position)—which 
constitute the core of Legalist thought (cf. Jiang, 2000:55-56).  

Fa is “the law as codified in books, kept in governmental offices, and 
promulgated among the hundred surnames [of the masses]” (Han Fei, 1959:188). 
This is in line with the Western notion of positive law, and does not include 
moral principles, codes or customs. Shu refers to statecraft: the skill or 
techniques to rule in order to ensure that the king’s authority is maintained. 
Finally, shi denotes the ruler’s authority, i.e. the power status he should maintain 
in order to avoid being weakened or usurped by his ministers and officials. 

                                                           
12 All Chinese text in this article is noted in Mandarin Pinyin. 
13 Also known as Han Feizi. 
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The Legalist notion of fazhi is commonly translated as the rule of law, 
although this is not quite accurate as the concept exclusively applies to ruling a 
state (Liang, 1989:80-81). There are also some aspects of the Western (formal) 
notion of the rule of law that are included in Legalism, such as the demand that 
law cannot be made in hindsight, that it should be open, clear and stable, and 
should be applied regardless of social status (cf. Raz, 2009:183). However, 
regarding the latter, the ruler is exempted as the ultimate authority of the law.  

Morality and law are linked in Legalism to the extent that punishment and 
reward are employed to stop wickedness and encourage merit. Legalism 
therefore tries to codify rites into law. The Legalist aim is to arrive at government 
by laws and not by persons, although the “authority of the law comes from the 
authority of the king” (Liang, 1989:83). What is more, legalists realize that the 
law has to be executed correctly by people, requiring them to emphasize that a 
person has to do the right thing. It therefore appears, as we shall see, that 
Legalism objects to the rule of man, and is rather a rule of morality. This brings us 
to Confucianism as such. 

Confucianism: Li  

Confucianism was the core teaching for all bureaucrats over two millennia of 
Chinese imperial bureaucracy (Ren, 1997:3). Confucianism was, however, not 
static, and came to incorporate ideas originating in, for instance, Taoism and 
Buddhism. From the very beginning, public administration was a major concern; 
many of Confucianism’s major scholars, were themselves officials. But not like 
legalism, law is not regarded as a major concern. What is central is the concept 
of li or rites, which could perhaps acquire “the force of law” (Lee and Lai, 
1977:1326). Orts (2001:77) points at similarities between the concept of li and 
the Western law. A major difference, however, is that (positive) law concerns 
human, social norms, while li is considered part of the natural order (Zhang, 
2002:44-45). Xunzi therefore combines the concepts of law and rites into ‘law-
rule’, which guides both administration and social life according to Confucianism:  

 “[Kings and lords should be] Sincere about justice in their intentions, 
encapsulating justice in their laws, rules, standards and measures, 
and practicing it in their administration of affairs” (Xunzi, see Zhang, 
2002:45). 

 
The preceding views show that in classic Chinese texts, fa (laws) and li (rites) 
have no simple equivalent in the Western concept of law (or morality, for that 
matter). Legalism or Confucianism contains fundamental difference with the rule 
of law: Legalism/Confucianism primarily refer to the use of law as a tool for 
political control. As Peerenboom (2002:33) suggests, “it is better understood as 
rule by law”. Furthermore, the enforcement of laws relies on “man’s, especially 
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Legalism: Fa  

The main origin of Chinese legal administration is Legalism, also called the school 
of fa (law), and it provided “the important framework of the traditional legal 
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rules and severe penal codes to maintain social order.  

Linguistically, the word fa in Chinese does not relate to fairness or justice 
(Liang, 1989:59), but is more close to fá (罚),12 which means penal punishment, 
and lü (律), which means written laws. The earliest Chinese Legalist author 
Guanzi (c. 720-645 BC) defined laws as standards for measurement (Guanzi, 
1985:128); government should rely on laws to manage the state by balancing 
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and asserted the Four Principles (siwei 四维) with which to run the state: li (rites), 
yi (justice), lian (incorruptibility) and chi (sense of shame). Morality here refers to 
socially shared morals rather than personal virtue, and it exists within the 
framework of law. Guanzi points to a link between law and morality in general: 
“Legal statutes, regulations, and procedures must be patterned on the moral way, 
the orders must be publicized and made clear, and the rewards and punishments 
must be made reliable and absolute” (Guanzi, 1985:256). Although law comes 
prior to morality, the latter is still important for society and its ruler.  

Perhaps the most famous legalist is Han Fei13 (ca. 280–233 BC), who took a 
different stance when he argued that “moral considerations should be rigorously 
excluded in the conduct of government” (MacCormack, 1996:4). Han Fei began 
from the conviction that human beings are self-interested (Cao, 1948:33), and 
therefore a ruler should not expect people to automatically act in a good way: 
acceptable behavior needs to be enforced by means of laws and severe 
punishments. Han Fei objected to the Confucian ideal of the moral sage 
governing the state: “men with literary learning should not be employed in the 
government, for employing them means throwing the laws in confusion” (Han 
Fei, cited by Denecke, 2010:304). Han Fei’s political thought can be captured by 
three complementary concepts—fa (laws), shu (tact) and shi (position)—which 
constitute the core of Legalist thought (cf. Jiang, 2000:55-56).  

Fa is “the law as codified in books, kept in governmental offices, and 
promulgated among the hundred surnames [of the masses]” (Han Fei, 1959:188). 
This is in line with the Western notion of positive law, and does not include 
moral principles, codes or customs. Shu refers to statecraft: the skill or 
techniques to rule in order to ensure that the king’s authority is maintained. 
Finally, shi denotes the ruler’s authority, i.e. the power status he should maintain 
in order to avoid being weakened or usurped by his ministers and officials. 

                                                           
12 All Chinese text in this article is noted in Mandarin Pinyin. 
13 Also known as Han Feizi. 
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The Legalist notion of fazhi is commonly translated as the rule of law, 
although this is not quite accurate as the concept exclusively applies to ruling a 
state (Liang, 1989:80-81). There are also some aspects of the Western (formal) 
notion of the rule of law that are included in Legalism, such as the demand that 
law cannot be made in hindsight, that it should be open, clear and stable, and 
should be applied regardless of social status (cf. Raz, 2009:183). However, 
regarding the latter, the ruler is exempted as the ultimate authority of the law.  

Morality and law are linked in Legalism to the extent that punishment and 
reward are employed to stop wickedness and encourage merit. Legalism 
therefore tries to codify rites into law. The Legalist aim is to arrive at government 
by laws and not by persons, although the “authority of the law comes from the 
authority of the king” (Liang, 1989:83). What is more, legalists realize that the 
law has to be executed correctly by people, requiring them to emphasize that a 
person has to do the right thing. It therefore appears, as we shall see, that 
Legalism objects to the rule of man, and is rather a rule of morality. This brings us 
to Confucianism as such. 

Confucianism: Li  

Confucianism was the core teaching for all bureaucrats over two millennia of 
Chinese imperial bureaucracy (Ren, 1997:3). Confucianism was, however, not 
static, and came to incorporate ideas originating in, for instance, Taoism and 
Buddhism. From the very beginning, public administration was a major concern; 
many of Confucianism’s major scholars, were themselves officials. But not like 
legalism, law is not regarded as a major concern. What is central is the concept 
of li or rites, which could perhaps acquire “the force of law” (Lee and Lai, 
1977:1326). Orts (2001:77) points at similarities between the concept of li and 
the Western law. A major difference, however, is that (positive) law concerns 
human, social norms, while li is considered part of the natural order (Zhang, 
2002:44-45). Xunzi therefore combines the concepts of law and rites into ‘law-
rule’, which guides both administration and social life according to Confucianism:  

 “[Kings and lords should be] Sincere about justice in their intentions, 
encapsulating justice in their laws, rules, standards and measures, 
and practicing it in their administration of affairs” (Xunzi, see Zhang, 
2002:45). 
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the ruler’s, capability in administering law” (Ren, 1997:3): this is where the rule 
of morality comes into the picture.  

It was only in the early brief Ch’in dynasty (221-206 BC) that Legalism was 
the dominant administrative philosophy in China. Thereafter it was rejected, and 
over the ages, with Confucianism, li became dominant over fa (cf. Lee and Lai, 
1977:1325). As noted before, li has the regulatory power of law, but it is not 
law.14 It “is supposed to be the basis for an orderly society and the ideal basis of 
government” (Shun, 1993:457-458), providing “a unified moral code” for the 
cultivation of virtues (Cheung, 2010:32). Rites and moral virtue are thus 
intrinsically linked, which is something is absent in Western ethics.  

Confucianism also includes a close connection between personal morality 
and state government, in the form of the rule of morality. The ideal ruler is a 
sage-king ( 内 圣外 王 ); and good government requires “the Confucian 
intelligentsia” (Cheung, 2010:39), i.e. a circle of persons of complete virtue: the 
Junzi). This constitutes the moral basis of Confucian political thought (cf. Tu, 2000; 
Shun, 1993; Hwang, 1999). The prime Confucian classic The Great Learning, 
states the moral cultivation of rulers: “Wishing to order well their states (……) 
they first rectified their hearts” (Confucius, 2009:357). Yao captures this as “the 
fundamental Confucian belief that the peace and harmony of the world cannot 
be achieved by force of arms, nor by power of law, but only by moral virtues and 
moral influence” (2003:xiii).  

The link between personal morals and good governance constitutes an 
integrated moral system linking individuals and society, as well as society and 
government. The rule of morality amounts to an interconnected set of ideas for 
self-cultivation, dealing with interpersonal relationships according to rites (li), 
providing moral education for the common people to become junzi, and 
engaging in government with humanity (ren) in order to enable self-cultivation, 
thus completing the circle. The focus is entirely on morality and learning: 
“Confucian learning therefore lays emphasis on self-cultivation, rather than the 
building of institutions” (Yao, 2003:xiv). 

Modern China15: Western Influences 

The revolution led by Sun Yat-sen and the foundation of the Republic of China in 
1911 ends the millennia old imperial era, which brings Western ideas and values. 
Pioneers 16  had already argued for constitutional monarchy and new 

                                                           
14 On the contrary, Mencius argued that “coercive laws, or fa, should reflect a proper and 
correct understanding of rites, or li” (Orts, 2001:55). 
15 The era since 1912 is comprised of two phases: The Republic of China (1912-1949) and 
The People’s Republic of China (1949-present). 
16 Such as Kang Youwei (or K’ang Yu-wei, 1858-1927) and Liang Qichao (or Liang Ch’i-ch’ao, 
1873-1929). 
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interpretations of Confucianism and Western political ideals, including 
Communism. Yuan Shikai (1859-1961) was arguably the first to infuse Confucian 
ideals of government with Western political notions (Jenco, 2010:185). Ideas on 
constitutions and democracy were influential among young Chinese students and 
scholars, and resulted in “the final dissolution of old Chinese tradition and the 
birth of a true Chinese nation” (Chen, 1971:6).  

Scholars and politicians such as Zhang Shizhao (1881-1973) advocated for 
impartial laws and emphasized the responsibility of citizens instead of sages 
(Jenco, 2010:198). Nevertheless, the period from 1911 to 1949 was comprised of 
“foreign invasions, native uprisings (such as the Christian-inspired Taiping and 
anti-Western Boxer rebellions), and the effects of global and internecine warfare” 
(Orts, 2001:56-57), all of which hampered legal development. After the 
Communist Party took over in 1949, Marxist and Soviet models of law as 
instruments for party rule were applied to establish a Socialist legal system. In 
the first years of new People’s Republic of China, there was a vast improvement 
in the legal system: Civil Law, Penal Law, Marriage Law and the Constitution 
became effective (Liang, 2011:24). This did not, however, imply a rejection of 
tradition for, as Zhang and Schwartz (1997) argue, Communist China needed the 
“Confucian tradition of deference and hierarchy” to legitimate government 
policies (195). Confucian philosophy was even emphasized by Mao and other 
communist leaders in the early phase. However, legal developments stalled 
during the Cultural Revolution (1966-1976), when Communist Party actively tried 
to eliminate traditional Confucian ideas (Zhang and Schwartz, 1997:200), and 
disrupted, as Orts (2001) puts it, “any ordinary concept of law in China” (57), 
making it “virtually a lawless nation” (58).  

After this episode, the development of law once again enjoyed a rapid 
growth (Chen, 2007:692), and in the light of economic development significantly 
improved in the 1990s. Amongst the major improvements was that citizens, as 
well as party members and government officials, became principally equal before 
the law. Nevertheless, the legal system is still far from the ideal of a law state, 
especially as legislation and judiciary are under direct rule of the Communist 
Party. Furthermore, a major deficiency is embedded in the Constitution itself, 
which declares everyone as being subject to the law, while at the same time 
privileging Maoist-Leninist political theory and Communist Party leadership (Orts, 
2001:68).  

A restoration of Confucian li and virtues was begun during Deng Xiaoping’s 
regime (1977-199717). There was no desire to legitimate the regime as a pre-
Cultural Revolution state, but “to dignify and stabilize a backward society seeking 
a place in the modern world”, whereby Confucian thought was used to reinforce 
                                                           
17 The regime of Deng was complex, but the most influential period is from 1977 till he 
passed away in 1997. Deng promoted China developed a huge step forward, including the 
Open Policy and diplomatic interaction with the West. More on Deng’s political life, please 
see Deng Xiaoping Dictionary (1994). 
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interpretations of Confucianism and Western political ideals, including 
Communism. Yuan Shikai (1859-1961) was arguably the first to infuse Confucian 
ideals of government with Western political notions (Jenco, 2010:185). Ideas on 
constitutions and democracy were influential among young Chinese students and 
scholars, and resulted in “the final dissolution of old Chinese tradition and the 
birth of a true Chinese nation” (Chen, 1971:6).  

Scholars and politicians such as Zhang Shizhao (1881-1973) advocated for 
impartial laws and emphasized the responsibility of citizens instead of sages 
(Jenco, 2010:198). Nevertheless, the period from 1911 to 1949 was comprised of 
“foreign invasions, native uprisings (such as the Christian-inspired Taiping and 
anti-Western Boxer rebellions), and the effects of global and internecine warfare” 
(Orts, 2001:56-57), all of which hampered legal development. After the 
Communist Party took over in 1949, Marxist and Soviet models of law as 
instruments for party rule were applied to establish a Socialist legal system. In 
the first years of new People’s Republic of China, there was a vast improvement 
in the legal system: Civil Law, Penal Law, Marriage Law and the Constitution 
became effective (Liang, 2011:24). This did not, however, imply a rejection of 
tradition for, as Zhang and Schwartz (1997) argue, Communist China needed the 
“Confucian tradition of deference and hierarchy” to legitimate government 
policies (195). Confucian philosophy was even emphasized by Mao and other 
communist leaders in the early phase. However, legal developments stalled 
during the Cultural Revolution (1966-1976), when Communist Party actively tried 
to eliminate traditional Confucian ideas (Zhang and Schwartz, 1997:200), and 
disrupted, as Orts (2001) puts it, “any ordinary concept of law in China” (57), 
making it “virtually a lawless nation” (58).  

After this episode, the development of law once again enjoyed a rapid 
growth (Chen, 2007:692), and in the light of economic development significantly 
improved in the 1990s. Amongst the major improvements was that citizens, as 
well as party members and government officials, became principally equal before 
the law. Nevertheless, the legal system is still far from the ideal of a law state, 
especially as legislation and judiciary are under direct rule of the Communist 
Party. Furthermore, a major deficiency is embedded in the Constitution itself, 
which declares everyone as being subject to the law, while at the same time 
privileging Maoist-Leninist political theory and Communist Party leadership (Orts, 
2001:68).  

A restoration of Confucian li and virtues was begun during Deng Xiaoping’s 
regime (1977-199717). There was no desire to legitimate the regime as a pre-
Cultural Revolution state, but “to dignify and stabilize a backward society seeking 
a place in the modern world”, whereby Confucian thought was used to reinforce 
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Open Policy and diplomatic interaction with the West. More on Deng’s political life, please 
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a new moral order (Zhang and Schwartz, 1997:202-203). This revival of the rule 
of morality seems to imply a remedy: Party members and administrators should 
morally self-regulate, and the people should advocate for leadership of a moral 
Party for a harmonious society. The revival also embraced the elevation of law as 
providing external, legal constraints on the abuse of power in cases morality fails. 
Jiang Zemin, the president of China from 1993-2003, explicitly called for the 
complement of law and morality, uniting them with the rule of morality as 
statecraft for the purpose of “ruling the country according to law” (Chen, 
2007:724). 

Law seems a dominant theme, rather than morality, to Chinese governance 
lately. It has announced in the fourth plenary session of the 18th CPC Central 
Committee to make effort on “comprehensively advancing the rule of law”, a 
“socialist rule of law with Chinese characteristics” (The State Council of the 
People’s Republic of China, 2014). The latter implies, on the one hand, 
strengthening law-abiding government, and, on the other hand, keeping the 
leadership of CPC as the first principle. As Shen puts it, laws and institutions in 
China “would strengthen, rather than limit, party leadership” (2000: 25). A 
Confucian focus on the moral individual is also present: where laws do not 
constrain Party members, their personal morals should do so.  The traditional 
Confucian ideal of moral officials, combined with a Western notion of legality 
legitimates CPC’s authority. This might be considered distinct ‘Asian values’; a 
term often used in the context of authoritarian government in the East Asian 
region (cf. De Berry, 1998; Cheung, 2000; Rozman, 2014). In many Asian 
countries, Confucian administrative ideas are a profound cultural force distinct 
from a “Western-style democracy” (Cheung, 2000: 4), and the rule of law 
tradition. 

The Rule of Law (Rechtsstaat) 

The Western tradition also originates around 2500 years ago, and despite vast 
variations and disjointedness, it can be regarded as a continuous tradition (cf. 
Tamanaha, 2004:3).  

At an abstract level personal morality and virtue are also at the heart of 
Western thought. However, morals and politics are treated as much less unified, 
and the role of rites is (almost) absent: in its place there is a strong reliance on 
“settling disputes in a regular manner according to rules [that] have already been 
laid down” (Lyons, 1984:194), i.e. a tradition focusing on law.  

The Foundations of Morality and Law 

The importance of law in thinking about society, politics and morality, surfaces in 
the earliest philosophical treatises. Thus Plato narrates how Socrates, having 
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been sentenced to death, refuses to escape as it would amount to a betrayal of 
his agreement with the law as the stable basis of the state (in his work Crito; cf. 
Licht e.a., 2007:660). In The Republic, Plato (1980a) is concerned with the ideal 
state and laws are regarded as the heart of good government. Where 
Confucianism has the sage-king, Plato argues for a wise philosopher-king (1980b: 
1509) who is described as lawgiver and rules by just laws. In The Laws it reads: 
“The first-best society, then, [is] that with the best constitution and code of law” 
(Plato, 1980a, 739b/c:1324). The other founding philosopher, Aristotle, asks in 
his Politics, “whether it is more advantageous to be ruled by the best man or by 
the best law” (2000:136/1286a.III.15). A virtuous monarch is perhaps superior, 
but, “the rule of law is preferable to that of any individual” (139/1287a.III.16.3). 
What is more, contrary to the good man, “the law has compulsive power” 
(1980:272/1180a15). Aristotle also closely links politics, ethics and law: “The true 
student of politics, too, is thought to have studied virtue above all things; for he 
wishes to make his fellow citizens good and obedient to the laws” 
(1980:24/1102a13). By means of laws, the state brings people to virtue and 
happiness. Aristotle even argues that moral training should be regulated by law 
so as to ensure that it is accomplished. Plato and Aristotle, as founders of 
Western philosophy, thus take a fundamentally different position regarding the 
relevance of law and a person’s morality compared to Confucianism.  

The classic Western philosophers regard laws as a way to link personal 
virtue and the state, and the state as the encompassing moral sphere is primarily 
a legal entity. An important argument for the reliance on laws is that they are 
based on reason and wisdom, and do not dependent on individual’s desires. A 
contemporary of Plato, Democritus, already formulated the notion of the 
subjugation of all government and administration under the law (Owens, 
1959:143-4). The rule of law was established as a moral guide, albeit in a very 
broad but fundamental sense. A specific issue was, as also surfaced in the 
discussed on Legalism, whether the monarch was subject to his own laws. In 
medieval practice, the monarch’s rule, became regarded as restrained by natural 
or divine law, as well as, by customary law (cf. Tamanaha, 2012:237). The 
Influential thirteenth century philosopher Thomas Aquinas’ argued, for instance,  
that it is logical for a monarch to adhere to his own good laws , and that it is at 
the same time wise to do so in light of God’s final judgement (Aquinas, 
1274/1978:50). However, here it should be noted that in the Western tradition 
moral thought became a matter of the Christian religion (in all its variants). Also 
in the Middle Ages, the first steps towards the protection of subjects or citizens 
against monarchical and state power by means of law were taken: in particular 
the English Magna Carta of 1215 is the (symbolic) big step in this development. 
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Constitutions and the Reliance on Law 

Since the Renaissance (i.e. 1500 AD onwards), political theory, constitutional 
thought and the development of legal theory have gone hand in hand. In the 
practice of government, the importance of law increased, and legal knowledge 
and skill became a requirement for civil servants (Raadschelders and Rutgers, 
1999). The pervasive importance of law is reflected in Grotius’ influential The 
Law of War and Peace, in which he discusses lawful war: “Law here signifies 
nothing but what is just … a lawful thing is what is not unjust” (Grotius, 
1625/1949:18).  

In political thought, the relationship between social order, law and morality 
remained central. Avoiding strife and discord was, for instance, Thomas Hobbes’ 
(1651/1979) main reason to argue for an absolute monarch. However, John 
Locke, as the founder of liberalism, stressed that all laws require the “consent of 
the society” (1698/1988:356), and that “Where-ever Law ends, Tyranny begins” 
(p.400). 

An important development was the rise of (moral and political) pluralism. 
The belief in Christian moral monism started to waver. Machiavelli’s treatise The 
Prince can be regarded as a major example and exponent of this (e.g. Berlin, 
1998). He argued there are different moralities in existence; one for the people and 
one for those in government (p.324). Over time, “many philosophers turned away 
from the classical search for the ultimate good, rejecting the view that any such 
single good exists” (Tamanaha, 2004:41). Nevertheless, from the early 
nineteenth century onwards, the search for a rationally founded morality was 
strong, be it in terms of Kantianism, Utilitarianism or a renewed interest in 
(Aristotelian) virtue ethics.  

Another important development concern ‘constitutional principles’, one of 
the most prominent being the separation of powers. Montesquieu in De L’esprit 
des Lois (The Spirit of the Law) refers to “political virtue” (1748/1994:728) and 
regards laws as present everywhere in the universe and a necessity for social life 
(p.234).  

The previous anecdotic overview illustrates the long roots of what is 
nowadays referred to as ´the rule of law´ as a core concept in Western thought. 
Especially since the rise of constitutionalism and codification in the eighteenth 
century, law became regarded as the source of freedom and justice.  

The Rule of Law in International Debate 

Although the rule of law can characterize Western thought, it is also “an 
exceedingly elusive notion” (Tamanaha, 2004:3). A brief reflection on the 
contemporary debates can illustrate this. 

To start with, there has been increasing effort to promote the rule of law in 
international praxis (cf. Mooney e.a., 2010:838,840). It has been put forward to 
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promote the alleviation of poverty, to create ‘administrative justice’, and most 
recently to enable a transition to a market economy and democracy (842-4). It is 
regarded as closely linked with the notion of ‘good governance’, as promoted by 
the World Bank and other international institutions (Licht e.a., 2007:660). What 
is more, empirical studies indicate a positive relationship between the rule of law 
and economic prosperity (cf. Haggard e.a., 2008:205). However, others argue 
that the rule of law cannot simply be introduced into any culture (cf. Grindle, 
2007:571; Mooney e.a., 2010). The problem seems to be in the very notion of 
the rule of law itself; not only does it have ideological and thus cultural 
connotations, but its meaning has been broadened, as Kairyst (2003:309) 
indicates, from requiring basic legal limits on government to including all kinds of 
demands for laws and rules, a legal apparatus, democracy, and so on. As a 
consequence, the list of characteristics attributed to the rule of law is extensive 
(cf. Mooney e.a., 2010:838), and results in an all-inclusive definition such as it is 
provided by the United Nations.18 This is rejected by, for instance, Tamanaha 
(2012:236), as it confines the concept’s meaning and usefulness for, boldly put, it 
will only fit a liberal democracy. It is also too specific to comprehensively 
characterize Western thought. Tamanaha therefore propose a more limited and 
inclusive definition: “the sovereign, the state and its officials, are limited by the 
law” (2012:236; cf. Kairyst, 2003:318).  

There are demands linked to the achievement of the rule of law; for 
instance, that laws should be stated in general terms, must be generally known, 
should be realistic, known in advance, and the like. Furthermore, “There must be 
mechanisms or institutions that enforce the legal rules when they are breached” 
(Tamanaha, 2012:233); in other words, there has to be a functioning 
administration and legal system. At the heart of all this is the aim to make justice 
and governmental action completely transparent, rational and fully predictable.  

Arguably, the most strict appearance of the rule of law is the Continental-
European idea of the ‘Rechtsstaat’ (Morlino and Palombella, 2010:7), the core of 
which is that government relies on “a very strong and all-encompassing body of 
public law governing every administrative sphere” (Painter and Peters, 2010:22) 
and “the legality of administrative actions” (Schram, 1971:33). Administrative 
action is thus ideally limited to the execution of law, i.e. the application of 
general rules to particular cases. It represents the ultimate attempt to eradicate 
any personal factors (the rule of man) in administration. This brings us to what 
Tamanaha (2012:236) refers to as the third characteristic of the rule of law: next 
to government limited by law and formal legality, the rule of law entails the 
traditional command: ‘rule of law, not man’.   

 

                                                           
18 Please see http://www.unrol.org/files/2004%20report.pdf, p.4, accessed 9 February 
2015. 
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18 Please see http://www.unrol.org/files/2004%20report.pdf, p.4, accessed 9 February 
2015. 
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The social scientific turn  

The traditional image of a good ruler is that he (or she) is rational and able to 
control passions and emotions. The opposition between law as reason and 
personal rule as arbitrary and subjective has appeared in many guises over time. 
Essentially, the idea is that law can protect against human weaknesses, for the 
actions of monarchs, judges, bureaucrats, and fellow citizens may well be the 
result of prejudice, malice, or ignorance, rather than reason and justice. This, 
however, seems to presuppose that personal influence can be annihilated by the 
rule of law.   

To ensure the objectivity of the law there are to begin with formal criteria, 
such as the demand that laws are neutral with respect to specific individuals. The 
laws should also be considered legitimate by the people. This concerns both the 
legitimacy of the political system that makes the laws, and the administration. 
The former requires constitutional principles,19 such as the separation of powers, 
to safeguard against misuse of political power. The demand for neutral 
administration or execution of the law brings us to the troublesome nature of 
the classic distinction between the rule of law and the rule of man: can be get rid 
of personal influences? Traditionally, this primarily concerned the need for 
unbiased and unpartisan judges. Montesquieu famously captured this by 
presenting the judge as the neutral ‘mouth of the law’ who delivers the verdict 
by applying general laws to a particular case. The issue of ‘man’ being involved in 
executing law became more prominent with the growth of state activity. More 
and more governmental social tasks and responsibilities could not be regulated 
by law in every detail, with the inevitable result that there was more room for 
discretion by civil servants in the execution of the law. Around 1900 it was 
argued that there was a decline in the rule of law due to the call for distributive 
justice (cf. Tamanaha, 2004:68). Clearly the law is not simply neutral and self-
executing, as it is impossible to annihilate “the human element in decision-
making” (Kairyst, 2003:319). The extent to which public functionaries can be 
regarded neutral (or partisan to the public interest) is a major debate within 
public administration. The ideal, nonetheless, has been a guiding principle 
throughout the history of Western thought: from Plato’s guardians, to Hegel’s 
objective class, and Weber’s ideal-type20 bureaucrat. However, the rise of the 
social sciences in particular in the second half of the twentieth century resulted 
in an increasing empirically, rather than legal-normative, arguments. A vast 
literature developed on the realities of discretionary power and the conjured 
nature of neutrality. In particular in the study of public administration this turn 
from law toward a social scientific stance is preeminent; the idea that 

                                                           
19 Such as the separation of powers, and arguably also the distinction between politics and 
administration (Overeem, 2012). 
20 Although it should be noted that an ideal-type is not a political ideal to be strived for. 
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administration is just the execution of law has long gone. Exemplary is the 
ongoing debate on the politics-administration dichotomy (Overeem, 2012). As 
with Western thought in general, within the study of public administration there 
are vast differences with regard to the importance adhered to law (especially in 
the USA the call to (re)incorporate law into the study of public administration is 
ongoing, cf. Beckett, 2007). Empirically a strict dichotomy of rule of law and rule 
of man seems untenable, for, as Kairyst states, “the rule of law is not self-
executing” (2003:327). Cerase (2002:148) points at the debates in the study of 
public administration starting in the late 1960’s, rejecting administration as just 
instrumental, with efficiency as its value, and calling to incorporate justice and 
social equity as values. The tension between normative starting points and 
empirical reality is nowadays hardly disputed: interestingly, it hardly impacts on 
the ideal of the rule of law. By the turn of the twenty first century, there is kind 
of a constant fight against an instrumental approach to public administration in 
legal or managerial terms (cf. Jun (2002, xiv), and there is a booming interest in 
public ethics and public values (cf. Beck Jørgensen & Rutgers, 2015).  

To conclude this very brief exposé of the Western tradition: the rule of law, 
in the end is not just a legal issue, but it is an ethical and political ideal21 
concerning the behaviour of public functionaries and citizens alike.  

Discussion: Man, Morality and Law  

At the beginning of this article, the question was raised as to whether the 
Chinese and Western traditions can be adequately captured in terms of rule of 
law and rule of man, as is common both in the West and East (cf. Jenco, 
2010:181). It can be concluded that  using the Western, primarily negative notion 
of the rule of man to characterize the Confucian ideal of rule by exemplary moral 
persons is a distorting and misleading. Confucianism favours good officials, 
concerning not simply any ‘man’ but ideally a moral exemplary person (cf. 
Frederickson, 2002; Yang, 2014).  

The Confucian ideal to arrive at a good society is not primarily focussed on 
institutionalized and depersonalized law, but starts with individual morality; this 
does not, and never has, excluded a reliance on laws and regulations in practice: 
rule by law. Similarly, the Western tradition does not discard morality and is 
much more nuanced than a simple opposition of an objective ‘rule of law’ versus 
a subjective ‘rule of man’. The increase in attention for civil servants morals and 
public service ethics in the past decades underlines this. But, the underlying, 
traditional, predisposition is to prefer legal, institutional arrangements, rather 
than individual moral development in an administrative (and political) context. 
On a very abstract level, the two traditions have opposing starting points for 

                                                           
21 As claimed by Hayek (Tamanaha, 2004:58). 
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19 Such as the separation of powers, and arguably also the distinction between politics and 
administration (Overeem, 2012). 
20 Although it should be noted that an ideal-type is not a political ideal to be strived for. 
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social equity as values. The tension between normative starting points and 
empirical reality is nowadays hardly disputed: interestingly, it hardly impacts on 
the ideal of the rule of law. By the turn of the twenty first century, there is kind 
of a constant fight against an instrumental approach to public administration in 
legal or managerial terms (cf. Jun (2002, xiv), and there is a booming interest in 
public ethics and public values (cf. Beck Jørgensen & Rutgers, 2015).  

To conclude this very brief exposé of the Western tradition: the rule of law, 
in the end is not just a legal issue, but it is an ethical and political ideal21 
concerning the behaviour of public functionaries and citizens alike.  

Discussion: Man, Morality and Law  

At the beginning of this article, the question was raised as to whether the 
Chinese and Western traditions can be adequately captured in terms of rule of 
law and rule of man, as is common both in the West and East (cf. Jenco, 
2010:181). It can be concluded that  using the Western, primarily negative notion 
of the rule of man to characterize the Confucian ideal of rule by exemplary moral 
persons is a distorting and misleading. Confucianism favours good officials, 
concerning not simply any ‘man’ but ideally a moral exemplary person (cf. 
Frederickson, 2002; Yang, 2014).  

The Confucian ideal to arrive at a good society is not primarily focussed on 
institutionalized and depersonalized law, but starts with individual morality; this 
does not, and never has, excluded a reliance on laws and regulations in practice: 
rule by law. Similarly, the Western tradition does not discard morality and is 
much more nuanced than a simple opposition of an objective ‘rule of law’ versus 
a subjective ‘rule of man’. The increase in attention for civil servants morals and 
public service ethics in the past decades underlines this. But, the underlying, 
traditional, predisposition is to prefer legal, institutional arrangements, rather 
than individual moral development in an administrative (and political) context. 
On a very abstract level, the two traditions have opposing starting points for 

                                                           
21 As claimed by Hayek (Tamanaha, 2004:58). 
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understanding what it means to be a good administrator or to ensure good 
governance.  

It implies that a distinction between the two traditions in terms of rule by 
law versus rule of law is more accurate perhaps. The former refers to an 
instrumental conceptualization of law in a context where morality is supposed to 
be anchored in the notion of rule by morality. The concept of rule of law on the 
other hand starts from the perspective of institutional warranties, and in that 
context requires officials to have prudence and moral consideration. Both great 
traditions can be captured by positive concepts; the Western tradition in terms 
of the rule of law, and the Confucian tradition in terms of the rule of morality. 
Rule of man, understood as a person aligning his or her behaviour as a public 
functionary with private, selfish, as such, unreflected, (morally) uninformed, un-
enlightened and subjective preference and urges is, and always has been, 
rejected in both traditions. 

There are nevertheless fundamental differences, especially regarding the 
intricate links between concepts and values. This does not imply that there are 
no good reasons why, for instance, a kind of rule of law is relevant to China (cf. 
Kairyst, 2003:307). At the same time, authors such as Rajkovic (2012) 
understandably challenge the optimism (naïveté) of applying the rule of law 
within global governance, in particular a single all-encompassing form. There are 
two kinds of warning: first, that the very notion of the rule of law lacks adequate 
reflection, resulting in a lack of awareness of its political and practical meaning; 
and second, that the rule of law is embedded in culture and tradition, and 
presupposes a “robust legal tradition” (Tamanaha, 2004:58) whereby “people 
must believe in and be committed to the rule of Law” (246). In other words, it is 
or requires a specific morality (a tradition) to begin with. This explains why 
Grindle (2007:571) wondered whether the rule of law is a precondition for good 
governance, or if it is the outcome (cf. Haggard e.a., 2008; Mooney e.a., 2010). 
These authors show that the rule of law is not just a technical, legal issue, but 
that “complex systems of historical, social, political, and economic factors 
directly impact all rule of law reform efforts” (Mooney e.a., 2010:849). China is 
actually regarded as an anomaly due to the fact that it has a growing economy 
but no strong rule of law (Allen, Qian and Qian, 2005:58; cf. Tucker, 2011). Finally, 
Licht e.a. (2007) conclude that some cultures are more easily suited to the rule of 
law than others, as they have different kinds of social institutions. One may 
wonder whether this also applies to a culture’s openness to the rule of morality. 
Despite the need for caution when it comes to the transferability of ideas, there 
is possibly a universal, pretty abstract ideal to be identified: good governance 
requires people of good morality, as well as a shared, objective22 and respected 
set of laws and regulations. It thus seems problematic to require either the rule 
of law or the rule of morality to stand alone to ensure justice; both traditions 

                                                           
22 Not apolitical but generally available, equally applicable to all, and so on. 
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have a one-sidedness that must be compensated for, both in the theory and 
praxis of government. The two traditions are at the same time complementary 
and fundamentally different. 
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 “To rectify the heart by impartiality, to discipline self by incorruptibility, to serve 
the emperor with loyalty, to serve the superior with humility, to get along with 

people with trustworthiness, to treat the subordinates with tolerance, to deal 
with affairs with prudence. These are the seven key points to be officials.” 

“正以处心，廉以律己，忠以事君，恭以事长，信以接物，宽以待下，敬以
处事，此居官之七要也。”  

Xue Xuan (Ming Dynasty)  
（明）薛瑄 

Congzheng Lu, 1997, p. 243 
《薛文清公从政录》 
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 This chapter is based on an article that is currently under review.  
I specially thank Professor Guo Runtao and Professor Zhang Fan, who both work in the 
Department of History at Peking University, for their generous help. Professor Guo 
provided valuable remarks on existing admonition research, and Professor Zhang 
translated the titles of admonitions from classical Chinese into modern Chinese, which is 
helpful when I translated them into English. 
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Abstract 

Chinese culture continues to be influenced by its Confucian root of the ‘rule of 
morality’ stressing personal virtue, moral education, and the endeavour to be a 
personal moral model. This article examines traditional values and the image of 
the ‘good official’ as prescribed in the rarely studied historical Confucian 
admonitions. These were composed as instructions for the daily administrative 
practice. In order to understand which values were regarded as important, the 
article focuses on three relationships that officials have to deal with: self-self, 
self-other, and self-state. Finally the article discusses some implications of 
traditional Confucian values for Western public administration.  

Key Words: admonition; Confucian tradition; good official; rule of morality; 
values  

Introduction 

Retracing administrative history and tradition helps to better understand 
contemporary government (Raadschelders, 1998). The values and moral 
principles administrators hold constitute their ethical ethos and they reflect the 
tradition they are committed to (Stout, 2006). Administrative traditions are the 
carriers of “some basic cultural norms and people’s values” (Jun, 2005, p. 91) 
that have remained consistent for a long period of time; some may perhaps 
never change. In China, for over two millennia Confucianism was the core 
teaching for all officials23 and the dominant governmental ideology in the 
imperial bureaucracy (Ren, 1997). Even in the present day, the Confucian belief 
on how to govern well resonates in Chinese administrative culture: “the peace 
and harmony of the world cannot be achieved by force of arms, nor by power of 
law, but only by moral virtues and moral influence” (Yao, 2000, p. 64). However, 
the image of the Confucian good official might be changing in the present day, as 
values in public administration are increasingly influenced by management ideas 
and practices from the West (cf. Mahbubani, 2013).  

The presence of a long-standing Confucian tradition in context of the 
seemingly increasing Eastern-Western convergence, raises two questions: To 
begin with, what is the traditional Confucian notion of a good official? Second, 
what are the implications of Confucian values for contemporary public 
administration?  The focus will be on the first question by tracing the traditional 
values attributed to the ‘good official’ in historical Confucian admonitions. These 
documents have not been studied widely; in fact, I have unearthed no English 

                                                           
23 ‘Official’ and ‘administrator’ are usually interchangeable particularly referring to 
governmental affairs. There is no real politics-administration distinction in China, and thus 
no ‘administrator’ in the Western semantic sense. ‘Official’ (guan, 官) is used in this article 
opposing to the ‘common people’ (min, 民) and ‘monarch’ (jun, 君). 
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article addressing them, and even Chinese literature on the topic proves very 
scarce. Based on Foucault’s discussion on governmentality, the values concerning 
the good administrator can be clustered into three groups, representing three 
kinds of relationships that are morally relevant to an official (cf. Foucault, 1991; 
Gordon, 1991): self-self, self-other and self-state. The values are analysed in the 
framework of ‘public value universe’ that is identified by Beck Jørgensen and 
Bozeman (2007). By looking into whether and which Confucian values fit in 
constellations, this study links the Confucian idea of good official with public 
value study and public administration today.  

Confucian ideal offers a much needed “moral justification for bureaucracy”, 
which takes moral officials rather than adherence to laws as its central concern 
(Frederickson, 2002, p. 610). It forces us to rethink the priority of the rule of law, 
as it is well acknowledged that “the rule of law is not self-executing” (Kairyst, 
2003, p. 327). Standing out from the trends of managerialism and NPM, 
admonitions uphold public servant values to “governing good” (e.g. with integrity, 
impartiality) rather than “governing well” (e.g. efficient, productive) (De Graaf & 
Van der Wal, 2010, p. 625). In another word, the admonitions concern prime 
values that can be studied best from a historical and cultural perspective (Beck 
Jørgensen & Bozeman, 2007, pp. 376-377).  

This article proceeds as follows. First, the concept of tradition and the 
characteristics of Confucian administrative tradition will be briefly discussed. 
Next, a concise theoretical framework to study the values in the admonitions is 
presented. The core of the article consists of a description and analysis of the 
values in the admonitions. The article concludes with a discussion of Confucian 
and western ideas on the ‘good official’, and some implications for present day 
Chinese and western public administration.  

Before continuing, some observations on the translation of texts and terms 
from classical Chinese24 into English are required. Loss or distortion of meaning is 
inevitable when a term is translated, due to the contextual, historical, and 
cultural embeddedness of meaning (Rutgers, 2004, p. 151). For instance, junzi25 
and li can be translated as “gentleman” and “rites”, but “fail to convey either the 
power of the idea or its practical meaning” (Frederickson, 2002, p. 617). The 
more complex and culturally specific a concept is, the more likely loss of meaning 
will be inevitable. Translating Chinese concepts into English, and vice versa, is 
never straightforward, and always involves interpretation. In this article, I made 
all translations in order to stay as close as possible to the original meaning.  

 

                                                           
24 This means a classical style of Chinese prevailed before the May 4th New Culture 
Movement in 1919. 
25 All Chinese characters in this paper are noted in Mandarin Pinyin. 
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Confucian administrative tradition 

Tradition is defined variously (e.g. Eisenstadt, 1973; Boyer, 1990; Bevir, Rhodes & 
Weller, 2003; Shils, 2006), but most definitions share the idea that it refers to a 
basic normative orientation that people consciously or unconsciously rely upon 
and take for granted, which drive them to act in a specific way (cf. Van der Wal & 
Yang, forthcoming). Administrative tradition implies that the actions of 
administrators are motivated by “the values and beliefs of the larger group…and 
their subjectively (in)formed preferences” (Yesilkagit, 2010, p. 152). An 
administrative tradition can therefore be defined as the “more or less enduring 
pattern in the style and substance of public administration in a particular country 
or group of countries” (Painter & Peters, 2010, p. 6).  

China is situated in East Asia, where the dominant administrative tradition 
is Confucianism 26 . Confucian ideology has been discussed from different 
perspectives, such as Chinese tribalism (Fukuyama, 2011), bureaucratic culture 
(Frederickson, 2002), or its modern relevance (Yao, 1999). In relation to 
government, Confucianism is regarded as either positive or troublesome. 
Irrespective of these debates, it is generally accepted that the core idea of 
Confucianism is the fundamental role of morality in good government, with 
“reliance on the rule of virtuous men, rather than on the rule of law” (Painter & 
Peters, 2010, p. 27). Confucian ethics can furthermore be subdivided into “ethics 
for ordinary people and ethics for scholars” (Hwang, 1999, p. 166). Jiang (2003) 
also makes similar distinction in terms of ethical Confucianism and political 
Confucianism, claiming that the former focuses on personal spiritual cultivation 
while the latter targets political ideals and kingly government. Government 
should be under the moral rule of a Sage-King (Neisheng Waiwang), “the 
Confucian intelligentsia” (Cheung, 2010, p. 39), “scholar rulers” (Frederickson, 
2002, p. 616), or junzi (persons of complete virtue): all signifying that good rule 
first of all relies on moral persons.  

If western public administration is conceived as ‘law in action’, Confucian 
administration can be captured as ‘morality in action’ (Frederickson, 2002, p. 
616). It focuses on the question what kind of persons should be in charge: what 
is a good administrator as a person? Frederickson (2002) concisely characterizes 
the traditional Chinese ideal of an official as well-educated, loyal to ruling power, 
incorruptible, having filial piety, and practicing self-cultivation (ibid.). In the 
following, a more detailed description of what these values amounts to will be 
provided. 

                                                           
26 Confucian thought is not simply equal to the ideas of the person Confucius. Furthermore, 
Confucianism is not the only important philosophical school in Chinese history. 
Nevertheless, no other school dominates like Confucianism and has had such a lasting 
influence. 
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A framework: what to look for 

What to look for when investigating the notion of the good official?  
Foucault’s concepts of ‘self’ in the context of ‘governmentality’ provides an 

interesting angle to distinguishes between relevant values. Governmentality 
concerns a broad meaning of governing: “how to govern oneself, how to be 
governed, how to govern others, by whom the people will accept being governed, 
how to become the best possible governor” (Foucault, 1991, p. 87). These 
questions address relationships beyond the political domain, which Gordon (1991) 
captures as: “the relation between self and self, private interpersonal relations 
involving some form of control of guidance, relations within social institutions and 
communities and, finally relations concerned with the exercise of political 
sovereignty” (pp. 2-3). All relationships originate from the cultivation of the self 
(Foucault, 1990). This, as we shall see, seems to almost perfectly reflect the 
notion of self-cultivation that is central to the ideals of the Confucian official. 

The practice of self-cultivation firstly concerns the actions of oneself, the 
virtue, emotions, and intentions that “are confirmed only insofar as they are seen 
by, and exposed to, the intersubjective field of vision of others” (Hahm, 2001, p. 
317). Therefore, the idea of “care for self” (Foucault, 1987) is further related to 
caring for others, 

“Care for self is ethical in itself, but it implies complex relations with others, 
in the measure where this ethos of freedom is also a way of caring for 
others. That is why it is important for a free man, who behaves correctly, 
to know how to govern his wife, his children and his home. There, too, is 
the art of governing.” (p.118)  

 
The practice of self-cultivation is also “a way of controlling and limiting” of power, 
“[a]nd the good ruler is precisely the one who exercises his power correctly, i.e., 
by exercising at the same time his power on himself. And it is the power over self 
which will regulate the power over others” (p. 119). It should be noted that for, 
Foucault’s “power” is not limited to politics or governmental interactions, but is 
present in all human relations (p. 122). 

With regard to the forms of government, Foucault argues the art of 
government is to establish a continuity among self-government (connected with 
morality), properly governing a family (belongs to economy) and ruling a state 
(concerns politics) (cf. Foucault, 1991, p. 91).  

From Foucault’s ideas on governmentality we can derive three core 
concerns regarding the nature of a good official: Is she/he a good person (self 
and self)? Does she/he care for and get along with others (self and others)? And, 
is she/he capable of doing the work well (self and state)? This provides us with 
focus to specifically trace the values in that constitute the ideal of the good 
official in the admonitions. 
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The relationships of self-self, self-other and self-state are too abstract to 
get the image of a good official. It requires more substantial contents of values, 
to be specific, the values that matter the most for officials. There are many 
attempts to identify or classify public values (e.g Van Wart, 1998; Kernaghan, 
2003; Schreurs, 2005; Beck Jørgensen & Bozeman, 2007). As relationships that 
official have to deal with are of interest in this study, I use the public value 
universe identified by Beck Jørgensen and Bozeman (2007), who address the 
issues of boundaries, meanings and hierarchy of public values in present-day 
public administration. In their work, public values are classified into seven 
constellations associating with different aspects (see Figure 3.1).  As we will see, 
when looking at the many values in the admonitions, it turns out that they 
mostly fit in their constellation 6: the values associated with the behaviour of 
public-sector employees, which means a strong focus of personal values in 
Confucianism.   

What are admonitions  

Before turning to specific values, we have to consider the nature of our prime 
source: admonitions. In English, “admonition” is defined as “counsel or warning 
against fault or oversight” (Merriam-Webster Dictionary) or “authoritative 
counsel or warning” (Oxford Dictionary). In Chinese, “admonition” consists of 
two Chinese characters: guan(官) and zhen(箴). Guan means (being) “official” or 
“authoritative”; zhen originally means “needle for sewing clothes”27. A needle is 
also a tool in Chinese medicine (acupuncture) (cf. Cui, 2005), used to “exam[ine], 
check or find a disease then to treat and remind the patient”28. Over time, zhen 
came to refer to the act of warning and advising good behaviour among 
emperors or officials.  

The Chinese Confucian admonitions present administrators’ advice for and 
experiences of doing good administrative work. Most admonitions were written 
by officials for the purpose of self-discipline, or for both Emperor and ministers 
(Guo, 2011). From the Tang Dynasty (618-908) onwards29, emperors themselves 
also composed and edited admonitions (cf. Peng, 1995, 2002). Admonitions were 
official regulations and normative treatises implemented top-down in the 
imperial court and local governments, and those endorsed by imperial power 
even had the effect of laws (Du, 2011). 

                                                           
27 As written in the Shuowen Jiezi, the first dictionary in China to analyse the structure of a 
character and explain its meaning, combining the shape and pronunciation together. 
28 Original comments in the chapter Ming Zhen (铭箴) in The Literary Mind and the Carving 
of Dragons (Wen Xin Diao Long), authored by Liu Xie (ca. 465-?). 
29 The milestone that emperor composed admonition is Chen-gui by the Empress Wu Zetian 
(reign 690-705). 
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which will regulate the power over others” (p. 119). It should be noted that for, 
Foucault’s “power” is not limited to politics or governmental interactions, but is 
present in all human relations (p. 122). 

With regard to the forms of government, Foucault argues the art of 
government is to establish a continuity among self-government (connected with 
morality), properly governing a family (belongs to economy) and ruling a state 
(concerns politics) (cf. Foucault, 1991, p. 91).  

From Foucault’s ideas on governmentality we can derive three core 
concerns regarding the nature of a good official: Is she/he a good person (self 
and self)? Does she/he care for and get along with others (self and others)? And, 
is she/he capable of doing the work well (self and state)? This provides us with 
focus to specifically trace the values in that constitute the ideal of the good 
official in the admonitions. 
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The relationships of self-self, self-other and self-state are too abstract to 
get the image of a good official. It requires more substantial contents of values, 
to be specific, the values that matter the most for officials. There are many 
attempts to identify or classify public values (e.g Van Wart, 1998; Kernaghan, 
2003; Schreurs, 2005; Beck Jørgensen & Bozeman, 2007). As relationships that 
official have to deal with are of interest in this study, I use the public value 
universe identified by Beck Jørgensen and Bozeman (2007), who address the 
issues of boundaries, meanings and hierarchy of public values in present-day 
public administration. In their work, public values are classified into seven 
constellations associating with different aspects (see Figure 3.1).  As we will see, 
when looking at the many values in the admonitions, it turns out that they 
mostly fit in their constellation 6: the values associated with the behaviour of 
public-sector employees, which means a strong focus of personal values in 
Confucianism.   

What are admonitions  

Before turning to specific values, we have to consider the nature of our prime 
source: admonitions. In English, “admonition” is defined as “counsel or warning 
against fault or oversight” (Merriam-Webster Dictionary) or “authoritative 
counsel or warning” (Oxford Dictionary). In Chinese, “admonition” consists of 
two Chinese characters: guan(官) and zhen(箴). Guan means (being) “official” or 
“authoritative”; zhen originally means “needle for sewing clothes”27. A needle is 
also a tool in Chinese medicine (acupuncture) (cf. Cui, 2005), used to “exam[ine], 
check or find a disease then to treat and remind the patient”28. Over time, zhen 
came to refer to the act of warning and advising good behaviour among 
emperors or officials.  

The Chinese Confucian admonitions present administrators’ advice for and 
experiences of doing good administrative work. Most admonitions were written 
by officials for the purpose of self-discipline, or for both Emperor and ministers 
(Guo, 2011). From the Tang Dynasty (618-908) onwards29, emperors themselves 
also composed and edited admonitions (cf. Peng, 1995, 2002). Admonitions were 
official regulations and normative treatises implemented top-down in the 
imperial court and local governments, and those endorsed by imperial power 
even had the effect of laws (Du, 2011). 

                                                           
27 As written in the Shuowen Jiezi, the first dictionary in China to analyse the structure of a 
character and explain its meaning, combining the shape and pronunciation together. 
28 Original comments in the chapter Ming Zhen (铭箴) in The Literary Mind and the Carving 
of Dragons (Wen Xin Diao Long), authored by Liu Xie (ca. 465-?). 
29 The milestone that emperor composed admonition is Chen-gui by the Empress Wu Zetian 
(reign 690-705). 
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The number of admonitions written is not agreed upon, but possibly over 
five hundred (Cui, 2005). The admonitions studied here are from the Ming 
(1368–1644) and Qing (1644–1911) dynasties (see the Table 3.1), when they 
were most developed (Peng, 1995). The selected admonitions30 deal specifically 
with the behaviour of (the good) official. Next to these admonitions, by necessity 
the Confucian classics, the Four Classics31, are included in the study. They are 
simply indispensable for interpretation, being obligatory literature for the 
Imperial Civil Examination (Ke-ju) and thus well known by all officials to whom 
the admonitions were directed. 

Figure 3.1 

 
Source: Beck Jørgensen & Bozeman, 2007, p.359. 
                                                           
30 Majority of cited admonitions in this study are found in two compilations: Guanzhen: 
zuoguan de mendao [Admonitions: the knack of being an official] and Guanzhen shu 
jicheng [Assemblies of admonitions]. 
31 The Neo-Confucian Zhu Xi (1130-1200) in Song Dynasty firstly selected four Confucian 
works together, giving annotations and commentaries. Since 1313 the Yuan Dynasty (1260-
1370), the Four Books became text books for civil examination (cf. Yao, 2000, pp. 63-64). 
The translations of the Four Classics in this paper are mostly cited from James Legge (1815-
1897), who first published the translated Chinese classic in 1861. 
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Values in admonitions 

Due to the status of formal guidelines and content of practical experiences, 
admonitions provide us an effective way to look into traditional Chinese ideals 
about good officials. Admonitions do not present values in a structured way. 
They do, however, provide many indications of what were regarded as prime 
values. In the Confucian classic The Great Learning32, for instance, it is described 
what it means to be a junzi, as every official is expected aim for:  

Their hearts being rectified, their persons were cultivated. Their persons 
being cultivated, their families were regulated. Their families being 
regulated, their states were rightly governed. Their states being rightly 
governed, the whole kingdom was made tranquil and happy (Confucius, ca. 
196533, p. 223).  

 
Based on what described in admonitions, the values are clustered into groups 
within the broader three kinds of relation as identified before. 

Values concerning the self-self relationship 

The admonitions promote the Confucian ideal of the “internal sage and external 
king”, which means that internal moral cultivation was considered the basis of 
good governance (Cheung, 2010, p. 32). Admonitions, in line with the classic 
texts, make it clear that a good official should cultivate the values of 
trustworthiness, endurance, incorruptibility, prudence, diligence, and 
impartiality in all aspects of his/her life. So let us consider the core values put 
forward in the admonitions: 

Trustworthiness (xin, 信), meaning the quality of carrying out one’s words, 
is a major concept in Confucian thought and a core value of Junzi. Xin is often 
used in Confucian works, occurring over forty times in Confucian Analects for 
instance (Hall and Ames, 1987, p. 60). Confucius claimed xin to be one of the 
“first principles, and [to] be moving continually to what is right” as “the way to 
exalt one’s virtue” (Confucian Analects, 1983, p. 256). Confucius also argued that 
“I do not know how a man without trustfulness is to get on. How can a large 
carriage be made to go without the cross-bar for yoking the oxen to, or a small 
carriage without the arrangement for yoking the horses?” (Confucius, 1965, p. 
17). This is reflected in for instance the admonition by Shi Chengjin (Qing 
Dynasty), “xin is the basis of administration. If the people trust the rulers and 
government, they will not doubt and things will go well” (Chuanjia Bao, Book 2, 
Volume 8).  
                                                           
32 All admonitions cited in this article are shown in italic. 
33 The accurate year is not entirely sure as it is not shown in the printed publication that I 
use. 
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The number of admonitions written is not agreed upon, but possibly over 
five hundred (Cui, 2005). The admonitions studied here are from the Ming 
(1368–1644) and Qing (1644–1911) dynasties (see the Table 3.1), when they 
were most developed (Peng, 1995). The selected admonitions30 deal specifically 
with the behaviour of (the good) official. Next to these admonitions, by necessity 
the Confucian classics, the Four Classics31, are included in the study. They are 
simply indispensable for interpretation, being obligatory literature for the 
Imperial Civil Examination (Ke-ju) and thus well known by all officials to whom 
the admonitions were directed. 

Figure 3.1 

 
Source: Beck Jørgensen & Bozeman, 2007, p.359. 
                                                           
30 Majority of cited admonitions in this study are found in two compilations: Guanzhen: 
zuoguan de mendao [Admonitions: the knack of being an official] and Guanzhen shu 
jicheng [Assemblies of admonitions]. 
31 The Neo-Confucian Zhu Xi (1130-1200) in Song Dynasty firstly selected four Confucian 
works together, giving annotations and commentaries. Since 1313 the Yuan Dynasty (1260-
1370), the Four Books became text books for civil examination (cf. Yao, 2000, pp. 63-64). 
The translations of the Four Classics in this paper are mostly cited from James Legge (1815-
1897), who first published the translated Chinese classic in 1861. 
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Values in admonitions 

Due to the status of formal guidelines and content of practical experiences, 
admonitions provide us an effective way to look into traditional Chinese ideals 
about good officials. Admonitions do not present values in a structured way. 
They do, however, provide many indications of what were regarded as prime 
values. In the Confucian classic The Great Learning32, for instance, it is described 
what it means to be a junzi, as every official is expected aim for:  

Their hearts being rectified, their persons were cultivated. Their persons 
being cultivated, their families were regulated. Their families being 
regulated, their states were rightly governed. Their states being rightly 
governed, the whole kingdom was made tranquil and happy (Confucius, ca. 
196533, p. 223).  

 
Based on what described in admonitions, the values are clustered into groups 
within the broader three kinds of relation as identified before. 

Values concerning the self-self relationship 

The admonitions promote the Confucian ideal of the “internal sage and external 
king”, which means that internal moral cultivation was considered the basis of 
good governance (Cheung, 2010, p. 32). Admonitions, in line with the classic 
texts, make it clear that a good official should cultivate the values of 
trustworthiness, endurance, incorruptibility, prudence, diligence, and 
impartiality in all aspects of his/her life. So let us consider the core values put 
forward in the admonitions: 

Trustworthiness (xin, 信), meaning the quality of carrying out one’s words, 
is a major concept in Confucian thought and a core value of Junzi. Xin is often 
used in Confucian works, occurring over forty times in Confucian Analects for 
instance (Hall and Ames, 1987, p. 60). Confucius claimed xin to be one of the 
“first principles, and [to] be moving continually to what is right” as “the way to 
exalt one’s virtue” (Confucian Analects, 1983, p. 256). Confucius also argued that 
“I do not know how a man without trustfulness is to get on. How can a large 
carriage be made to go without the cross-bar for yoking the oxen to, or a small 
carriage without the arrangement for yoking the horses?” (Confucius, 1965, p. 
17). This is reflected in for instance the admonition by Shi Chengjin (Qing 
Dynasty), “xin is the basis of administration. If the people trust the rulers and 
government, they will not doubt and things will go well” (Chuanjia Bao, Book 2, 
Volume 8).  
                                                           
32 All admonitions cited in this article are shown in italic. 
33 The accurate year is not entirely sure as it is not shown in the printed publication that I 
use. 
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Endurance (忍) is a special character that refers to values of tolerance, 
forgiveness, and patience. In the admonitions endurance is regarded as key to 
being a successful official. Xue Xuan (Ming Dynasty) stated thus an official should 
“endure what others cannot put up with, achieve what others will never reach” 
(Congzheng Lu). Shi Chengjin (Qing Dynasty) recorded that “tolerance can 
improve morality, endurance can be helpful to success” (Chuanjia Bao, Book 2, 
Volume 8). As recorded in Volume 6 of the same book, the official “who can 
endure what others cannot endure and tolerate what others cannot tolerate” 
are those with extraordinary knowledge and ability. 

There following three values usually discussed together in the admonitions: 
incorruptibility (清), prudence (慎), and diligence (勤). They were asserted first 
by Lü Benzhong (Southern Song Dynasty) and became a much promoted unit of 
values in later periods. The Emperors Kangxi (reign 1661-1722) and Qianlong 
(reign 1735-1796) both granted them to local government as a reminder of their 
importance (Cen, 2009). 
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Endurance (忍) is a special character that refers to values of tolerance, 
forgiveness, and patience. In the admonitions endurance is regarded as key to 
being a successful official. Xue Xuan (Ming Dynasty) stated thus an official should 
“endure what others cannot put up with, achieve what others will never reach” 
(Congzheng Lu). Shi Chengjin (Qing Dynasty) recorded that “tolerance can 
improve morality, endurance can be helpful to success” (Chuanjia Bao, Book 2, 
Volume 8). As recorded in Volume 6 of the same book, the official “who can 
endure what others cannot endure and tolerate what others cannot tolerate” 
are those with extraordinary knowledge and ability. 

There following three values usually discussed together in the admonitions: 
incorruptibility (清), prudence (慎), and diligence (勤). They were asserted first 
by Lü Benzhong (Southern Song Dynasty) and became a much promoted unit of 
values in later periods. The Emperors Kangxi (reign 1661-1722) and Qianlong 
(reign 1735-1796) both granted them to local government as a reminder of their 
importance (Cen, 2009). 
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Incorruptibility was considered a self-evident duty and quality of an official, 
and not something to boast about (Congzheng Yigui, Chen Hongmou, Qing 
Dynasty). Xu Bang (Ming Dynasty) compared an official’s incorruptibility to a 
woman’s chastity: “once defiled, it can never be purified again in the whole life” 
(Huanyou Riji). Incorruptibility has different levels. Superior incorrupt officials are 
“reasonable and wise not to take anything [that] should not be taken”, while 
those with a low awareness are incorrupt “because they do not dare to take for 
worrying about losing their positions or job” (Congzheng Lu, Xue Xuan, Ming 
Dynasty). Thus there is a distance between the high self-awareness of a sage and 
lower levels of moral sense. The way to incorruptibility is via thriftiness: “being 
an incorrupt official starts with being a thrifty person” (Xuezhi Yishuo, Wang 
Huizu, Qing Dynasty), and “only a thrifty person can cultivate incorruptibility” 
(Congzheng Yigui). 

Prudence 34  (慎 ) means acting carefully and wisely. In admonitions, 
cautiousness is crucial for an official’s career (Peng, 2002). As in The Doctrine of 
the Mean, it is required that one pay attention to moral behaviour, particularly 
when no one is watching (慎独), because junzi should know that “there is 
nothing more visible than what is secret, and nothing more manifest than what is 
minute. Therefore the superior man is watchful over himself, when he is alone” 
(Confucius, 1983, p. 384). Prudence contains two aspects. On the one hand, 
officials should ensure that their words are appropriate and act carefully. Xue 
Xuan (Ming Dynasty) suggested that affairs should be managed with deliberation 
and decisions not made in a hurry (Congzheng Lu). He also warned against 
making promises too easily or neglecting tiny details, but rather approaching 
both with caution. On the other hand, officials should be prudent regarding the 
words and actions of others. Shi Chengjin (Qing Dynasty) advised keeping away 
from those who could cause trouble (Chuanjia Bao, Book 2, Volume 8). Xue Xuan 
made a similar observation that “preventing the mean persons (xiaoren, opposed 
to junzi) should [be] even more important and stricter than self-cultivation”. He 
considered prudence one of seven elements (impartiality, incorruptibility, loyalty, 
humility, trustworthiness, tolerance, prudence) necessary to be a good official 
(Congzheng Lu). 

Diligence (勤) firstly requires officials to work with their heart and soul. By 
asking how one can “achieve successes without wholehearted dedication” 
(Xuezhi Yishuo), Wang Huizu (Qing Dynasty) regarded diligence as “the most 
important thing to deal with official affairs”. Wang captured this dedication in 
terms of officials treating the people in the same way a parent treats his child; 
namely, to do as good as possible. Diligence further implies persistent effort in 

                                                           
34 Prudence, or phronesis, is also an important concept in Aristotle’s philosophy. As 
comprehensive as in Confucian thought, it is not merely a value towards practical politics, 
but a way of thinking and philosophical wisdom. 
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managing public affairs: “the subordinates must suffer if the official does not 
work diligently” (Zheng Rui, Qing Dynasty).  

Impartiality (公正) contains two aspects in Chinese as is reflected in the 
two characters used: gong and zheng. Gong has the meaning of public (as 
opposed to private), while zheng means being upright and just without bias. Two 
qualities are therefore required for impartiality: keeping the public interest in 
focus and treating the people fairly. Emperor Qing Shizu (Qing Dynasty, reign 
1643-1661) asserted that selflessness produces gong, and warned that even 
thinking of private interest could harm the public interest (Renchen Jingxin Lu). 
Wang Tianxi (Ming Dynasty) captured this value by arguing it is what he does 
himself: “I give impartiality priority in doing my work as an official. Being gong I 
will not be misled by private interests; being zheng I will not be tempted by evil” 
(Guanzhen Jiyao). Similarly, Xu Bang (Ming Dynasty) concluded that “impartiality 
nurtures brightness, bias results in darkness” Huanyou Riji). In most admonitions, 
gong and zheng are used interchangeably to indicate a more encompassing 
meaning. For instance, Xue Xuan (Ming Dynasty) asserted that impartiality is 
indeed something of a much bigger magnitude: it is the Way (dao) of keeping the 
entire universe running.   

The previous values concern qualities of the person of the official and his 
work. These are not mutually exclusive, rather being a good administrator was 
regarded as inseparable from being a good person.  

These values very neatly fit into Beck Jørgensen and Bozeman´s 
constellation 6 concerning the “behavior of public-Sector employees” (2007, P. 
367). Values such as impartiality, incorruptibility and trustworthiness belong to 
the subgroup of moral standards and ethical consciousness that are associated 
directly with the individual. They are also tightly related to “integrity”, the 
central value of this constellation (ibid.). However, in the admonitions a number 
of modern values belonging to this constellation are also absent: accountability, 
professionalism and openness. Some of the self-related values do also fit in 
constellation 1 regarding the link between public administration and society, but, 
again they primarily concern the person (altruism, human dignity), rather than 
the common interest or sustainability.   

Values concern self-other relationship 

Traditional official was expected to be a moral exemplary not only as an 
individual by self-cultivation, but also as a component of “moral community” 
(Jun, 2005, p. 92) by fulfilling obligations in certain hierarchical relationships. The 
relationships include a family where official as (usually male) parent representing 
the absolute authority, a loyal relationship with the emperor who has the 
absolute power, and up-down benevolence to the people who are subjects of 
rule.   
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Xuan (Ming Dynasty) suggested that affairs should be managed with deliberation 
and decisions not made in a hurry (Congzheng Lu). He also warned against 
making promises too easily or neglecting tiny details, but rather approaching 
both with caution. On the other hand, officials should be prudent regarding the 
words and actions of others. Shi Chengjin (Qing Dynasty) advised keeping away 
from those who could cause trouble (Chuanjia Bao, Book 2, Volume 8). Xue Xuan 
made a similar observation that “preventing the mean persons (xiaoren, opposed 
to junzi) should [be] even more important and stricter than self-cultivation”. He 
considered prudence one of seven elements (impartiality, incorruptibility, loyalty, 
humility, trustworthiness, tolerance, prudence) necessary to be a good official 
(Congzheng Lu). 

Diligence (勤) firstly requires officials to work with their heart and soul. By 
asking how one can “achieve successes without wholehearted dedication” 
(Xuezhi Yishuo), Wang Huizu (Qing Dynasty) regarded diligence as “the most 
important thing to deal with official affairs”. Wang captured this dedication in 
terms of officials treating the people in the same way a parent treats his child; 
namely, to do as good as possible. Diligence further implies persistent effort in 

                                                           
34 Prudence, or phronesis, is also an important concept in Aristotle’s philosophy. As 
comprehensive as in Confucian thought, it is not merely a value towards practical politics, 
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managing public affairs: “the subordinates must suffer if the official does not 
work diligently” (Zheng Rui, Qing Dynasty).  

Impartiality (公正) contains two aspects in Chinese as is reflected in the 
two characters used: gong and zheng. Gong has the meaning of public (as 
opposed to private), while zheng means being upright and just without bias. Two 
qualities are therefore required for impartiality: keeping the public interest in 
focus and treating the people fairly. Emperor Qing Shizu (Qing Dynasty, reign 
1643-1661) asserted that selflessness produces gong, and warned that even 
thinking of private interest could harm the public interest (Renchen Jingxin Lu). 
Wang Tianxi (Ming Dynasty) captured this value by arguing it is what he does 
himself: “I give impartiality priority in doing my work as an official. Being gong I 
will not be misled by private interests; being zheng I will not be tempted by evil” 
(Guanzhen Jiyao). Similarly, Xu Bang (Ming Dynasty) concluded that “impartiality 
nurtures brightness, bias results in darkness” Huanyou Riji). In most admonitions, 
gong and zheng are used interchangeably to indicate a more encompassing 
meaning. For instance, Xue Xuan (Ming Dynasty) asserted that impartiality is 
indeed something of a much bigger magnitude: it is the Way (dao) of keeping the 
entire universe running.   

The previous values concern qualities of the person of the official and his 
work. These are not mutually exclusive, rather being a good administrator was 
regarded as inseparable from being a good person.  

These values very neatly fit into Beck Jørgensen and Bozeman´s 
constellation 6 concerning the “behavior of public-Sector employees” (2007, P. 
367). Values such as impartiality, incorruptibility and trustworthiness belong to 
the subgroup of moral standards and ethical consciousness that are associated 
directly with the individual. They are also tightly related to “integrity”, the 
central value of this constellation (ibid.). However, in the admonitions a number 
of modern values belonging to this constellation are also absent: accountability, 
professionalism and openness. Some of the self-related values do also fit in 
constellation 1 regarding the link between public administration and society, but, 
again they primarily concern the person (altruism, human dignity), rather than 
the common interest or sustainability.   

Values concern self-other relationship 

Traditional official was expected to be a moral exemplary not only as an 
individual by self-cultivation, but also as a component of “moral community” 
(Jun, 2005, p. 92) by fulfilling obligations in certain hierarchical relationships. The 
relationships include a family where official as (usually male) parent representing 
the absolute authority, a loyal relationship with the emperor who has the 
absolute power, and up-down benevolence to the people who are subjects of 
rule.   
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Family-related values  

Family plays a significant role in Confucianism, as “China was regarded as Kuo-
chia, a ‘family state’… ideally it was ruled by a service aristocracy of literary 
talent” (Finer, 2003, p. 443). Scholar-officials like Dong Zhongshu (179-104 BC, 
Western Han Dynasty), through their work San-gang, transformed family ethics 
into political ideology, speaking of “the authority of the ruler over the minister, 
the father over the son, and the husband over the wife” (Tu, 1998, p. 122)  

In admonitions, when referring to government, family rule is regarded as 
an important prerequisite step from dealing with ‘inner affairs’ to ‘outer affairs’ 
(Peng, 2002). The Great Learning tells that “it is not possible for someone to 
teach others, if he cannot teach his own family. Therefore, the ruler, without 
going beyond his family, completes the lessons for the State” (Confucius, 1965, p. 
234). The influence of a man and his family is emphasized by Confucius, “from 
the loving example of one family a whole State becomes loving, and from its 
courtesies the whole State becomes courteous, while, from the ambition and 
perverseness of the One man, the whole State may be led to rebellions disorder” 
(1965, pp. 234-235). In Mu Ling Shu (Xu Dong, Qing Dynasty), it is argued that 
“Who is not able to manage the followers, cannot manage the people; who is not 
able to manage family, cannot manage the followers”. Similarly, Wang Tianxi 
(Ming Dynasty) stated that “those who work in the government need to manage 
inner affairs first and then to manage outer affairs”.  

However, admonitions also stress to keep family separate from official 
business. Wang (Ming Dynasty) warned that corruptibility would occur more 
easily when families seek extravagant lives or improper interests. Wang Huizu 
(Qing Dynasty) explicitly warned that “close relatives should not be recruited to 
work with” (Xuezhi Yishuo), since it could result in bias or corruption.  

Family management is thus regarded as key for a good administrator. At 
the same time, a strict boundary should be maintained between official and 
private affairs. With a keen eye on the family on the one hand, a good official 
was also expected to take good care of the people on the other. In order to be a 
good administrator, the demand for running one’s family well as a prerequisite 
might be a prime distinction between Chinese and Western ideas. 

In addition to family values, the relationships with the emperor and the 
people are valued highly, which was usually understood in analogy with family 
roles. As cited by Chen Hongmou (Qing Dynasty), “serving the emperor is just like 
serving a parent, treating a superior is just like treating an older brother, getting 
along with a colleague is just like [getting along] with family” (Congzheng Yigui).  

Emperor-official relationship 

Loyalty is strongly emphasized in the relationship between an official and the 
Emperor. Examples of good officials in admonitions all have a common feature, 
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namely that “the only way to meet the Rites of serving the Emperor is being loyal 
and honest” (Mu Ling Shu, Xu Dong, Qing Dynasty). Xue Xuan also used officials 
of great reputation as examples to show that those who were loyal could make a 
successful career and would be widely respected. 

While admonitions emphasize loyalty to the Emperor, they discourage 
flattery. In Gongmen Bufeiqian Gongde Lu (Anonymous, Qing Dynasty), loyalty to 
the Emperor is described as “neither too supercilious nor too humble”; rather, it 
is about working diligently to promote benefits and eliminate harm to the 
country. Compared to admonitions in the Ming and Qing Dynasties, “loyalty” can 
be found more regularly in earlier admonitions like Zhong Jing (Eastern Han 
Dynasty) and Chen Gui (Tang Dynasty). These texts describe how loyal officials 
should be brave enough to admonish and reveal the improper behaviour of the 
Emperor, and expose those who claim loyalty to the Emperor but do not love the 
people. Loyalty in this case had a broader meaning, since it also refers to loving 
the people. The later admonitions from the Ming and Qing Dynasties are more 
concerned with the qualities of practical work, rather than repeating the precept 
of ‘loyalty’.  

People-official relationship 

In general, ‘the people’ are held in high esteem in Confucianism. A leading 
statement is in The Works of Mencius: “the people are the most important 
element in a nation; the spirits of the land and grain are the next; the sovereign 
is the lightest” (Mencius, 1965, p. 359). Confucius made an well-known 
metaphor: “The prince is a boat; the common people are the water. The water 
can support the boat, or the water can capsize the boat” (Xunzi, 1928, p. 125)35. 
In order to be close to the people, one value is particularly relevant: modesty 
(谦). Despite officials’ higher social rank, modesty requires that they are 
approachable and humble towards the people: “[in] being approachable and 
easy-going to the people, the people will consequentially support you” (Mu Jian, 
Yang Yu, Ming Dynasty). Xie Jinluan (Qing Dynasty) emphasized that there was no 
trick to be a good administrator in local county government beyond “getting 
close to the people” (Juguan Zhiyong Pian). The relationship between officials 
and the people therefore also refers to other values like people-orientedness 
and responsiveness. 

To love the people, “the first responsibility of [an] administrator is to act in 
accordance with people’s needs” (cf. Chen Hongmou, Qing Dynasty). The Great 
Learning also suggests an official “to like what the people like; to dislike what the 
people do not like”, just as a mother knows what her infant wants (1965, p. 234). 

                                                           
35 This was originally said by Confucius, but it might be more well-known in Kingly 
Government (王制), the work of Confucian philosopher Xunzi (312-230 BC) (see Xunzi, 
1928). 
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namely that “the only way to meet the Rites of serving the Emperor is being loyal 
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the Emperor is described as “neither too supercilious nor too humble”; rather, it 
is about working diligently to promote benefits and eliminate harm to the 
country. Compared to admonitions in the Ming and Qing Dynasties, “loyalty” can 
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Emperor, and expose those who claim loyalty to the Emperor but do not love the 
people. Loyalty in this case had a broader meaning, since it also refers to loving 
the people. The later admonitions from the Ming and Qing Dynasties are more 
concerned with the qualities of practical work, rather than repeating the precept 
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element in a nation; the spirits of the land and grain are the next; the sovereign 
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Yang Yu, Ming Dynasty). Xie Jinluan (Qing Dynasty) emphasized that there was no 
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To love the people, “the first responsibility of [an] administrator is to act in 
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To know what the people need requires benevolence and sympathy: “the way to 
[be] close to the people is sympathizing [with] their pain, cherishing their talent, 
saving their property” (Xuezhi Yishuo). Officials should also improve people’s life, 
especially those in need: “aid[ing] those people who have no support of life, such 
as widowers, widows, orphans and disabled persons” (Congzheng Yigui). This 
includes encouraging wealthy people to aid those in poverty, cultivating a 
harmonious social environment, and ensuring that “rich people do not bully 
disadvantaged people, [and] the poor do not envy the wealthy” (Congzheng 
Yigui).  

The three subgroups of values with regard to self-other relationships 
correspond to Beck Jørgensen and Bozeman’s value constellation 2 
(transformation of interests to decisions), constellation 3 (relationship with 
politicians), and constellation 7 (relationship with the citizens). Nevertheless, 
they address these values in very different ways. To begin with, the whole set of 
family-related values does not fit any public value constellation. However, family 
was the most important in forming centralized autocracy in Chinese history 
backing to the Qin Dynasty (221-206 BC): “family, class, village imposed 
themselves on individuality, and set the pattern for political relationships” (Finer, 
2003, p. 454). Humans were believed to be divided into classes of “above 
[superior] and below [inferior]”, and the wise king occupied the highest class as 
he executed “Heaven’s will” (Yu, 2003, p. 6). The whole state was regarded as 
being under the rule of a moral king, including the officials. It forms the ruler-
subordinate relationship that “the young deferred to the old, women to men, 
men to their fathers, fathers to their ancestors, all to the emperor” (Finer, 2003, 
p. 442). Different with Western tradition of “citizen” and “human equality before 
the law and in the sight of God”, traditional China “knew only subjects” (ibid.).  

Therefore, the emperor-official relationship is fundamentally different with 
the relationship between public administrators and politicians (constellation 3), 
even though (political) loyalty is required in both contexts. Accountability and 
responsiveness are not what Confucian officials concerned regarding to rulers. 
Also differently, admonitions emphasize high importance of caring and loving 
people, but nothing related to legality, individual rights, equality and justice in 
the frame of rule of law, professional discretion, or democracy and people 
involvement (constellation 7) (Beck Jørgensen & Bozeman, 2007, pp. 368-369), 
although these values were only well developed in the West since the 19th 
century when the royal related matters disappeared and themes related to the 
state and law became fundamental issues in public administration (cf. Rutgers, 
1997).  

However, admonitions indeed put the people in a high position that their 
support is the ‘water’ to carry the ‘boat’ (the prince). In accordance with 
constellation 2 that consists of values, such as the will of majority, public 
involvement, protection of minority and listening to the public opinion, 
Confucianism also contains the idea of democracy. This echoes some statements 
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that Confucianism and democracy are less incompatible than many people 
believe (Fukuyma, 1995; O'Dwyer, 2003), even though Confucianism is 
apparently lack of individual free rights that liberal democracy is based on and “a 
transcendent law” (Fukuyma, 1995, p. 25).  

Values concern self-state relationship 

The basis of state in Confucian China is family, i.e. a family ruled by a good man. 
There is no emphasis on institutions and laws as surfaced in the Western 
tradition. Official and his/her family should obey the ruler, who was the state, 
had a “minimal” role: to complete virtue and to choose virtuous ministers (Finer, 
2003, p. 459).  Therefore, for a good official, the essence of the self-state 
relationship is  loyalty to the ruler, by the means of being a moral minister, which 
is achieved by benevolent behaviours in administrative practice. In line with Will 
(1999) who distinguishes traditional administrative behaviour as concerning “the 
behavior of officials” and “the technical aspects of administrative work” (p. 3)36, 
values are not only claimed as slogans in admonitions, but fused into detailed 
description and practical guidance. Three topics can be identified in the 
admonitions: instructions for newly appointed officials, specific administrative 
matters, and responsibilities of different departments. 

Matters requiring attention for new officials 

Most officials were selected through the Imperial Examination, and hence lacked 
practical knowledge. Wang Huizu (Qing Dynasty) pointed out that reputation is 
formed at the beginning of a career, so a new official should work hard and 
discipline himself after taking up the position (Xuezhi Xushuo). To create a good 
environment, Shi Chengjin (Qing Dynasty) suggested new officials to learn the 
local rites from Confucian scholars and ensure that authority is respected by 
following these rites. Some admonitions outline specific do’s and don’ts. For 
instance, Zheng Rui (Qing Dynasty) mentioned thirty-four tips for new officials, 
including meeting with superiors, preventing bribes and gifts, and mapping local 
geography (Zhengxue Lu). Hu Yanyu (Qing Dynasty) outlined rules such as 
promoting agriculture and moral education and not recruiting relatives as 
employees, and even provided instruction on how to travel to a new position, 
such as avoiding too much luggage or too many servants (Juguan Guaguo Lu).  

 

                                                           
36 In Will’s work (1999), guanzhen (官箴) is translated into ‘official handbooks’ or 
‘handbooks for officials’. 
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that Confucianism and democracy are less incompatible than many people 
believe (Fukuyma, 1995; O'Dwyer, 2003), even though Confucianism is 
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transcendent law” (Fukuyma, 1995, p. 25).  
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behavior of officials” and “the technical aspects of administrative work” (p. 3)36, 
values are not only claimed as slogans in admonitions, but fused into detailed 
description and practical guidance. Three topics can be identified in the 
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Matters requiring attention for new officials 

Most officials were selected through the Imperial Examination, and hence lacked 
practical knowledge. Wang Huizu (Qing Dynasty) pointed out that reputation is 
formed at the beginning of a career, so a new official should work hard and 
discipline himself after taking up the position (Xuezhi Xushuo). To create a good 
environment, Shi Chengjin (Qing Dynasty) suggested new officials to learn the 
local rites from Confucian scholars and ensure that authority is respected by 
following these rites. Some admonitions outline specific do’s and don’ts. For 
instance, Zheng Rui (Qing Dynasty) mentioned thirty-four tips for new officials, 
including meeting with superiors, preventing bribes and gifts, and mapping local 
geography (Zhengxue Lu). Hu Yanyu (Qing Dynasty) outlined rules such as 
promoting agriculture and moral education and not recruiting relatives as 
employees, and even provided instruction on how to travel to a new position, 
such as avoiding too much luggage or too many servants (Juguan Guaguo Lu).  

 

                                                           
36 In Will’s work (1999), guanzhen (官箴) is translated into ‘official handbooks’ or 
‘handbooks for officials’. 
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Specific administrative affairs 

Admonitions also describe the tasks of officials. The first is the development of 
agriculture, since “famine prevention and relief operations for the most seriously 
affected groups are indeed among the classic tasks of Chinese bureaucracy” (Will, 
1990). Many admonitions wrote that local governments should encourage 
people to do agricultural work to ensure sufficient food and clothing (e.g. Gao, 
Ming Dynasty; Hu, Qing Dynasty; Chen, Qing Dynasty; Tian & Li, Qing Dynasty). In 
his edited admonitions, Xu Dong (Qing Dynasty) collected much information on 
how to develop water conservation, well digging and farming skills.  

Another important issue was taxation. Since “people will benefit from even 
a bit less taxation” (Shi Di, Wu Yiyi, Qing Dynasty), the government should ensure 
no suffering from heavy, unfair, or overburdening taxes. It was proposed, for 
instance, that grain levies should be based upon the farming area that a resident 
owns, be allowed to pay with flexible deadlines, and not be imposed repeatedly 
(Gao, Ming Dynasty; Shi, Qing Dynasty; Zheng, Qing Dynasty).  

The third administrative matter requiring special attention is judicial issues. 
Judiciary was not independent from administration in imperial China. Ya-men 
(local government) was the place where criminal and civil disputes were solved. 
The magistrate was both the administrative leader and judge in court. 
Admonitions therefore required magistrates to be familiar with laws and judicial 
precedents. Nevertheless, benevolence and flexible judgement were considered 
more important than strict execution of laws: “the law is a confirmed rule, but 
the human feeling differs. To show sympathy and humanity when implementing 
the law, the principle of harmony is hopefully not broken” (Xuezhi Yishuo). As 
“judgment without investigation and trial harms impartiality”, officials should 
investigate and inquire to get close to the facts (Zhengxue Lu).  

Responsibilities of different departments  

Lü Kun (Ming Dynasty) distinguished fifteen departments of local government 
each requiring their own responsibilities (Shizheng Lu). For instance, the 
Governor-General was responsible for almost all government affairs, such as 
agriculture, social safety, education, taxes, and judicial cases, and should 
therefore be a moral example of benevolence, incorruptibility, impartiality, and 
diligence. Lü also mentioned other departments with specific tasks; for instance, 
the Chief Secretary should make an effort to benefit the common people, 
especially the elderly, orphans, and poor people, and judicial departments 
should ensure the integrity of local government and fair verdicts. Accordingly, 
officials were evaluated according to moral influence: how right or wrong their 
behaviour is (Congzheng Yigui). Yuan Huang (Ming Dynasty) elaborated on this in 
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terms of “merit units” (功过格), which is a symbolic award to show the degree of 
(im)morality, not a material or financial reward.  
There are many admonitions dealing with what can be considered primarily as 
practical matters. The previous illustrates that administrative work aimed to put 
Confucian morals into practice. Individual morality is a “personal as well as 
political” issue (Du, 2011, p. 61) in Confucianism. Put differently, the quality of a 
man with authority affects political decision-making and administrative practice. 
The only constellation matching this group of values is again constellation 6: the 
behaviour of public administrators. Slightly different with values referring to self-
self relationship, professionalism might be identified with regard to self-state 
relationship, particularly concerning the knowledge to develop agriculture. The 
constellation 5 associating with intraorganizational values is slightly related, such 
as adaptability, stability and reliability, for traditional officials were expected to 
respect the Rites and remain Confucian moral orders.   

To conclude, all the values elicited from admonitions are present in Table 
3.2. When to compare them with seven public value constellations Beck 
Jørgensen and Bozeman identified, the distributions are shown in Table 3.3.  

Discussion 

Admonitions reveal the image of a traditional ‘good official’. Aside from the core 
Confucian values of benevolence, righteousness, and courage (Frederickson, 
2002, pp. 621-622), admonitions also emphasize trustworthiness, endurance, 
incorruptibility, prudence, diligence, impartiality, loyalty, lovingness, and so on. 
The values positively reflect the tradition of rule of morality: moral self-
cultivation, governance by virtuous men, and a low importance of laws. The most 
distinguished feature is the importance of family, “perceived by [the] Confucian 
state as a vitally important political unit” (Tu, 1998, p. 130). Practical experiences 
are offered to support normative claims made by the admonitions’ authors, and 
skills are implied as being obtained by moral cultivation.  

According to Foucault (1991), self-government, governing a family and 
ruling of state essentially respectively concerns different relationships. 
Confucianism, differently, addresses self-government (connected with morality) 
as an issue of politics, encompassing values of individual, family and state. The 
relationship of family members, such as father and son, husband and wife, 
composes “the basis of the moral community” (Jun, 2005, p. 92) rather than 
economy community (Foucault, 1991). The personal morality and obligations in 
family extended to the society (friend and friend) and the nation (ruler and 
ministers) (ibid.). All relationships centred on the general duty of obedience to 
the superior, and a duty of caring and guidance owed by the superior to the 
inferior. The common people as inferior were expected to demonstrate absolute 
loyalty to the Emperor, the government and officials. In turn, the Emperor, 
government and officials were expected to exercise power benevolently and to 
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care for the people. The effectiveness of officials, then, rested on their ability to 
maintain and lead by virtue, morality and social values.   
Putting values from admonitions in a contemporary perspective, as indicated in 
Table 3.3, it seems that terminal values for good government weight much 
higher than instrumental values (cf. Rokeach, 1973; Schwartz, 1994). It is 
debatable to classify public values as such (cf. Van der Wal, 2008; Rutgers, 2008), 
and Beck Jørgensen and Bozeman (2007) also point out that the prime or 
fundamental values should not be expected as “universal assent or immutable 
self-evident truths” (p. 375). Nevertheless, the admonitions posit as a 
fundamental (meta) value: the terminal or moral aspects take priority over the 
way or the means of government (cf. Rokeach, 1973; Schwartz, 1994). 

 

Implications 

The practice and ideas in public administration are formalized and refined during 
passing tradition down through generations. Thus Stout (2006) is inspired by the 
lineage of Samurai and t’ai chi: “when we take on the mantle of public service, it 
is important to know not only who we serve, but to which tradition we are 
committed, what moral principles this tradition holds, and what attitudes it 
engenders” (p. 620). Also the Confucian tradition as it presents itself in the 
admonitions raises issues we may want to rethink.  

First of all, for Chinese administrative practice, the values traced in the 
admonitions are particularly significant. In a state with a single-party system, the 
Confucian ideal of the Sage King helps to legitimate the totalitarian elite rule of 
Communist government, against ideas on “democratic self-government ” 
(Frederickson, 2002, p. 625). Under the rule of CCP, it has to be in line with what 
we learned from admonitions: Party members and administrators should morally 
self-regulate, and the people should advocate for leadership by a moral party to 
achieve a harmonious society. Nevertheless, I am not indicating any need to 
strive for democracy in China, particularly when democratization might “help 
preserve the continuity of Confucian moral tradition” (O'Dwyer, 2003, p. 39).  But 
it does raise questions that are worth more consideration: do moral individuals 
lead to a moral organization, or vice versa? Which one matters more, moral 
persons in an evil system or a just system with less focus on individual morality? 

Secondly, it stresses the importance of self-cultivation for public 
administrators, politicians and all employees in the public sector. Foucault (1991) 
actually seems fully in line with the admonitions when he states that there is a 
continuity between three fundamental types of government: “a person who 
wishes to govern the state well must first lean how to govern himself, his good 
and his patrimony, after which he will be successful in governing the state” (p. 
91). However, the practice of self-cultivation, “through reading, through the 
precepts and examples that will provide inspiration, and by contemplating a life 
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reduced to its essentials, to rediscover the basic principles of a rational conduct” 
(p. 51), rarely figures in present day Western reflections on administrative 
behaviour. 
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reduced to its essentials, to rediscover the basic principles of a rational conduct” 
(p. 51), rarely figures in present day Western reflections on administrative 
behaviour. 
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Additionally, the values in the admonitions (re)emphasize the importance 
of the individual in public administration. Van Wart (1998) describes individual 
values as the most fundamental for the promotion of other values: “without 
individuals with integrity, government agencies fall prey to a variety of problems” 
(p. 8). At the same time, public value “is rooted, ultimately, in society and 
culture, in individuals and groups” (Beck Jørgensen & Bozeman, 2007, p. 374). 
Therefore, in the era of increasingly impersonal government, and depersonalized 
(mainstream) administrative theory it might be worthy reconsidering rejected 
´rule of man´ in the Western tradition, in a new sense-the rule of the rule of 
moral man, or morality next to the rule of law (cf. Yang & Rutgers, forthcoming). 
Furthermore, the power of laws and regulations is limited when government 
facing complex social problems. The Confucian ideal of the good official might 
point a way out: care about what is right more than about efficiency and 
productivity, and offer effective public service pivoting “around matters of 
morality” (Frederickson, 2002, p. 622) above laws and regulations. Obviously, 
this is not an easy undertaking. 

A very different lesson is that, on the one hand, the framework provided by 
Beck Jørgensen and Bozeman (2007) proves useful for transnational, historic 
research. On the other hand, their public value inventory might overlook values 
in non-Western context. Their work only relies on literature from the United 
States, the United Kingdom and Scandinavia, leaving “historic state traditions 
and political cultures” understated (p. 357).  To complement public value 
inventory does not mean, however, simply to add Confucian values to the 
inventory, but more importantly, to contextually consider the meaning and 
adaptation in public service ethos today. For instance, family-related values, 
missing in the seven-fold value universe, affect integrity of officials as private 
interest is involved when to balance the interest of family, friends, boss and the 
public.  More importantly, the way civil servants deal with interpersonal 
relationship has strong impact on ethical leadership, cooperation, disclosure of 
misconduct and whistleblowing (cf. Park, Rehg & Lee, 2005). Too much focus on 
professionalism or democratic values (Kernaghan, 2003) will leave a large part of 
civil servant values underestimated: civil servant as a person first.  Civil servant is 
not, and probably will never be, only a functionary, and thus more attention 
needs to be shifted to personal morals rather than functionary values.  
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 “[T]here has been bad government under good laws; but from ancient times to 
the present there has never been known to be a bad government under a 

superior man.” 

Xunzi 

The works of Hsüntze, 1928, p. 123 
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Abstract 

This article assesses whether civil servant values in China and the Netherlands 
reflect different administrative traditions (i.e., rule of morality vs. rule of law). 
The question is highly relevant because both countries have recently undergone 
reform and modernization, and their mutual dealings and interactions have 
increased and gained importance. A pilot survey and a content analysis of codes 
of conduct were used to establish a value set that was tested in an exploratory 
survey of Chinese (n = 68) and Dutch (n = 45) civil servants. The results revealed 
that value preferences reflected administrative traditions less clearly than 
expected, and values associated with the rule of law tradition were in some 
instances more important for Chinese than for Dutch respondents. Theoretical 
and practical implications of the findings are offered. 

Keywords: administrative culture, China, Netherlands, public values 

Many researchers have studied public values in order to establish how they 
influence civil servants’ conduct. Most definitions of “values” suggest that they 
imply preferences or desires and therefore can be ranked. Since every value is 
important in some way to someone, although no value holds the same 
importance for everyone, this means that values can be “ordered by relative 
importance” (Schwartz and Bilsky 1987, 551).  

Value preferences “reflect cultural (and individual) ideals that motivate 
behavior” (Schwartz, Struch, and Bilsky 1990, 186). Van Wart argues that values 
are “the cultural glue of civilizations and the organizations within them, and the 
fundamental building blocks of culture” (1998, 163). As a result, the value 
hierarchy of a group reveals “the fundamental nature of the members of that 
group” (Schwartz et al. 1990, 186). Schwartz (1999) has identified a variety of 
value types and cultural regions: Asian countries emphasize “hierarchy,” whereas 
“intellectual autonomy” is quite important in Western Europe, and America 
belongs to the English-speaking region emphasizing “mastery.” Respondents 
from the same cultural region tend to share the proximate value types. In this 
sense, administrative culture is partly reflected by the values of civil servants. 
Here, the term “values” refers both to “qualities that contribute to what is 
conceived as good, as well as to general standards of conduct, which, although 
broader and less direct then norms, act as guides in choices that have to be 
made” (Van der Wal 2011, 646).37  

                                                           
37 Thus, values are used, both by individuals and by groups (in this case, civil servants), to 
judge and evaluate good conduct. The values in the two administrative cultures treated in 
this article can be characterized as either ethics-based or law-based. 
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This article studies the administrative cultures of China and the 
Netherlands, traditionally referred to, respectively, as “rule of morality” and 
“rule of law” (e.g., Fallon 1997; Scalia 1989). Descended from the administrative 
system of “Confucian scholar-officialdom” (Cheung 2010, 38), Chinese traditional 
culture is ethics-centered and based on the moral system attributed to Confucius 
(Lu 2009), who died in 479 b.c.e. In contrast, a law-adherent culture prevails in 
Western Europe (Van der Meer 2011). Each tradition prescribes different values 
as being most important for civil servants.  

The values associated with the Confucian rule of morality tradition 
emphasize personal morals and qualities attained by self-cultivation, such as 
righteousness, honesty, diligence, and impartiality. Since official posts in China’s 
imperial courts and governments were monopolized by “the Confucian 
intelligentsia” and the idea of “only one ruler under heaven” (Cheung 2010, 39), 
values related to personal attachment, such as obedience and loyalty, are also 
included in the Confucian “morality-based value group.” Law-based values, by 
contrast, prevail in a rule of law context, which emphasizes professionalism, 
including such values as expertise, efficiency, transparency, lawfulness, and 
accountability (De Graaf and Van der Wal 2010).  

It is unclear, however, to what extent these traditional cultural differences 
still characterize the civil service ethos in China and the Netherlands. Studying 
this question is relevant for at least three reasons. First, even though a few 
empirical studies indicate that values differ between Confucian and other 
cultural contexts (e.g., Ralston, Holt, Terpstra, and Yu 2008; Whitcomb, Erdener, 
and Li 1998; Zhang, Lin, Nonaka, and Beom 2005), there have been no recent 
empirical studies of the values or morals of Chinese civil servants (let alone 
studies comparing values preferences between East and West). Given China’s 
rapidly increasing influence on the global political stage, and the increase in 
public and private sector cooperation and interaction between China and the 
Netherlands, each community would benefit from insights into what drives civil 
servants on the other side of the table. Thus, a comparison not only adds to 
academic knowledge but also serves practical purposes. 

Second, Communist China claims that “China’s communitarian traditions 
are based on Confucianism” (De Bary 1998, 8), but at different stages in the 
course of China’s modern political development, Confucian morality has been 
rejected and then accepted. The “anti-Confucianism campaign” launched during 
the Cultural Revolution in the late 1960s and early 1970s “attacked every aspect 
of Confucius’s thought” (Zhang and Schwartz 1997, 200), but after the revolution, 
the “critical inherence” of Confucius was revamped to help the Communist 
regime seek “a place in the modern world” (203). The current situation might 
therefore be best characterized as “value vagueness”; it is not known whether 
Confucian values have been preserved or have faded in the governance of the 
Communist Party. 
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Moreover, a remarkable public administration reform “has spread round 
the world” (Kettl 2005, 1) since the 1980s, often referred to as New Public 
Management (Hood 1991), and this trend has not excluded China (e.g., Xue and 
Zhong 2012). Nowadays, China promotes balancing the rule of morality with the 
rule of law as “a bird’s two wings” (Zheng 2009, 185). The rule of law is claimed 
to be equal in importance to the rule of morality, and some argue that this 
approach is necessary to achieve better governance (e.g., Guo 2008; Wei 2010; 
Zheng 2009). But the extent to which value preferences have converged due to 
China’s “open-door policy” and the global public management revolution is 
unknown (Kettl 2005). Recent evidence suggests that administrative reforms in 
China since the 1980s have been inspired by similar reforms in the West 
(Christensen, Dong, Painter, and Walker 2012; Xue and Zhong 2012). The present 
study examines whether the Western rule of law approach has had any real 
effect on the value preferences of civil servants in China. Do they align with 
Western ideas on what it means to be a good civil servant? Are value preferences 
converging, or do “universal” values exist that are shared by civil servants from 
both traditions? Do Dutch public employees also look beyond their tradition, and 
are they too adopting “new” civil service values? 

The analysis that follows explores these issues by seeking to determine 
whether the value preferences of Chinese and Dutch civil servants differ, and 
whether their preferences reflect the administrative cultures of their respective 
countries (rule of morality vs. rule of law)? The discussion makes methodological 
as well as empirical contributions. In addition, the results can be helpful for the 
practice of public management and leadership. It is essential for leaders to know 
what values are promoted and supported by members of their organization, for 
if standards of good conduct are in conflict with the value orientation of civil 
servants, they will be unable to cultivate an “ethical culture in the workplace” 
(Menzel 2007, 10).  

Crucial Values in Eastern and Western Contexts 

Values related to Confucian morality and governance are found predominantly in 
classic Confucian works like The Analects and in a small body of academic 
literature. But Confucian morality is mostly studied conceptually and historically, 
with scholars trying to show “philosophic understanding” of the “classical 
Chinese mind” from a Western linguistic perspective (Hall and Ames 1987). 
Whereas empirical data on Confucian values are largely absent from the Chinese 
literature, there is a considerable body of work on the core values of European 
civil servants (e.g., Beck Jørgensen and Bozeman 2007; Rutgers 2008; Van den 
Heuvel, Huberts, and Verberk 2002; Van der Wal 2008; Van der Wal, Vrangbaek, 
and Pevkur 2008). 
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Values in Confucian and Other Classical Texts 

The concept of morality has a rich meaning in Confucian thought because it 
encompasses personal morals, rules to coordinate interpersonal relationships, 
and ways to run a country. Confucianism considers the cultivation of personal 
morality as the first step in “becoming a human being” (Legge 1971, 279). As 
Finer states, “China was regarded as Kuo-chia, a ‘family state’ … ideally it was 
ruled by a service aristocracy of literary talent” (1997, 443). Confucius connected 
personal morals with the methods of state administration, which thus constitute 
two aspects of the main body of Confucian political thought. 

According to the idea of “internal sage and external king,” personal moral 
cultivation to make oneself “like a sage” is the foundation of governance. The 
combination of moral norms and expressions that comprise the corpus of 
Confucian works has long been accepted in China. For instance, Guan Zhong 
(725–645 b.c.e.) argued that the state would collapse without Confucius’s Four 
Principles (siwei)—propriety (li), integrity (yi), incorruption (lian), and shame 
consciousness (chi). The philosopher Dong Zhongshu (179–104 b.c.e) promoted 
Confucianism and made it China’s dominant philosophical system, combining the 
power of king, the power of father, and the power of husband together to build 
the theory of the Three Cardinal Guides (san gang) and Five Constant Virtues (wu 
chang)— espectively comprising “ruler guides subject, father guides son, and 
husband guides wife,” and the values of benevolence, righteousness, propriety, 
wisdom and integrity.  

Sun Yat-sen (1866–1925), the first president of the Republic of China, 
insisted that traditional morality should not be totally discarded, and that its 
positive values should be preserved (Sun 1985, 37). Several more recent 
researchers (e.g., Lai 1995; Lu 2009; Wang 1999; Wright, Twitchett, and Dien 
1962 ) compiled lists of what they regarded as the primary Confucian or Chinese 
values, but none of these lists has been accepted as definitive. Based on an 
analysis of Confucian works, traditional Chinese moral norms, and a limited 
number of contemporary studies, we have elicited 11 important values that are 
relevant in the Confucian context: ren (humaneness), li (propriety), yi 
(righteousness), zhong (loyalty), xiao (filial piety), chengxin (integrity), qianrang 
(humility), shu (tolerance), qinjian diligence and thrift), zhi (wisdom), and yong 
(courage).38 These were used in compiling a value list for the pilot survey, 
discussed below, in which Chinese civil servants were asked to select and rank 
what they saw as the most important Confucian values (see Table 4.1).  

                                                           
38 In trying to select the most suitable English renderings for these terms, we combined the 
meaning of the values in Chinese with the corresponding words in our European research. 
The English terms selected in this way may not always be the most accurate translations, 
but because it was necessary to conduct the same survey in China and the Netherlands, 
they were nevertheless the most understandable and therefore the best possible. 
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Values Mentioned in European Public Administration Research 

In a Western context, public values have been studied extensively in recent years, 
conceptually as well as empirically. Well known is Beck Jørgensen and Bozeman’s 
(2007) “public values universe.” Based on the aspects of public administration or 
organization affected, they identified 72 values and classified them in seven 
constellations (359). The ensuing public values universe offers a structure with 
which to conduct an empirical study of values in an administrative context, and 
emphasizes such values as responsiveness, robustness, transparency, 
effectiveness, and the rule of law. 

Rutgers (2008, 94–95) mentions no fewer than 63 values that are 
important to the topic of civil service, and finds that the most important question 
relates to how values are ordered. He puts forward a simple approach to creating 
order, namely “by focusing on core values in terms of the most frequently 
referred to values” (97). An empirical study offers a way to test a value hierarchy 
in a specific context. Different examples are available in the literature, such as 
Beck Jørgensen and Sørensen’s forthcoming investigation of codes of good 
governance for different countries and public organizations. Related to the Dutch 
context, there have been value rankings by public and private sector managers 
(Maesschalck, Van der Wal, and Huberts 2008; Van der Wal 2008), a comparison 
of the most important values for Dutch politicians and civil servants (Van den 
Heuvel et al. 2002), and studies of the proportion of the codes of conduct of 
Dutch government organizations that mention certain values (Ethicon 2003).  

The most useful example of this approach comes from Van der Wal’s (2008) 
overview of seven relevant books on administrative ethics and values, and of 46 
issues of the journals Public Administration Review and Public Integrity. Based on 
content analysis of these works and empirical clustering of the more than 500 
values mentioned, Van der Wal produced a list of the 30 values that were most 
prominent in relation to public administration (2008, 55). 
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Table 4.1 Values Derived from Classical Confucian Texts 
Confucian value Related values 

Ren Humaneness 
Kindness 
Benevolence 
Friendliness 
Serviceability 

Li Propriety 
Courteousness 
Cautiousness 
Humility 
Responsibility 

Yi Righteousness  
Justice 

Zhong Loyalty  
Obedience 
Selflessness  
Reliability 

Xiao Filial piety 
Loyalty / Obedience 

Cheng-xin Integrity  
Trustfulness 
Faithfulness 
Honesty 
Reliability 

Qian-rang Humility/ Modesty 
Respectfulness 
Generousness 

Shu  Tolerance  
Consideration  
Reciprocity 

Qin-jian Diligence 
Thrift 
Incorruption 
Self-reliance 
Dedication 

Zhi Wisdom 
Expertise 

Yong Courage 
Righteousness 
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Methodology 

Pilot Study Value Sets 

To begin with, it is necessary to explain the need for a pilot survey. There are so 
many values in the Chinese and Dutch administrative contexts that they could 
not all be empirically tested. The pilot needed a value set made up of crucial 
values embodying both traditions for use in the survey. Which values were 
deemed crucial? Since there is no conclusive empirical evidence, particularly for 
the Chinese administrative context, the best approach was to let civil servants in 
each context decide which values were most important. The pilot employed two 
different value sets, based on Confucian literature and existing empirical 
research results. The final value set for the main survey was constructed based 
on the pilot results and the content analysis of codes of conduct. 

The survey was conducted in Shanghai and Amsterdam. The value set for the 
Shanghai survey was based on the 11 Confucian values discussed above and 
listed in Table 4.1. The value set for the survey in Amsterdam included the 30 
most frequently mentioned values as presented in Van der Wal’s research (see 
Table 4.2). All the values were clearly defined, to ensure that respondents would 
not understand them too broadly. The definitions of Confucian values were 
based on their meaning from the perspectives of both personality morality and 
governance. The definitions of the European values were derived mostly from 
Van der Wal’s (2008) research, but some were defined based on a dictionary 
definition or other literature (e.g., de Graaf 2010). 

Pilot Survey and Analysis of Codes 

The pilot surveyed 15 civil servants of the municipality of Shanghai and eight civil 
servants of the municipality of Amsterdam. The respondents all worked in 
agencies specifically involved with professional ethics issues and therefore were 
very suitable for the pilot study. The pilot questionnaires were administered by 
mail, and were completed between February 28 and March 16, 2011. The 
questionnaire for respondents in Shanghai was in Chinese and English, while the 
questionnaire for Amsterdam respondents was only in English. The response 
rates of the questionnaire were 100 percent in Shanghai and 80 percent in 
Amsterdam.  

In addition, a content analysis of various codes of conduct in the two 
countries was conducted to see which values were mentioned most frequently. 
As Rutgers (2008, 97) explains, by determining “the most frequently referred to 
values” one can create an order of values. Codes of conduct usually offer criteria 
outlining what government employees should and should not do; thus the codes 
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for civil service employees revealed an image of the “ideal” civil servant, and the 
relative frequency of mention of certain values in the codes indicated the 
importance of each value. 

Table 4.2 Value Clusters in Administrative Ethics Literature 
 Cluster Total  Cluster Total 
1 Honesty 434 16 Cooperativeness  191 
2 Humaneness 422 17 Responsiveness  184 
3 Social justice 402 18 Dedication 183 
4 Impartiality 380 19 Effectiveness 181 
5 Transparency 379 20 Innovativeness 179 
6 Integrity 365 21 Lawfulness 152 
7 Obedience 357 22 Loyalty 146 
8 Reliability 329 23 Consistency 111 
9 Responsibility 327 24 Autonomy 99 
10 Expertise 314 25 Stability 99 
11 Accountability 294 26 Representativeness  88 
12 Efficiency 276 27 Competitiveness 77 
13 Courage 254 28 Profitability 59 
14 Prudence 220 29 Collegiality 48 
15 Serviceability 215 30 Self-fulfillment 16 

Source: Van der Wal 2008, 55. 

The values most frequently mentioned in the Chinese codes of conduct were 
obtained by reviewing two Chinese state codes, 10 provincial codes, and 14 
municipal codes (see Table 4.3)39. It is necessary to mention that before the 
implementation of the State Civil Service Code of Conduct in 2002, the conduct 
of civil servants was principally regulated by Communist Party doctrines and 
discipline (Zhang 2004). Although some values related to the Party, such as 
political loyalty, are still included in the code of conduct, two distinct ethics 
entities exist in China today: “the party’s discipline inspection commissions 
oversee party (cadre) officials, and the Ministry of Supervision is responsible for 
the conduct of government officials” (Smith 2004, 311). Norms and codes are 
promulgated at multiple levels of government. Since the pilot focused on civil 

                                                           
39 The State Civil Service Code of Conduct and the Program for Improving Citizens’ Moral 
Education; provincial codes from Jilin (3 codes), Shandong, Inner Mongolia, Hubei, Sichuan, 
Guangxi, Beijing, and Shanghai; and municipal codes from Nanjing (Jiangsu province), 
Jiaozuo (Henan province), Huangshan (Anhui province), Guangzhou (Guangdong province), 
Anqing (Anhui province), Baoji (Shaanxi province), Chengdu (Sichuan province), Dongguan 
(Guangdong province), Qingdao (Shandong province), Shenzhen (Guangdong province), 
Urumchi (Xinjiang Uighur Autonomous Region), Xi’an (Shaanxi province), Jilin (Jilin 
province), and Hangzhou (Zhejiang province). 
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servants, it excluded Communist Party doctrines and focused on formal civil 
service regulations. The Netherlands survey utilized Ethicon (2003), shown in 
Table 4.4, and data published by the Organization for Economic Cooperation and 
Development (OECD 2000) that provided frequency results for values mentioned 
in codes of conduct in the Netherlands and several other European countries.40 

The respondents in the pilot were first asked to score each value to show 
its importance (10 = very important; 1 = not important at all), and this produced 
a mean (M) score for each value. Then they were asked to rank the five most 
important values out of the list of 30, ordering them from 1 (most important) to 
5 (fifth most important). The sum of squares (Σ) for each value made up the final 
hierarchy.  

The value ratings by civil servants in Shanghai showed that incorruptibility, 
lawfulness, righteousness, justice, and responsibility were of particularly high 
importance. Incorruptibility and lawfulness were ranked in the first and second 
positions; loyalty, people-oriented, obedience, and diligence also ranked in the 
top ten. The respondents in Amsterdam rated incorruptibility, transparency, 
honesty, impartiality, and reliability as the most important values. Transparency, 
reliability, incorruptibility, impartiality, and accountability were also in top 
positions.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
40 Based on the core values published in the 29 OECD countries, the eight most important 
and most frequently stated core public service values are impartiality, legality, integrity, 
transparency, efficiency, equality, responsibility, and justice (OECD 2000). 
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40 Based on the core values published in the 29 OECD countries, the eight most important 
and most frequently stated core public service values are impartiality, legality, integrity, 
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Table 4.3 Values in Chinese Codes of Conduct 
Position  Core value % of codes listing value (n = 26) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 

Lawfulness 
Innovativeness 
People-oriented 
Diligence 
Efficiency 
Incorruptibility 
Propriety 
Loyalty 
Cooperativeness 
Responsibility 
Serviceability 
Honesty 
Reliability 
Righteousness 
Justice 
Courteousness 
Pragmatism 
Expertise 
Thrift 

92.3 
88.5 
88.5 
84.6 
84.6 
80.8 
80.8 
76.9 
73.1 
73.1 
73.1 
61.5 
61.5 
61.5 
53.8 
50.0 
50.0 
46.2 
46.2 

Table 4.4 Core Values in Dutch Codes of Conduct 
Core value  % of codes mentioning value (n = 59) 
Integrity 
Transparency/openness 
Responsibility 
Trust/trustworthiness 
Carefulness 
Independence 
Reliability 
Professionalism 
Restraint 
Functionality 
Credibility 

98 
88 
78 
76 
76 
75 
68 
44 
39 
36 
31 

Source: Ethicon 2003. 
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Final Value Set for the Main Survey 

The final value set was constructed based on the pilot results and the 
investigation of the codes of conduct. Once again, however, it was impossible to 
include all of the values in the final value set. Only those values that were in high 
positions in the pilot and codes were selected, excluding values ordered below 
the tenth rank. The most important values in both the Chinese and the Dutch 
context were based on three lists: the 10 most important values as determined 
by rating, by ranking, and by the codes of conduct. The following rules decided 
which values to include in the final set: 

• They appeared in the top ten of all three lists. 
• They were highly rated and ranked, highly rated and frequently mentioned, or 
highly ranked and frequently mentioned in the codes of conduct. 
• They were rated and ranked, rated and mentioned, or ranked and mentioned 
in the codes of conduct. 
• They were highly rated, highly ranked, or mentioned frequently in the codes of 
conduct. 
• Those that were low rated, low ranked, or mentioned relatively infrequently 
were omitted. 

The most important values in the Chinese and Dutch civil service contexts, as 
determined by these rules, are shown in Table 4.5, along with the final value set. 

Selection of Respondents and Survey Distribution 

We collected the data by distributing hardcopy questionnaires to a convenience 
sample of participants in university M.P.A. programs in Shanghai, Chengdu, and 
the VU University Amsterdam.41 In China, the response rate was 100 percent, 
and 53 of the 67 questionnaires (79.1%) were valid. In the Netherlands, 
questionnaires were distributed in hardcopy, via e-mail, and through an online 
survey. Thirty-seven valid questionnaires were obtained from the 54 
administered (68.5%). The main survey thus involved 53 Chinese civil servants 
and 37 Dutch civil servants. The respondents in both countries were comparable 

                                                           
41 An M.P.A. (master of public administration) program is an important element in the 
training of young civil servants in China. The aim is to improve their administrative 
capabilities and the quality of governance. Applicants for the program have at least three 
years’ work experience with a bachelor’s diploma, or at least two years wth a master’s or 
doctoral diploma.  The same goes for the part-time students in the M.P.A. program at the 
VU University Amsterdam. The majority of the program participants in both countries work 
in various departments and various functions at the municipal or regional level, making up 
a broad general sample of civil servants. 
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VU University Amsterdam. The majority of the program participants in both countries work 
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in many respects: They were relatively young (under 45 years old) and of junior 
level (100% in China, 90.3% in the Netherlands); 88.6 percent in China and 80.6 
percent in the Netherlands had less than 10 years of professional experience as 
civil servants, and they predominantly worked at the local and regional levels in 
municipal and district governments (67.9% in China, 58.1% in the Netherlands). 

Table 4.5 Final Value Set as Survey Research Instrument 
Most important values 
in Chinese civil service 

Most important values 
in Dutch civil service Final value set 

1. Cooperativeness  
2. Diligence  
3. Efficiency  
4. Equality  
5. Expertise  
6. Honesty 
7. Incorruptibility 
8. Innovativeness 
9. Justice 
10. Lawfulness  
11. Loyalty 
12. People-oriented 
13. Obedience 
14. Propriety 
15. Reliability 
16. Responsibility 
17. Righteousness 
18. Serviceability 

1. Accountability 
2. Courage 
3. Effectiveness 
4. Efficiency 
5. Equality 
6. Expertise  
7. Honesty  
8. Impartiality  
9. Incorruptibility  
10. Justice 
11. Lawfulness 
12. Prudence 
13. Reliability 
14. Responsibility 
15. Responsiveness  
16. Transparency 
 

1. Accountability 
2. Cooperativeness 
3. Courage  
4. Diligence 
5. Effectiveness 
6. Efficiency  
7. Equality  
8. Expertise 
9. Honesty 
10. Impartiality 
11. Incorruptibility 
12. Innovativeness 
13. (Social) Justice 
14. Lawfulness 
15. Loyalty 
16. Obedience 
17. People-oriented 
18. Propriety 
19. Prudence 
20. Reliability 
21. Responsibility 
22. Responsiveness 
23. Righteousness 
24. Serviceability 
25. Transparency 

The respondents were asked to select and rank the five values they ideally 
considered most important for being a good civil servant, the three values they 
ideally considered least important, and the five values they considered to be 
actually most important in their daily work (see Van der Wal 2008). Two 
propositions were formulated to assist in answering the central research 
question: 
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Proposition 1: Value preferences of civil servants in China and the 
Netherlands are more different than alike; administrative traditions still 
very much influence such preferences in both countries. 
Proposition 2: Value preferences of civil servants in China and the 
Netherlands show more similarities than differences; administrative 
traditions are becoming less influential on value preferences in both 
countries nowadays. 

Main Survey: Results 

This section presents the results of the three value-ranking exercises: the values 
selected as ideally most and least important for being a good civil servant, and 
the values actually most important in the daily life of a civil servant. Table 4.6 
shows the ideal and actual values, according to civil servants in China and the 
Netherlands. Just as in the pilot survey, the orders were obtained by calculating 
the sum of squares Σ(N × M) for each value. The values ranked in the top ten are 
in boldface and the five values in the lowest positions are in italic.  

The value preferences in both countries showed considerable contrasts 
between the ideal and actual rankings, and a number of unexpected differences 
and similarities. 

Ideal Value Preferences 

Six of the top ten values for both groups were shared: lawfulness, expertise, 
people-oriented, impartiality, incorruptibility, and responsibility. Moreover, 
Chinese respondents ranked lawfulness, the most literal expression of the rule of 
law tradition, as number one, whereas Confucian values such as honesty and 
righteousness were valued more highly as ideal values by Dutch respondents 
than by Chinese respondents. Somewhat more expected were some of the larger 
differences: Transparency was ranked first by Dutch respondents and fifteenth 
by Chinese respondents, and reliability was ranked third in the Netherlands and 
twenty-second in China. Efficiency and equality were considered quite important 
by Chinese civil servants, but were ranked relatively low at twenty-second and 
twenty-fourth by their Dutch counterparts. 

The results showed that Chinese respondents considered some legalistic 
values to be very important for an ideal civil servant. Similarly, some moralistic 
values enjoyed higher priority among Dutch respondents. On the one hand, the 
Confucian values of righteousness, incorruptibility, and honesty appeared among 
the top ten ideal-type values for the Netherlands but not in the top ten for China. 
On the other hand, Chinese civil servants prioritized professional and law-based 
values such as efficiency, effectiveness, equality, and accountability, whereas 
some of these were (relatively) less important in the Netherlands. This means 
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twenty-fourth by their Dutch counterparts. 

The results showed that Chinese respondents considered some legalistic 
values to be very important for an ideal civil servant. Similarly, some moralistic 
values enjoyed higher priority among Dutch respondents. On the one hand, the 
Confucian values of righteousness, incorruptibility, and honesty appeared among 
the top ten ideal-type values for the Netherlands but not in the top ten for China. 
On the other hand, Chinese civil servants prioritized professional and law-based 
values such as efficiency, effectiveness, equality, and accountability, whereas 
some of these were (relatively) less important in the Netherlands. This means 
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that these results supported the previously mentioned notion of value change: 
Confucian values characterized the ideal civil service ethos in China as much as 
rule of law values, and respondents from both countries showed more shared 
values than differences in their respective top ten hierarchies. 

Actual Value Preferences 

The values considered actually important in the daily life of a civil servant 
showed more differences between the two countries than the ideal-type values. 
In the respective top ten hierarchies, only four values were shared: lawfulness, 
efficiency, effectiveness, and expertise. The most important value in each 
country was obedience in China and effectiveness in the Netherlands, while 
righteousness was hardly ranked in either. 

The actually important values for Chinese civil servants were quite 
Confucian, or at least much more traditional than the ideal-type values. The 
picture in the Netherlands was more Western. Obedience, loyalty, and diligence 
were included in the Chinese actual top ten hierarchy, but not in the ideal top 
ten.  

It is notable that none of the Chinese respondents included impartiality 
among the least important values, while none of the Dutch respondents 
considered effectiveness, expertise, honesty, lawfulness, or reliability one of the 
least important values. 

Civil Servants Speaking Out 

After they ranked the values, the respondents were asked the open-ended 
question “Do you think being a ‘good’ civil servant in Western and Eastern 
administrative cultures requires different values?” It is given that many of the 
respondents had no personal experience with the administrative culture guiding 
their counterparts on the other side of the globe. However, these mutual 
perceptions—or sometimes, perhaps, guesses—may give us a some insight into 
whether actual value differences are smaller than perceived differences in values, 
or the other way around (see Van der Wal, Van Steden, and Lasthuizen 2012). 

The answers of 40 Chinese respondents and 30 Dutch respondents were 
classified into the categories shown in Table 4.7. A small minority of respondents 
stated that they expected no differences, saying: “The difference is cosmetic. 
Obedience and submissiveness are important values inherent to a bureaucratic 
organization,” or “The fundamental [value] in both culture[s] is obeying [the] 
superior or ruler’s interest.” Others held that there should be no differences: 
“The meaning of the civil service in the East and in the West is different, but the 
premise in both cases should be to make no mistakes, as well [as that] we [meet] 
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other basic requirements like impartiality, incorruptibility, people-oriented, and 
so on,” or simply “The value requirements are universal.” 

Almost all the respondents, however, assumed that there were 
considerable, sometimes even fundamental, differences between the values of 
the two administrative cultures. Whereas some argued that Eastern bureaucrats 
might be more ethical, most respondents (from both sides of the aisle) thought 
that Chinese civil servants were more loyal and obedient, but also more prone to 
serve their own group, whereas Dutch civil servants were said to have more (or, 
according to some, too much) autonomy, and to pay more attention to efficiency 
and effectiveness. For instance, to quote a civil servant from the Netherlands: “In 
the East, civil servants are required to absolutely obey the superior.” Or, in the 
words of a policy employee from a Netherlands provincial government: “In the 
East, being a good civil servant requires that one execute or carry out the 
superior’s intention; in the West, being a good civil servant requires that one act 
in accordance with procedures and regulations.” Another Dutch civil servant put 
it even more directly: “The biggest difference is the attitude toward law.”  

Dutch respondents also maintained that Western civil servants act more 
individualistically and Chinese civil servants more holistically (Chinese 
respondents did not have such opinions). Furthermore, and unsurprisingly, the 
Dutch respondents often portrayed their own ethos as superior: “The 
conservative Eastern culture determines [that] civil servants cannot act in the 
most efficient or direct way.” By contrast, a small group of Dutch respondents 
referred to a convergence of values; one stated, for instance: “I personally 
consider Western civil service emphasizes more of servicing [the] public; in the 
East, more of loyalty and being loyal to the party. But some changes are 
happening.” 

These qualitative statements lend more support than the quantitative 
results to the continued existence of traditional views in each country—namely 
that the values of Chinese civil servants are morality-based and the values of 
Dutch civil servants are law-based. 
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How Respondents View Their Profession 

The survey included 12 propositions about professional morality, often involving 
choices or (moral) dilemmas (see Table 4.8). Respondents had to indicate 
whether or not they agreed with each proposition on a scale ranging from 1 (= 
strongly disagree) to 5 (= strongly agree). The mean score (M) for each 
proposition is shown in Table 4.8. An independent-samples t-test was conducted 
to show which differences were statistically significant (p < 0.001). 

As can be seen in the table, the results were significantly different for 
propositions 6, 8, and 10. Chinese civil servants showed more loyalty toward 
their superiors than the Dutch respondents. They also considered personal 
relationships to be more crucial for their career development than their Western 
counterparts. So far, the results for both groups support traditional differences. 
Intriguingly, however, and contrary to the ideal-type value hierarchies, Dutch 
survey participants (2.87) considered it less necessary than Chinese respondents 
(3.28) to make all administrative decisions and actions visible to the public. 
Furthermore, and somewhat surprisingly, respondents in both countries equally 
valued personal morals as more important than rules or regulations (Proposition 
2). 

Discussion and Conclusion 

The main survey presented unexpected and sometimes even contradictory 
results. What do the results mean in relation to the research propositions we 
formulated? To start with, the ideal-type value preferences certainly lend 
support to the second proposition, which presupposes similarities rather than 
differences: Six of the nine values ranked as most important by the respondents 
were similar across both countries. Moreover, the Chinese ideal-type 
administrative values were certainly not completely in accordance with 
traditional Chinese “merit-based” morality (Aufrecht and Bun 1995, 181) 
supported by the “rule of virtue according to Confucian teaching” (Cheung 2010, 
38). The Chinese respondents even ranked such “Western” values as lawfulness, 
impartiality, expertise, and accountability among the most important. 

The actual work values, however, had a much more traditional Eastern 
and Western flavor, and lend support to the first proposition, in particular when 
we take into account how respondents reacted to the statements on proper civil 
servant conduct. As mentioned, the notion of “only one ruler under heaven,” and 
the long history of “the Confucian intelligentsia” monopolizing imperial courts 
and governments (Cheung 2010, 39), may over time have influenced the strong 
degree of personal attachment in Chinese civil service circles—“Confucian values 
of filial loyalty, reinforced by the tradition of guanxi (personal relationship)” 
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differences: Six of the nine values ranked as most important by the respondents 
were similar across both countries. Moreover, the Chinese ideal-type 
administrative values were certainly not completely in accordance with 
traditional Chinese “merit-based” morality (Aufrecht and Bun 1995, 181) 
supported by the “rule of virtue according to Confucian teaching” (Cheung 2010, 
38). The Chinese respondents even ranked such “Western” values as lawfulness, 
impartiality, expertise, and accountability among the most important. 

The actual work values, however, had a much more traditional Eastern 
and Western flavor, and lend support to the first proposition, in particular when 
we take into account how respondents reacted to the statements on proper civil 
servant conduct. As mentioned, the notion of “only one ruler under heaven,” and 
the long history of “the Confucian intelligentsia” monopolizing imperial courts 
and governments (Cheung 2010, 39), may over time have influenced the strong 
degree of personal attachment in Chinese civil service circles—“Confucian values 
of filial loyalty, reinforced by the tradition of guanxi (personal relationship)” 
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(Aufrecht and Li 1995, 181). Relationships with superiors (obedience, diligence), 
colleagues (cooperativeness), and political officials (obedience, loyalty) are 
considered more crucial for a civil servant’s career in China than in the 
Netherlands. Chinese civil servants evidently still hold these traditional values in 
high regard, even though the “Chinese government has studied and incorporated 
many Western ideas as a consequence of civil service reform in recent years” 
(Aufrecht and Li 1995, 175).  

Arguably, with respect to the ideal, or “should be,” situation, Chinese 
respondents increasingly appreciate the Western professional civil service ethos, 
but their actual value preferences show more traditional differences. Conversely, 
a considerable number of Confucian values were highly ranked by Dutch 
respondents, and they too value self-cultivation and personal morality as 
elements in their professional ethos. One may wonder what this contrast 
between actual and ideal implies for the future development of civil servant 
values in the two countries. 

In addition, it is clear that there are some “common core values” (see Van 
der Wal 2008) for respondents in both countries, such as lawfulness, expertise, 
and being people-oriented (ideal values), and lawfulness, efficiency, and 
effectiveness (actual values). Lawfulness and expertise are among the most 
important both in China and the Netherlands. Other studies have demonstrated 
that these values are simply part of the bureaucratic ethos regardless of context 
(Van den Heuvel, Huberts, and Verberk 2002; Van Thiel and Van der Wal 2010). 
The commonalities between the two groups of respondents are also depicted 
strongly by the ideal values they considered least important. Courage and 
innovativeness were not important for civil servants in either country. Civil 
servants usually have “high job security” and “less volatile wage compensation” 
than workers in the private sector, and it is often argued that they are “more risk 
averse” (Buurman, Delfgaauw, Dur, and Van den Bossche, 2012, 280). The survey 
results corroborated this rather classical (extrinsically motivated) image of the 
civil servant. 

To conclude, the results show that the value preferences of the 
respondents in both countries were not simply Chinese/Confucian vis-à-vis 
Western, especially when ideal-type values are considered. The important values 
embody the characteristics of the respective administrative cultures, but the 
preferences undeniably converge across the two hemispheres, at least in terms 
of how civil servants would like to characterize their professional ethos. An 
intriguing question is whether administrative value preferences ever were as 
black-and-white as originally assumed, but the lack of comparative empirical 
research, especially from more than a decade ago, makes it impossible to 
adequately answer this question. In addition, while some values, such as loyalty, 
were very prominent for both groups, the key question is whether and to what 
extent such values have different meanings in the two cultural contexts. In 
reference to loyalty, for instance, were the respondents thinking of loyalty to the 
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political party, to the country, to the public at large, or to the government? 
Qualitative follow-up studies would help to answer these questions, as would 
more survey data from a wider field of civil servants at different levels of 
government.  

The authors plan to conduct such studies in the years to come. To 
reiterate what was stated earlier, this study was exploratory rather than 
comprehensive or confirmatory. Follow-up studies will help to answer the 
question of the extent to which the public sectors in the two countries are likely 
to converge and why, and to identify those dimensions in which traditions will 
remain or will be replaced by new ideas on how to be a good civil servant. Such 
knowledge will improve interactions between Western and Eastern countries 
and will enable public managers, politicians, and diplomats to decrease mutual 
prejudice, build stronger relationships, and engage in more effective 
communication. 

One final note: It is not just that this study was exploratory, but the 
sample size was extremely small as a basis for generalizing in any way to the 
large population of 300,000 civil service personnel in the Netherlands and even 
more to the 7 million in China. The value of the study lies primarily in its 
completion of a well-developed research instrument for testing comparative 
value preferences between Western and Asian countries, and between different 
countries and regions in general. 
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 “He who exercises government by means of his virtue, may be compared to 
the north polar star, which keeps its place and all the starts turn towards it.” 

Confucius 

Confucian Analects, 1983, p. 145 
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Confucius meets Weber or “Managerialism takes all”? 
Comparing Civil Servant Values in China and the Netherlands 
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 Confucius. (1983). Confucian analects. In: The Chinese classics. I-II: Confucian analects, the 
great learning, the doctrine of the mean, the works of Mencius (J. Legge, Trans.) (pp.137-
354). Taipei: Southern Materials Center. 
 This chapter is based on an article that is forthcoming in International Public 
Management Journal. Please see page 195. 
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Abstract  

This paper assesses the validity of normative claims on how civil servant values in 
East Asian and Western European administrations differ. By triangulating 
quantitative and qualitative survey data from a sample of Chinese (n=508) and 
Dutch (n=238) civil servants we aim to answer two main research questions: 
“How and why do ideal-type and real-life rankings of civil servant values differ 
between Chinese and Dutch civil servants?” and “Do differences reflect 
administrative traditions of both countries?” Our findings demonstrate that 
similarities exceed differences between value rankings. Surprisingly, ideal-type 
value rankings are more similar than real-life rankings, with only few 
idiosyncratic differences reflecting administrative traditions. Chinese civil 
servants perceive institutional and systemic factors as reasons for incongruence 
between ideal-type and real-life rankings whereas Dutch civil servants emphasize 
meso-level factors such as organizational public management reforms. We 
theorize on our results and we provide suggestions for future research.  

Key words: Public Values, China, The Netherlands, Administrative Traditions, 
Public Management 

Introduction 

Normative assumptions and traditional stereotypes characterize most debates 
on administrative cultures in East Asia and Western Europe. Two contrasting 
views dominate. The dichotomous view suggests civil servants in both spheres 
hold different values engrained in antithetical traditions with regard to the role 
of the state, stages of democracy, individual versus collective freedoms, and 
power distance (e.g., Berman 2011; Hofstede 1980; Schwartz 1999). In this view, 
civil servants in East Asian bureaucracies are obedient, subservient functionaries 
who focus on building the right personal relationships with superiors to advance 
their careers. Their collectivist and “people-oriented” approach is conducive to 
helping their fellow citizens but also breeds favoritism and corruption, and a 
reluctance to speak truth to power due to fear of “losing face”. On the contrary, 
civil servants in Western European administrations are seen as relatively 
incorruptible, rule-abiding, and effective yet distant and “managerial” 
professionals who hardly encounter regular citizens, let alone join the ranks of 
government to help particular constituents. They are technocratic experts who 
operate by – and sometimes hide behind – the rules. Such technocrats respect 
the function rather than the person of their hierarchical superior, and consider 
their loyalty and autonomy to be protected by law (cf. Rohr 1978).  

The second view emphasizes increasing convergence or even universalism 
of practices and values as a result of the “global public management revolution” 
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(Kettl 2005, 1), often referred to as New Public Management (NPM) since the 
1980s. Recently, Mahbubani (2013) has written on the “great convergence” 
between Asia and the West due to increasing exchanges of management ideas 
and best practices, and almost universal acceptance of Western good 
governance values. More specifically, Xue and Zhong (2012, 284) suggest NPM-
like reforms have affected administrative culture in China while Pollitt and 
Bouckaert (2011, 291-293) make a similar case for the Netherlands. According to 
Xue and Zhong (2012, 284-285), “China has learned a great deal from 
international experiences in public administration reform” and is transitioning 
from “a public administration system based on personal will and charisma to one 
that is increasingly based on rule of law”. Some even claim such a system is 
preferable to achieve better governance (e.g., Zheng 2009; Guo 2008; Wei 2010); 
implying Western-inspired transition should be embraced rather than rejected 
on particularistic grounds. Conversely, in Western Europe “new” or NPM-values 
such as innovativeness, profitability, and serviceability are often seen as 
detrimental to “classical” Weberian values such as expertise, lawfulness, and 
loyalty (Kernaghan 2000; Van der Wal 2013a).  

In both views statements are intertwined on how values actually look like 
and how they should look like. Empirical comparative data is almost non-
existent. Our comparative study of Chinese and Dutch civil servants aims to 
provide such data. Findings show that strong dichotomous, stereotypical 
characterizations do not adequately reflect civil servants’ ideal-type value 
preferences. Although major differences between rankings of cooperativeness, 
transparency, and accountability reflect common assumptions about differences 
between governance traditions, most of the top ranked values are shared 
between both groups. Real-life value preferences show slightly larger 
differences, refuting the universalism hypothesis as well. Interestingly, in their 
mutual perceptions a majority of respondents reinforce traditional stereotypes in 
support of the dichotomous view. Finally, civil servants in both countries 
experience different value dynamics: Dutch civil servants are cynical about the 
impact of NPM-reforms on values they consider important whereas Chinese civil 
servants feel that systemic factors disable them to enact ideal type values. In 
short, our findings nuance current normative debates and they provide intriguing 
avenues for more systematic reflection and specific follow-up studies.  

Before we proceed, however, we should be mindful of the limitations of 
our study. First, we knew beforehand our sample would not be large enough to 
generalize conclusions to entire countries and administrative spheres even 
though this is not our key aim. Still, we are hesitant at this point to 
unambiguously refute current theory or propose substantial alternative theories; 
rather, we offer incremental contributions to the study of civil servant values in 
Eastern and Western spheres. Second, as in many Social Science studies our 
methods of choice strongly influence content, and vice versa. Put shortly: “the 
content is the method” (King et al. 1994, 7). Our study employs a combination of 
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approaches, one certainly not undisputed and thus perhaps used less frequently 
than it is called for. However, our qualitative findings complement and clarify our 
quantitative findings which inevitably suffer from common method biases (cf. 
Podsakoff et al. 2003). 

The structure of our paper is as follows. First, we provide a literature 
review of civil servant values and administrative traditions with emphasis on 
China and The Netherlands, resulting in six research propositions. We then 
explain how we derived a value set to employ as a survey instrument. Then, we 
report on our measures, respondent selection, and empirical results. After we 
discuss our findings and the limitations of our study we aim to answer our 
research questions: How and why do ideal-type and real-life value rankings differ 
between Chinese and Dutch civil servants? and, Do differences reflect 
administrative traditions of both countries?  

Civil servant values and administrative traditions  

Values are essentially contested concepts. They may refer to “interests, 
pleasures, likes, preferences, duties, moral obligations…” and so forth (Williams 
1968, 283). However, a commonality in most definitions is reference to a 
“preference” and a demand that can be “ordered by relative importance” 
(Schwartz and Bilsky 1987, 551). Each value, such as honesty or transparency, is 
of particular importance to a person, making it possible to rank values by relative 
importance (Rutgers 2008; Van der Wal 2013a).  

Our focus lies with civil servant values, an operational subset of public 
values (Bozeman 2007, 13) constituting precepts for public sector employees and 
their relationship with politicians, colleagues, and citizens, such as political 
loyalty, impartiality, accountability, professionalism, and integrity (cf. Beck 
Jørgensen and Bozeman 2007, 368-9). Investigating a value system of any group 
is impossible without paying attention to context and tradition. These deeper 
factors function as “underlying roots” (Painter and Peters 2010, 4), which drive 
individuals to act in a certain way. Five central features characterize tradition:   

1. Tradition is an inheritance or heritage which is passed down with a 
sense of continuity from past to present and from generation to generation 
(Bevir and Rhodes 2003; Gross 1992);  

2. With regard to material objects, tradition includes the normative, 
spiritual or moral aspects carried by these objects (Smelser and Baltes 2001);  

3. Tradition refers to beliefs, attitudes, values and patterns of behavior, as 
well as laws, codes and institutions (Einsenstadt 1973);  

4. Traditions shape individual or collective value systems which guide the 
decisions, interpret actions, and affect their moral judgments (Seligman and 
Johnson 1937; Gross 1992);  

5. Tradition may have a minimal level of conceptual consistency during its 
transmission and can be open to change, suggesting that some traditional ways 
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of thinking and practices might not be applicable at present (Smelser and Baltes 
2001; Bevir, Rhodes, and Weller 2003).  

Administrative traditions explain how administrations originate and 
develop. According to Painter and Peters (2010, 6-8) “an administrative tradition 
is a more or less enduring pattern in the style and substance of public 
administration in a particular country or group of countries, composed of both 
ideas and structures”. In the same vein, Yesilkagit (2010) distinguishes between 
two dimensions as analytically independent attributes: traditions as embodied by 
structures and ideas. Clearly, administrative and political structures and deep-
seated ideas about government and governance differ greatly between the two 
countries we study. However, studying current perceptions and attitudes of 
public officials may show us whether traditions are evolving, how strong they are 
in terms of conceptual consistency, and subsequently, how structures may 
evolve accordingly (cf. Pollitt and Bouckaert 2011).  

More specifically, this study is situated in a context of Confucian “rule of 
morality” and Continental “rule of law” traditions. According to Painter and 
Peters (2010, 20), the Netherlands falls into the category of “Western 
administrative traditions” which includes Anglo-American, Napoleonic, Germanic 
and Scandinavian traditions, and China falls into the category of Confucianism 
“which dominates East Asia’s dominant administrative traditions” (2010, 26).  

Genesis and nature of civil servant values: contrasting views  

Indeed, governance traditions of China and The Netherlands are said to be 
captured by the labels of Confucian “rule of morality” vs. Continental “rule of 
law” (Fallon 1997). For instance, Cheung (2010, 38) states Chinese traditional 
culture42 is ethics-centered and “rule of man” 43 rather than “rule of law” 
characterizes its administrative system of “Confucian scholar-officialdom”. 
According to Frederickson (2002), the Confucian ideal of good government rests 
on a moral “man.” Confucius calls this moral example junzi (gentleman):  

 
The good official is above all other things, a moral actor in the 

context of moral action. All government or public acts are to be thought 
of as moral acts, and all public officials are understood to be moral 
                                                           
42 Here, ‘traditional’ means the time from the pre-Qin Period to the 1911 Xinhai Revolution 
(Lu Yu 2009). This Revolution ended the Qing Period, which signaled the end of feudalism 
in China. The ‘pre-Qin Period’ is a general term indicating the whole time before the Qin 
Period (221BC). It contains the Xia Dynasty, Shang Dynasty, Zhou Dynasty, the Spring-
Autumn, and the Warring States Period. Confucius lived in the Spring-Autumn Period and 
Confucian thought stems from this period. 
43 The “rule of man “and “rule of morality” are fundamentally the same in the Confucian 
sense. The man in the context of Confucian administration means moral elite. It is also 
called “the rule of virtuous men” (Painter and Peters 2010, 27). 
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actors. The authority for action is not found in law or in delegation from 
the ruler; it is found in the individual bureaucrat’s personal morality. 
Political authority should be limited to those who can demonstrate moral 
and intellectual qualifications. A ruler leads by moral power 
(Frederickson 2002, 616).  

 
Confucius’s “sage-king,” the moral person enabling good government, is 

not a lawgiver. Thus, Confucianism’s stance towards laws is ambivalent, perhaps 
even hostile (Cheung 2010; Winston 2005).  

Such views of good governance differ fundamentally from those by earlier 
Western philosophers such as Plato and Aristotle. While Plato’s philosopher-king 
emphasizes virtues, he also establishes and maintains just laws. Moreover, Plato 
and Aristotle view the regulation of citizen behavior by law as means to align 
personal virtues with the state or polis in which they can become virtuous. 
Aristotle even argued “only law has the required compulsory power to ensure 
moral training of men is accomplished” (350 BC/1980, 271).   

Thus, rule of law as a tradition refers to the wide and deep-seated idea of 
“constitutions and legislative-made laws being the bedrock of Western 
democratic government” (Frederickson 2002, 614). The law-bound tradition of 
Western Europe (Van der Meer 2011) is often referred to as Rechtsstaat 
(Morlino and Palombella 2010, 7), a German expression made up of Recht (law) 
and Staat (state). Its core ideas are “rationality and strict legality of all 
administrative actions” (Schram 1971, 7). Max Weber (1921) developed the most 
well-known administrative and bureaucratic ideal types of a “good civil servant” 
within a Rechtsstaat regime. Such a civil servant is a politically neutral, rational, 
loyal, and professional expert who interprets, formulates, and executes public 
law on behalf of its political master. As explained by Frederickson (2002, 620): “if 
public administration is the law in action in a Western context, public 
administration is morality in action in a Confucian context.” Based on these ideal 
type traditional differences we formulate proposition one and two: 

 
P1 Ideal-type value rankings of both groups show more differences than 

similarities 
P2 Differences between ideal-type value rankings of both groups reflect 

rule of morality and rule of law administrative traditions respectively 
 
One may wonder, however, whether these traditional, antithetical labels 

are best suited to explain the current civil service ethos in both countries. While 
“China’s communitarian traditions are based on Confucianism” (De Bary 1998, 8) 
its precepts were heavily criticized during the Cultural Revolution and partly 
replaced by or at least blended with the ideology of the Chinese Communist 
Party (CCP). Concomitantly, the approach of China’s central leadership to combat 
corruption has evolved from ad-hoc “campaign-style” to “institutionalized 
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integrity management” over the past two decades (Gong 2011, 672-674). As 
Gong (2011) indicates, the CCP and the Chinese government nowadays do not 
just rely on moral standards and individual commitment, but also on rule-based 
strategies. Indeed, conduct of Chinese civil servants was principally regulated by 
CCP doctrines before implementation of the State Civil Service Code of Conduct in 
2002 (Zhang 2004). However, nowadays two distinct ethics entities exist: “The 
party’s discipline inspection commissions oversee party (cadre) officials, whereas 
the Ministry of Supervision is responsible for the conduct of government 
officials” (Smith 2004, 311). Their norms and codes are promulgated at multiple 
levels of government.  

Moreover, after three decades of immense socio-economic change since 
the start of Deng Xiaoping’s open-door era it is unclear which values should 
nowadays characterize a “good civil servant.” The pledge of China’s new leaders 
Xi Jinping and Li Keqiang to combat endemic corruption by reinforcing 
professional ethics and civil service values is testimony to such equivocality; it is 
in fact an attempt to reinstitute a common perception of proper values.44 In the 
same vein, recent proliferation of scholarly debates on public values and 
concomitant good governance campaigns in The Netherlands (e.g., Van der Wal 
2013a) are telltale signs of insecurity about the current state of public sector 
values. In fact, current sentiment calls for rehabilitation of a traditional Weberian 
civil service ethos amidst claims of the erosion of such ethos by NPM-inspired 
“managerialism”.  

As noted, some suggest value preferences are converging across the globe 
due to recent public management reforms (Xue and Zhong 2012; Zhang 2009), 
while others warn for mistaking popular vocabulary and espoused values 
propagated by the global “public management industry” for universalism in 
values-in-use (Pollitt and Bouckaert 2011). However, directly testing the 
convergence hypothesis lies beyond our reach as our data are cross-sectional 
and we cannot build on previous comparative work. Moreover, the topic of study 
suffers from “values literature confusion” (Agle and Caldwell 1999). For instance, 
scholars have labeled efficiency as new or NPM value while it is part of Weber’s 
ideal-type bureaucracy, rendering a priori designation of specific values as either 
traditional or new highly problematic (cf. Van der Wal 2013a). At this stage, 
however, we are able to formulate three additional propositions:  

 
P3 Real-life value rankings are more similar between both groups than 

ideal-type value rankings 
P4 Both groups of respondents report similar explanations for 

incongruence between ideal-type and real-life value rankings  

                                                           
44 Recent attention to rampant corruption scandals culminated in an unprecedented 
campaign by the central government to provide ethics training to all its 7 million civil 
servants. See e.g., Forbes, 2 February 2013, or CCTV, 21 October 2012. 
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P5 Explanations of both groups for incongruence between ideal-type and 
real-life value rankings point towards increased emphasis on managerialism and 
NPM-inspired public service ethos in the past two decades 

 
Finally, we compare mutual perceptions of value preferences. Doing so is 

relevant as studies consistently show mutual perceptions of value preferences 
are more contrasting than actual preferences between groups, thus reinforcing 
stereotypes (Van der Wal and De Graaf 2007; Van Steden et al. 2013). Such 
reasoning brings us to our sixth and final proposition: 

 
P6 Mutually perceived differences between value rankings exceed 

differences between ideal-type and real-life value rankings of both groups  
 
In the next sections, we explain how we constructed a set of civil servant 

values, and how we tailored our questionnaire to answer our research questions.  

Methodology  

Constructing a value set  

Obviously, public administration literature and codes of conduct make reference 
to hundreds of values, many of which overlap, rendering it impossible to include 
all. So, which values are crucial and where can we find them? For China, recent 
studies are non-existent so we decided to start with deriving values from their 
source; 11 central Confucian characters from the Analects, each translating into 
multiple values with some overlap, totaling 35.45 For The Netherlands we used 
the 30 most important values from Western public administration literature, 13 
of which had been used before in surveys among Dutch civil servants (Van der 
Wal 2013a).46 Nine values appeared in both lists. Subsequently, 15 municipal civil 
servants in Shanghai and eight in Amsterdam rated and ranked the values in the 
respective lists through a pilot study (see Yang and Van der Wal 2014). All values 
were presented with clear definitions to mitigate interpretation differences.47  

                                                           
45 Characters and related values derived from classical Confucian texts (with characters in 
simplified Chinese). Please see Table 4.1 in Chapter 4. 
46 Cluster results for the administrative ethics literature (Van der Wal 2013:63). Please see 
Table 4.2 in Chapter 4. 
47 Each value in the Confucian context is defined based on its meaning in terms of 
governance. The definitions of the values in the European context are derived mostly from 
Van der Wal’s (2013) research. We used the latter for values that appeared in both lists. 
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44 Recent attention to rampant corruption scandals culminated in an unprecedented 
campaign by the central government to provide ethics training to all its 7 million civil 
servants. See e.g., Forbes, 2 February 2013, or CCTV, 21 October 2012. 
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In addition, we conducted a content analysis of codes of conduct: two state 
codes, 10 provincial codes, and 14 municipal codes in China48 and a survey of 59 
local and provincial codes (Van der Wal 2013) and data published by OECD 
(2000) for the Netherlands. Such codes usually offer criteria outlining what 
government employees should and should not do, i.e., they offer conceptions of 
the “ideal-type” civil servant (Yang and Van der Wal 2014). In the end, however, 
all codes combined added only four values to the 56 values already established. 
We then selected values which appeared in the top 10 of both pilot survey (rate 
and rank) and codes, resulting in the final set of 25 civil servant values and their 
definitions shown in Table 5.1.  

Selection of respondents and survey distribution  

We distributed questionnaires among participants in professional Master of 
Public Administration (MPA) programs and civil servants working within different 
layers of government in China and the Netherlands. We surveyed professional 
MPA students and their colleagues in Beijing, Chengdu, Shanghai (China), and 
Amsterdam, Leiden, and the Hague (The Netherlands). In addition, we employed 
a snowball method to recruit additional respondents (cf. Fowler 2002; Weiss 
1994), often colleagues of the students. At best, our approach produced a mix of 
a random sample and convenience sample of junior and mid-level civil servants – 
over 75 percent of the respondents in both countries are below 45 years of age – 
with a minority of more senior officials with supervisory duties and 
responsibilities (see Table 5.2). On average, our Dutch respondents are 
somewhat younger, higher educated, and slightly less experienced than our 
Chinese respondents.  

As such, our respondents make up a broad and general sample that suits 
our aim: to collect baseline data on how regular civil servants in both countries 
prioritize civil servant values. By no means do we intend or imply generalizability 
of our findings to the respective countries. However, comparative data is non-
existent and we needed to start somewhere. Moreover, getting access to reliable 
data from civil servants in China is notoriously difficult, rendering our sample of 
508 Chinese respondents rather unique. In China, the response rate was 86 
percent with 591 distributed questionnaires. In the Netherlands, we obtained 

                                                           
48 State codes of conduct are: the ‘State Civil Service Code of Conduct’ and the ‘Program for 
Improving Citizens’ Moral Education.’ The provincial codes come from: Jilin province (three 
codes); Shandong; Inner Mongolia; Hubei; Sichuan; Guangxi; Beijing; and Shanghai. The 
municipal codes are from: Nanjing (Jiangsu province); Jiaozuo (Henan province); 
Huangshan, Anqing (Anhui province); Baoji (Shaanxi province); Chengdu (Sichuan province); 
Dongguan, Guangzhou, Shenzhen (Guangdong province); Qingdao (Shandong province); 
Urumchi (Xinjiang Uighur Autonomous Region); Xi-an (Shaanxi province); Jilin (Jilin 
province); and Hangzhou (Zhejiang province). 
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235 valid questionnaires out of 314, a response rate of 75 percent. We 
distributed hardcopy questionnaires in classrooms as well as online by e-mailing 
a secured link to our respondents.  

Table 5.1: Value set and definitions used in questionnaire 
Values 
1. Accountability: Act willingly to justify and explain actions to the relevant 
stakeholders 
2. Cooperativeness: Act willingly to work with others and adjust differences to reach 
agreement  
3. Courage: Act bravely to face danger and take risks to pursue what is right 
4. Diligence: Act with persistence effort to carry out tasks or duties  
5. Equality: Act identically and unbiased to the people who have identical rights 
6. Expertise: Act with competence, skill and knowledge 
7. Effectiveness: Act to achieve the desired results 
8. Efficiency: Act to achieve results with minimal means 
9. Honesty: Act truthfully and comply with promises 
10. Impartiality: Act without prejudice and bias towards specific group interests 
11. Incorruptibility: Act without prejudice and bias towards private interests 
12. Innovativeness: Act with initiative and creativity (to invent or introduce new 
policies or products) 
13. Lawfulness: Act in accordance with existing laws and rules 
14. Loyalty: Act faithfully and with allegiance towards superiors or organizations 
15. Obedience: Act in compliance with the instructions and policies of superiors and 
the organization 
16. People-oriented: Act to achieve what is in the interest of the common people 
17. Propriety: Act appropriately and in accordance with what is considered suitable to 
one’s identity 
18. Prudence: Act carefully and wisely in accordance with sound judgment 
19. Reliability: Act trustworthy and consistently towards relevant stakeholders 
20. Responsibility: Act willingly and dutifully in making decisions and judgments 
21. Responsiveness: Act in accordance with the preference of citizens and customers 
22. Righteousness: Act frankly without guilt and adhere to what is morally right 
23. Serviceability: Act helpfully and offer quality and service towards citizens and 
customers 
24. (Social) Justice: Act out of commitment to a just society, consistently with what is 
morally right  
25. Transparency: Act openly, visibly and controllable 
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Table 5.2: Respondent Characteristics (in percentages) 
 
Characteristic 

 
Category 
 

China 
(n=508) 

The 
Netherlands 
(=235) 

Gender Male 
Female 

60,0 
38,4 

48,9  
45,5  

Age 25 years or younger 
26-35 years 
36-45 years 
46-55 years 
56 years or older 

5,4  
38,4  
30,7 
20,9  
3,3  

14,5  
36,6  
26,4  
14,5  
2,6  

Years on the 
job as a civil 
servant 

Less than 1 year  
1-5 years 
6-10 years 
11-15 years 
16-20 years 
Over 20 years 

9,3  
17,7  
15,9  
14,0  
12,2  
22,4  

7,7  
36,0  
22,6  
14,5  
7,7  
9,8  

Function/ 
domain of 
government 

Policy-making   
Administrative and/or secretarial  
Legal, law enforcement, support 
(incl. police and fire brigade)  
IT and technology support 
Financial advice and control 
Management/supervision 
Other 

5,1  
20,7  
9,6  
 
9,3  
6,3  
28,5  
18,1 

31,9  
2,6  
7,7  
 
1,3  
5,1  
21,3  
24,7  

Supervisory 
responsibility 

Yes  
No 

39,0  
57,9  

28,5  
66,0  

Domain of 
government 

Policy formulation and planning 
Policy execution 
Regulation and oversight 
Other 

5,7  
41,3  
15,4  
34,3  

31,1  
35,3  
11,9  
16,2 

Currently 
Participating 
in MPA 
program 

Yes 
No, but I took a MPA or Public 
Administration degree before 
No, but I have another academic 
degree 
No, and I do not have an academic 
degree 

15,4  
12,4  
 
35,8  
 
31,9  

81,3  
7,2  
 
3,4  
 
2,6  
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Questions and measures  

First, we asked respondents to select and rank in order of importance five values 
they “personally considered most important for being a good civil servant.” 
Then, we asked them to do the same for those values “actually most important 
in your daily working lives.” This way, we incited a degree of distinction between 
norm and fact (cf. Lawton 1998), allowing us to compare ideal- type and veritable 
value preferences. Rating and ranking methods each have advantages and 
disadvantages (Agle and Caldwell 1999, 367-8). Advocates of rating state that 
agents in actual decision-making situations attribute equal importance to several 
different values at once without being aware of possible conflicts (cf. Hitlin and 
Pavilian 2004; Schwartz 1999). Also, it is easier to statistically compare results. A 
disadvantage, however, is that the constructed hierarchy is more general when 
each value is rated, and respondents are not obliged to choose what is really 
valued most when values conflict (Van der Wal 2008). For these reasons, value 
ratings are often criticized for producing rather general and even socially 
desirable answers, reflecting “espoused truisms” rather than genuine value 
preferences (Van Rekom, Van Riel, and Wierenga 2006, 175). In fact, rankings 
produce more precise prioritizations and hierarchies of values (Schwartz 1999). 

We recoded the scores of the value rankings into reverse scores to be 
weighed correctly (5 = most important, 1 = least important of the top five). We 
calculated frequency (number of respondents placing this value within the top 
five), mean scores (based on the ranking of the value within the top five), and 
standard deviations. Then we computed a sum of scores (Σ) based on frequency 
as well as rank (N*M), and a standardized share (Σ/n) to enable a comparison 
between more and less important values between the two groups at the .5 
cutoff point (cf. Van der Wal et al. 2008; Van der Wal 2013a). A standardized 
share is an appropriate measure here as it mitigates difference in sample size 
and explains differences between rankings more adequately than significance of 
differences between means. The final section of our questionnaire contained 
three open questions (cf. Van der Wal and Oosterbaan 2013) to elucidate 
respondents’ perceptions on differences between ideal-type and real-life values, 
value dynamics in the past 20 years, and mutual value differences between 
Eastern and Western administrative cultures. We coded and categorized 
responses into major distinct categories. 

Cross-country research and translation issues  

On a final note, conducting cross-national and cross-cultural comparisons 
inevitably produces translation issues. In Rutgers’s (2004, 155) words, “we can 
try to understand and capture the authentic or local meaning of social reality in 
another place, or we may develop our own concepts to interpret and apply, what 
may be called, a yardstick or meaning gauge”. When we interpret answers from 
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Chinese and Dutch respondents in their native languages, we apply the former 
approach. When we translate English into Chinese and Dutch, we apply the 
latter. All values in our survey were identically defined and translated 
accordingly. One of the authors is native Chinese and the other is native Dutch. 
Therefore, we feel adequately equipped to understand the specific background 
of respondents and derive appropriate interpretations.  

We use the most authoritative and widely cited English translation of the 
first Confucian works by Legge (1893) which is widely praised by Chinese scholars 
(Chen 2009): The Confucian Analects. The Great Learning and the Doctrine of the 
Mean. In addition, more recent translations are also used as reference (e.g., 
Chichung Huang 1997), as some of their phrases lead to more accurate 
understanding among younger generations.  

Results  

This section presents the results of the value ranking exercises. Table 5.3 shows 
ideal type value rankings and table 5.4 displays actual value preferences.  

How ideal-type civil servant values differ  

Overall, 10 of 15 most highly ranked values are shared between Chinese and 
Dutch respondents. “Impartiality” (position one and five) and “expertise” 
(positions five and one) are ranked highest respectively; in fact, about half of all 
respondents in both countries ranked “impartiality” or “expertise” among the 
five values they selected. “Lawfulness” ranks fourth in both hierarchies. Other 
shared ideal values include “incorruptibility,” “honesty,” “people-oriented,” and 
“responsibility,” with “incorruptibility” and “people-oriented” ranked higher by 
Chinese respondents by more than five positions. “Equality,” “(social) justice,” 
and “loyalty” are ranked relatively low by both groups. Intriguingly, “obedience” 
is the least important ideal value for Dutch civil servants but it also ranks low in 
China. “Responsiveness,” meeting wishes and demands of important 
stakeholders, is ranked at the bottom of the list for both groups. 

However, the ideal-type value rankings produce a few striking differences, 
with “reliability” ranked 23th by our Chinese respondents and 2nd by their Dutch 
counterparts. Rankings also show large differences for “prudence” and 
“efficiency,” whose low ranking by Dutch civil servants is unexpected. 
“Accountability” and “transparency” which received much attention in Western 
European discourse in recent years and pertain to advanced democratic 
governance are indeed ranked considerably higher in The Netherlands. 
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How real-life civil servant values differ  

Here, both groups share eight of their top 15 values using equal cutoff points. 
Again, our Chinese respondents consider “impartiality” much more important 
than our Dutch respondents (8th versus 17th position), but it is no longer the top 
of their list as it was in the ideal-type ranking. Again, “transparency” and 
“accountability” are among the most prominent values for the Dutch but not for 
the Chinese respondents. Also here, “reliability” is valued much higher by Dutch 
respondents (7th versus 21st position). A striking corroboration of popular 
imagery and traditional disposition is the fourth position of obedience for our 
Chinese respondents. However, “loyalty” is ranked higher by their Dutch 
counterparts. Unexpected to say the least is the high ranking of “incorruptibility” 
as second most important in China and its low ranking in the Netherlands at the 
20th position.  

Overall, when compared to ideal-type conceptions, real-life rankings show 
different and slightly stronger contrasts between both groups. The prioritizations 
displayed here do indeed reflect more realistic and arguably somewhat cynical 
views of daily civil service life, with honesty, righteousness, and incorruptibility 
dropping considerably while efficiency, loyalty, and obedience go up. Still, the 
ranking results leave us somewhat puzzled as to how and why the civil service 
ethos of both groups differs. The answers on the open questions may help to 
elucidate and complement these findings.  
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accordingly. One of the authors is native Chinese and the other is native Dutch. 
Therefore, we feel adequately equipped to understand the specific background 
of respondents and derive appropriate interpretations.  

We use the most authoritative and widely cited English translation of the 
first Confucian works by Legge (1893) which is widely praised by Chinese scholars 
(Chen 2009): The Confucian Analects. The Great Learning and the Doctrine of the 
Mean. In addition, more recent translations are also used as reference (e.g., 
Chichung Huang 1997), as some of their phrases lead to more accurate 
understanding among younger generations.  

Results  

This section presents the results of the value ranking exercises. Table 5.3 shows 
ideal type value rankings and table 5.4 displays actual value preferences.  

How ideal-type civil servant values differ  

Overall, 10 of 15 most highly ranked values are shared between Chinese and 
Dutch respondents. “Impartiality” (position one and five) and “expertise” 
(positions five and one) are ranked highest respectively; in fact, about half of all 
respondents in both countries ranked “impartiality” or “expertise” among the 
five values they selected. “Lawfulness” ranks fourth in both hierarchies. Other 
shared ideal values include “incorruptibility,” “honesty,” “people-oriented,” and 
“responsibility,” with “incorruptibility” and “people-oriented” ranked higher by 
Chinese respondents by more than five positions. “Equality,” “(social) justice,” 
and “loyalty” are ranked relatively low by both groups. Intriguingly, “obedience” 
is the least important ideal value for Dutch civil servants but it also ranks low in 
China. “Responsiveness,” meeting wishes and demands of important 
stakeholders, is ranked at the bottom of the list for both groups. 

However, the ideal-type value rankings produce a few striking differences, 
with “reliability” ranked 23th by our Chinese respondents and 2nd by their Dutch 
counterparts. Rankings also show large differences for “prudence” and 
“efficiency,” whose low ranking by Dutch civil servants is unexpected. 
“Accountability” and “transparency” which received much attention in Western 
European discourse in recent years and pertain to advanced democratic 
governance are indeed ranked considerably higher in The Netherlands. 
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How real-life civil servant values differ  

Here, both groups share eight of their top 15 values using equal cutoff points. 
Again, our Chinese respondents consider “impartiality” much more important 
than our Dutch respondents (8th versus 17th position), but it is no longer the top 
of their list as it was in the ideal-type ranking. Again, “transparency” and 
“accountability” are among the most prominent values for the Dutch but not for 
the Chinese respondents. Also here, “reliability” is valued much higher by Dutch 
respondents (7th versus 21st position). A striking corroboration of popular 
imagery and traditional disposition is the fourth position of obedience for our 
Chinese respondents. However, “loyalty” is ranked higher by their Dutch 
counterparts. Unexpected to say the least is the high ranking of “incorruptibility” 
as second most important in China and its low ranking in the Netherlands at the 
20th position.  

Overall, when compared to ideal-type conceptions, real-life rankings show 
different and slightly stronger contrasts between both groups. The prioritizations 
displayed here do indeed reflect more realistic and arguably somewhat cynical 
views of daily civil service life, with honesty, righteousness, and incorruptibility 
dropping considerably while efficiency, loyalty, and obedience go up. Still, the 
ranking results leave us somewhat puzzled as to how and why the civil service 
ethos of both groups differs. The answers on the open questions may help to 
elucidate and complement these findings.  
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Chinese respondents speak out  

Three hundred Chinese civil servants responded to the first question: “What 
makes ideal-type and real-life values different?” About 36 percent say 
institutional and societal conditions constrain ideals. Values are modified or even 
sacrificed to suit the “cruel reality” or “the function’s requirements.” 
Respondents in this category find “the ideal-type situation based on a relative 
harmonious and stable environment whereas the actual situation involves 
influence and interference,” and “ideal values are the universal requirements 
whereas actual values are qualities civil servants should have according to 
societal requirements, their position and responsibility”. Many consider ideal-
type values hard to realize because of “imperfection of institutions, laws and 
regulations,” “institutional flaws and restraints,” “Chinese political ecology,” and, 
literally, “because in our political system 'rule of man' has more weight than 'rule 
of law'.” Thirteen percent emphasize individual attributes such as “personal 
morals,” “abilities,” “education,” “cultivation,” and “pursuing individual 
interests”. An equal portion of respondents think ideal values differ from those 
enacted in reality because they are not operable. What separates this category 
from our first one is the emphasis on citizens’ expectations of civil servants to 
solve practical problems and achieve expected results. According to a civil 
servant “In reality, most emphasis lies on taking responsibility and effectiveness. 
For citizens, solving their practical issues is the most important. They don't need 
explanations but results. Ideal values are theoretically important but they do not 
consider actual problems we face.” Much smaller categories of between 3 and 4 
percent comprise those in which respondents emphasize in particular “the civil 
service assessment system”, “pressure from superior and leader,” “importance 
of interpersonal relationship in real life,” and “influence of tradition and culture.” 
It is noteworthy that all statements referring to superiors and leaders juxtapose 
“obedience” against “serving the people” or “expectation of the public”. Almost 
seven percent see no difference or say there should be no difference.   

Surprisingly, 23 percent answered “no” to our second question “Have the 
most important values for being a good civil servant changed over the past two 
decades? If yes, which values have changed?” Such respondents state the “core 
value of serving the people” never changes. Several argue that “basically” or 
“theoretically” there has been no change in values “even though methods of 
service and required skills are different.” However, about three quarters do think 
the most important values have changed, with 55 mentioning “serviceability” 
becoming more (45) as well as less important (10). Similarly, respondents 
mentioning “people-oriented” can be divided into two groups: One thinks the 
value is now more important, whereas a smaller group indicates the opposite: 
“The most important value change is moving from people-oriented to superior- 
oriented,” and “20 years ago, civil servants did public-centered work, but now 
they serve private interests.” Respondents consider NPM-inspired values such as 

 

122 
 

“innovativeness,” and rechtsstaat values “lawfulness,” “expertise,” and 
“transparency” more important than 20 years ago (all these were mentioned at 
least 25 times).  

Again, about 23 percent answered no to our third question: “Do you think 
being a good civil servant in Western and Eastern administrative cultures requires 
different values? If yes, please briefly describe the biggest difference.” Many of 
these ‘universalists’ indicate that civil servants in both contexts should “serve the 
people and the society”, “the public”, meeting basic requirements like 
“impartiality,” “incorruptibility,” and being “people-oriented”. Of those 
emphasizing differences, the largest category (29 percent) suggest Chinese civil 
servants usually “serve the superior” or “a specific group,” while Western civil 
servants “are responsible for the citizen” and “serve the public”. They 
characterize this by saying: “The biggest difference is whether the civil servants 
are people-oriented and pursue the public interest to the max, or consider 
themselves only responsible to their superior,” and “The Eastern standard is 
satisfying the organization and its leaders; the Western standard is satisfying the 
objects of service”. 21 percent of respondents denoting differences explicitly 
distinguish between “rule of law” and “rule of morality”: “Eastern culture is a 
‘sage’ culture, requiring a person be a perfect man; Western culture emphasizes 
individualism, respecting individual character and freedom. With regard to civil 
servants’ behavior in the workplace, in the East personal moral cultivation is 
emphasized] to do a good job; but in the West, the job is done by laws and 
institution”. The fourth biggest category sees institutional and systemic 
differences as most important, citing “democracy,” “independent 
administration” and “political neutrality” in the West vis-à-vis “more political 
influence” and “single-party politics” in Chinese civil service.  

Dutch civil servants speak out  

Two hundred and thirty-one Dutch civil servants answered the first question, 
with 26 percent listing practical and contextual factors to contrast ideal and 
actual preferences. Statements in this category, for instance, mention limited 
time and resources, citing: “In the ideal situation all (good) plans can be realized; 
in the actual situation resources are scarce and choices have to be made”, 
“available resources: time and money” and “lack of resources”. A colleague adds 
to this: “The ideal remains a utopia which is often aimed but rarely achieved by 
mixing of emotions, self- interest and lack of knowledge”. A second category of 
about 24 percent concerns specific values which civil servants say differ in ideal-
type and real-life contexts. The most frequently mentioned values are efficiency, 
effectiveness, and expertise. Particularly, Dutch civil servants consider efficiency 
an espoused rather than enacted value: “Many new procedures which are 
established with a view on the efficiency often do not work,” or even more 
explicit, “efficiency is a target which cannot always be achieved in the reality”. 
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“available resources: time and money” and “lack of resources”. A colleague adds 
to this: “The ideal remains a utopia which is often aimed but rarely achieved by 
mixing of emotions, self- interest and lack of knowledge”. A second category of 
about 24 percent concerns specific values which civil servants say differ in ideal-
type and real-life contexts. The most frequently mentioned values are efficiency, 
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an espoused rather than enacted value: “Many new procedures which are 
established with a view on the efficiency often do not work,” or even more 
explicit, “efficiency is a target which cannot always be achieved in the reality”. 
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Arguably more surprising is the observation that in real-life “expertise is also 
considered less important,” “not the most important factor”, or “not always 
optimal.” Taken together, political influence and organizational bureaucratic 
reasons are the third main category containing about 21 percent of statements. 
Respondents suggest that “in the ideal situation, you act without the interests of 
external parties intervening in your work,” or “the controls of politics and 
management” create discrepancies between actual choices and civil servant’s 
personal values.  

Here, only four percent answers “no” to question two. Dutch civil servants 
mention four values frequently when elaborating changes during the last two 
decades: efficiency, effectiveness, transparency, and to a lesser extent 
accountability have become more important, with the first three values being 
mentioned more than 50 times each. The same goes for “innovativeness” and 
“independent ideas” at the cost of “obedience,” “loyalty,” and “propriety.” Some 
respondents discuss this change from an organizational or cultural perspective. 
They emphasize that NPM makes the civil service more “businesslike”, 
“commercial”, “result-oriented” and “customized”. On the one hand, according 
to some, the civil service is targeting efficiency and performance too much: 
“more output (nowadays), less focus on outcome. In the past it was more 
'outcome' (quality) oriented”. On the other hand, civil servants feel “this trend 
makes the civil service more efficient with less rules and bureaucratic barriers, 
giving civil servants more flexibility and autonomy to interpret and influence 
policy”. Smaller categories refer to individual change and citizen-infused change. 
These answers affirm considerable ambiguity, and arguably inconsistency among 
Dutch civil servants when compared to their cynical stance towards enactment of 
efficiency when answering the previous question. The sentiment portrayed here, 
however, does corroborate the ranking results.  

Strikingly, almost half of our Dutch respondents state Western and Eastern 
cultural contexts require different civil servant values, and do so in very similar 
terms. In the East, they say, “civil servants have less autonomy to express their 
own opinions,” for reasons of “big controlled organizations” and a “state 
servant” culture. In addition, they feel Eastern civil servants are more loyal and 
obedient to superiors and leaders. Western civil servants considered themselves 
freer and less obedient: “The West is about free thinking, the East about 
following”, and: “I think that in an Eastern context assignments of superiors are 
executed more precisely, where in the West there’s room to bring in one's own 
ideas.” A second category here emphasizes individualism in Western culture, 
“less considering group and society as a whole” than Eastern collectivist culture. 
They expect duty towards the collective makes Eastern respondents “work more 
disciplined,” with “better cooperation”, and “dedication and dutifulness”. An 
intriguing statement indicating different understandings of “loyalty to group” 
states “what may be expected or demanded in some countries we would 
consider corruption.” In the same vein, about 10 percent emphasize “more 
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transparency and openness makes Western civil service more equal, impartial 
and accountable,” while in the East “corruption is a big problem”. In this regard, 
they consider a “close political environment,” resulting in “less democracy” and 
“human rights protection inferior to the West.” Only five percent answers 
question three with “no.”  

Discussion  

In this section we theorize on our main findings, and we assess our research 
propositions. To start with, ideal-type value rankings show slightly more 
similarities than actual rankings. Moreover, they do not reflect traditional ethos 
more clearly. However, Chinese and Dutch respondents explain incongruence 
between real-life and ideal-type values differently. Ideal-type values in China are 
less congruent with classical notions of hierarchy whereas in the Netherlands 
they suggest “less managerialism and more ethics.” Indeed, respondents explain 
contrasts by identifying factors belonging to different governance traditions. 
Chinese civil servants voice serious worries about top-down government, fear of 
speaking out against superiors, and particularly flaws in their legal and 
governance systems (literally “a lack of rule of law”), making them act differently 
than they would prefer. Dutch respondents also mention political and 
organizational constraints but they emphasize limited time and resources due to 
overemphasis on efficiency – ranked low as ideal value – and 
“commercialization,” which weakens their ability to offer high quality public 
services without resulting in tangible efficiency gains. These findings from the 
respondents’ answers to open questions are congruent with recent sentiments 
conveyed by authors from both hemispheres on the desirability of administrative 
culture based on rule of law (e.g., Wei 2010; Van der Meer 2011; Zheng 2009). 
Based on this combination of quantitative and qualitative evidence we cannot 
confirm propositions one, two, and four. 

Second, actual value preferences of our respondents only partly reflect 
traditional flavors, so continuity in both traditions appears to be nominal (cf. 
Gross 1992). On the one hand, Chinese respondents show a strong hierarchical 
attachment to “person” and they see good interpersonal relationships as 
conducive to career development. The high ranking of obedience and oft-
mentioned “superiors” and “leaders” corroborate classical imagery of power 
distance (cf. Schwarz 1999). In addition, high rankings of incorruptibility and 
impartiality are consistent with rule of morality ethos. On the other hand, we 
also see strong preference for Weberian lawfulness and expertise, and to a lesser 
extent NPM-inspired values such as effectiveness, efficiency, innovativeness, and 
serviceability (cf. Kernaghan 2000). In addition, Chinese respondents express a 
high interest in serving on behalf of the people, a principle promoted by Marxist-
Leninist ideology, which claims that the proletariat represents the interest of 
most people and the rights conferred by the people (Jiang 2011; Xiong 2003). 
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Because they simultaneously rank low democratic values expressing the same 
sentiment, accountability, transparency, serviceability, we may also interpret the 
preference to serve the people as instrumental to regime legitimization.  

In the same vein, real-life value preferences of Dutch respondents portray 
a mix of Weberian, rule of law values such as accountability, expertise, 
lawfulness, loyalty, and reliability, as well as modern NPM-inspired values such 
as innovativeness, effectiveness, efficiency, transparency, and serviceability. As 
such, they resemble results of similar recent studies in Western Europe (Van der 
Wal 2013a; Van der Wal et al. 2008b). However, our findings differ from such 
studies in the low rankings of impartiality, incorruptibility, and honesty. Only 
complacency towards or self-evidence of these values in the Dutch civil service 
might explain these striking findings, which merit further study in itself. All in all, 
we feel confident in rejecting proposition three, whereas our qualitative results 
only partly support proposition five. 

Finally, mutual perceptions portray more consensus on cultural and 
traditional differences than the rankings itself (cf. Van Steden et al. 2013). In fact, 
they reinforce stereotypes and cliché-type differences (cf. Van der Wal and De 
Graaf 2007). A majority of both groups emphasizes differences between Eastern 
and Western civil servant values, contrasting obedience to superiors and 
organizational and political control in China’s civil service with a more 
autonomous, individualistic and transparent civil service culture in the 
Netherlands. However, prorated almost five times as much Chinese respondents 
state no differences (should) exist between both groups. This may very well be 
another indication of desired value convergence with their Western 
counterparts. Chinese respondents emphasizing differences do refer to “rule of 
morality” or “rule of law” traditions, sometimes, literally, whereas Dutch civil 
servants juxtapose collectivism to individualism. Overall, we feel confident in 
confirming research proposition six. 

Limitations and future research 

Before we conclude, we explicate three limitations which undoubtedly affected 
the outcomes of our study. First of all, we should not be naïve in blindly 
accepting civil servants’ accounts of their public service ethos: Interviewing or 
surveying individuals about their own conduct, values, or motivations inevitably 
suffers from a degree of social desirability bias (Van der Wal 2013b). Indeed, the 
high ranking of incorruptibility as actual value by civil servants in a country with 
vast corruption problems might be testimony to this, although many corruption 
scandals concern high-level “political” party officials rather than rank-and-file 
civil servants. However, by producing both ideal-type and real-life value rankings, 
and additional qualitative assessments of value preferences, we partly mitigate 
this shortcoming.  
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Second, Confucianism has always played crucial role in Chinese 
administrative culture, but the influence of Communism on civil servants 
nowadays is undeniable. However, we did not include Marxism-Leninism and 
Maoism in our discussion of “tradition”. As Holmes (1993, 158-159) suggests, no 
matter how hard the Communist leadership tried to discard Confucianism or how 
much the Communism affected value system after 1949 in China, it is a product 
of “traditional political culture” such as “weak tradition of the rule of law” rather 
than tradition in a deeper sense.  In contrast, Confucian ideals of good 
governance which propagate “a ruling class, the members of which were 
superior by virtue of their moral character and training”, have been present for 
more than a thousand years, especially with the firm establishment of civil 
service examination system during the T’ang era (A.D. 618-906) (Callis 1959, 91).  

Third, as elaborated before, we employed a triangulation of data types 
which is not undisputed. How useful, then, was such a combination and to what 
extent did the methods used result in relevant knowledge about the prominence 
and role of values in both countries? Most particularly, each component resulted 
in slightly different yet complementary images of what civil servants value most. 
These findings, which relate to conclusions about content rather than being 
separate from them, offer interesting suggestions for measurement and 
interpretation of civil servant values. A key question that remains is how civil 
servants from different traditions understand and interpret, and thus, enact, 
similar concrete value statements such as loyalty and transparency, even though 
we alleviated this by presenting identical definitions to our respondents. In-
depth qualitative interviewing and focus groups would be one way to address 
this question; indeed, we are currently conducting a follow-up project with such 
methodology, focusing on a selection of five key values.  

Conclusion  

In our concluding section we address our central research questions: How and 
why do ideal-type and real-life value rankings differ between Chinese and Dutch 
civil servants? and, Do differences reflect administrative traditions of both 
countries? To start with the “how”; real-life and ideal-type value hierarchies 
produced by civil servants are as different as they are similar, with few strong 
local accents, although real-life rankings are more different than ideal type 
rankings. Prominent values for both groups such as lawfulness, expertise, 
impartiality, and effectiveness indeed seem rather universalistic given their 
propagated importance across the globe. Widely divergent actual rankings for 
obedience and transparency corroborate the starkest contrasts between both 
administrative cultures, while rankings of reliability and incorruptibility simply 
leave us bewildered. Both countries’ distinctive traditional imagery of being a 
“good civil servant,” and global public management reforms with converging 
vocabulary as a mitigating force in practice, might lead one to expect larger 
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differences between ideal-type value rankings than between real-life value 
rankings. However, looking back, we realize it is more likely to be reversed. This 
is where we answer the “why” part of our first question. Ideal values are aspired 
to but also difficult to achieve, bounded by deeply rooted and inert practices and 
belief systems which transpire into actual values-in-use. Indeed, Chinese civil 
servants explain incongruence between ideal-type and real-life values by more 
fundamental, systemic constraints and unease, whereas Dutch civil servants 
emphasize meso-level factors related to organizational culture. Overall, based on 
this study we conclude that civil servant values in both countries are less 
contrasting and less consistent than administrative traditions and exiguous 
existing studies suggest. Clearly, this is evidenced by the fact that we can only 
convincingly confirm one out of six research hypotheses based on our data. This 
proposition concerns mutual perceptions which display classical contrasts, and 
evidence deep-lying clichés and prejudice, particularly among our Dutch 
respondents.  

To summarize, we report five main findings which merit further testing in 
future studies: 

1. Both Chinese and Dutch civil servants aspire to a rule of law ethos  
2. Chinese civil servants attribute incongruence between ideal-type and 
real-life values to systemic and institutional constraints; Dutch civil 
servants attribute such incongruence to ill-executed NPM reforms  
3. Rule of morality and rule of law traditions have limited explanatory 
power for differences between ideal-type value preferences of Chinese and 
Dutch civil servants  
4. Mutually perceived differences exceed real-life differences between 
value preferences of Chinese and Dutch civil servants  
5. Mutually perceived differences between values refer to traditional 
cultural characteristics more clearly than differences between ideal-type 
and real-life value rankings of Chinese and Dutch civil servants 

Amidst all that is still unclear it is evident we cannot simply differentiate any 
more between “Eastern” and “Western” values and administrative cultures, or 
between “rule of morality” and “rule of law” (cf. Winston 2005). Globalization 
and convergence of management ideas and vocabulary between East and West 
may very well continue (Mahbubani 2013) yet stable differences in governance 
contexts and vested interests in the status quo – particularly in China – will 
produce increasing value conflict prior to tangible value convergence.  

We compared ideal-type and real-life rankings and mutual perceptions 
because they might show us whether traditions are evolving, and how structures 
might transform accordingly (cf. Pollitt and Bouckaert 2011). Our findings 
provide tentative evidence for Bevir et al.’s (2003) claim that new characteristics 
are formed during generational transmission of traditions, but much work lies 
ahead of us. We hope our study inspires scholars to develop an ambitious 
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research agenda for rigorous cross-national studies into evolving practices of 
administrative ethics.  
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Abstract 

This study investigates the perceptions and prioritizations of five key civil servant 
values among 22 Chinese and 20 Dutch civil servants, based on a series of 42 in-
depth qualitative interviews. It shows that Chinese and Dutch respondents 
interpret loyalty differently, as referring respectively to the political party or to 
the organization for which they work. The common difficulty in upholding 
people-orientedness in practice is attributed to different reasons, although both 
groups consider the public interest as ideally important. Interestingly, both view 
full transparency as unnecessary, and similarly, both value effectiveness more 
important than efficiency. This study offers substantial insight into civil servant 
values and a new perspective on cross-cultural value studies, along with 
implications for public value research and civil service practice.  

Key words: civil servant, interview, values, tradition 

Introduction 

When people discuss a value, either in a personal or a professional sense, are 
they discussing the same thing? Does a quantitative international comparison of 
values make sense, if values are contextual? As a concept that “contains a moral 
quality of like or dislike, desirable or undesirable, and should or should not” 
(Cherrington, 1989, p. 297), values convey individual preferences that motivate 
behaviour. However, cultural ideals also motivate behaviour (Schwartz, Struch & 
Bilsky, 1990). Social behaviour entails value preferences, which reflect a person’s 
cultural origins and thus inherited tradition. To study values is, therefore, not just 
a matter of ascertaining how important a value is to different people, but rather 
what is actually valued according to whom: how do people interpret a value and 
why it is important to them? 

In Public Administration, the study of values is certainly not a new topic. 
Aside from conceptual and theoretical work (e.g. Bardi & Schwartz, 2003; Beck 
Jørgensen & Bozeman, 2007; Rutgers, 2008, 2010), many empirical studies have 
been conducted over the past decade (e.g. Van den Heuvel, Huberts & Verberk, 
2002; Van der Wal & Huberts, 2008; Andersen, Beck Jørgensen, Kjeldsen, 
Pedersen & Vrangbæk, 2012; Yang & Van der Wal, 2014). Scholars have noticed 
that “very different things are addressed within the same debate” when public 
values are discussed (Van der Wal, 2011, p. 644), therefore it is relevant to 
identify “what actually are regarded [as] public values” (Rutgers, 2015, p. 30). 
This can be achieved through the comparative study of the ways in which values 
are interpreted among different groups, for instance, values in decision making 
in the public versus the private sector (Van der Wal, De Graaf, & Lasthuizen, 
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2008), and work motivations among administrative versus political elites (Van 
der Wal, 2013).  

The currently available studies are, however, not cross-cultural. In this 
study, such a cross-cultural comparison is undertaken, based on the reasoning 
that values need to be studied contextually and with more consideration given 
for cross-cultural diversity49 (Haque, 2011). According to Rutgers (2014), the 
meaning of value is given by the observer: “a value can be any concept that 
expresses a positive or negative qualitative (or evaluative) statement and has a 
‘motivating force,’ that is, it gives direction to people’s thoughts and actions” (p. 
5). The study of values therefore largely relies on how people interpret the 
values, which includes the meaning of a value and how notions of a value’s 
importance differ from person to person, from case to case, or/and from culture 
to culture.  

To study public values contextually raises the question of which values are 
relevant. Public values compose a long list and are spread across seven 
‘constellations’ in the public domain, according to Beck Jørgensen & Bozeman 
(2007), such as values associated with the relationship between the public 
administration and politicians, and values associated with the relationship 
between public administration and the citizens. In this study, we focused on 
“values associated with the behavior of public-sector employees” (pp. 367-368), 
hereafter referred to as civil servant values. Based on the results of a large-scale 
survey conducted in China and the Netherlands (Van der Wal & Yang, 
forthcoming), which compared civil servants’ value preferences between the 
Confucian tradition (the rule of morality) and the Continental European 
Rechtsstaat tradition (the rule of law), five values were identified as being of 
specific interest: loyalty, people-orientedness, transparency, effectiveness and 
efficiency (with the latter two treated as a pair). The research question of this 
study, therefore, is as follows:  

How do perceptions and prioritizations of loyalty, people-orientedness, 
transparency, effectiveness and efficiency differ between civil servants in China 
and the Netherlands?  

Why these five values? 

Previously undertaken quantitative comparative studies among Chinese and 
Dutch civil servants (cf. Yang & van der Wal, 2014; Van der Wal & Yang, 
forthcoming) have provided us with valuable “background data” (Mile & 

                                                           
49 Haque (2011) critiques the tendency towards the universal application of core values in 
public management, ethical standards and bureaucratic norms. Among these concepts, 
“values represent a set of relatively taken-for-granted beliefs or assumptions (embedded in 
culture, religion, and society)” (p. 172), which implies that values unconsciously deliver 
culture more than other ethics or norms. 
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Huberman, 1994, p. 41) on civil servant values. From these studies, we learn that 
the values of loyalty, people-orientedness, transparency, effectiveness and 
efficiency deserve particular attention because they were ranked either very 
differently or very similarly in terms of importance by the respondents in China 
and the Netherlands.  

Moreover, it is relevant to include values that can be regarded as 
characteristic for the two countries (or traditions). Loyalty and people-
orientedness are typical Confucian values, while transparency, effectiveness and 
efficiency are less emphasized in Chinese administrative tradition but highly 
valued in the Rechtsstaat and Weberian context (Yang & Rutgers, forthcoming). 
These five values all have broad meanings, which make it more likely that there 
are differences in interpretation (e.g. regarding loyalty) or in their impact on the 
everyday work of civil servants (e.g. regarding transparency and efficiency). Using 
loyalty as an example, in most codes of conduct for Chinese civil servants, loyalty 
is mentioned in conjunction with the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) and the 
country. In Van der Wal and Yang’s study (forthcoming), it was demonstrated 
that Chinese civil servants link loyalty closely to their superiors, while Dutch civil 
servants primarily refer to loyalty in terms of the general public. This indicates 
that values such as loyalty do indeed have different meanings in both contexts.  

Last but not least, this study provides empirical data on values that are 
widely debated, and investigated in different ways using different research 
paradigms. The loyalty of administrators, for instance, has been analysed from 
many different angles: it has been differentiated in terms of four types such as 
by-the-book professional loyalty, and neutral servants’ loyalty to the society and 
public values (De Graaf, 2011); has been discussed from the perspective of 
morality, culture and politics (cf. Levinson, Parker & Woodruff, 2013); and has 
been investigated in a Public Service Motivation study (Borzaga & Tortia, 2006). 
However, none of them address the exact meaning of loyalty in different cultural 
contexts. The traditional Confucian value of people-orientedness is being 
increasingly studied by Chinese scholars, especially in relation to Western 
democratic ideas (e.g. Xiao, 2002; Jiang, 2008) and the government ideology of 
the CCP (e.g. Li, 2010). Studies in the West on governmental transparency are 
also increasing (e.g. Hood & Heald, 2006, Meijer, 2003, 2012; Piotrowski & Van 
Ryzin, 2007; Cuillier & Piotrowski, 2009), but academic discussion on 
transparency is muddled (Meijer, 2012, p. 4), challenging insights into the effects 
of transparency on governmental behaviour. It thus makes sense to find out 
what transparency actually means in administrative practice. Finally, 
effectiveness and efficiency are discussed both conceptually (e.g. Rutgers & van 
der Meer, 2010) and empirically (e.g. De Graaf & Van der wal, 2010; Andrews & 
Entwistle, 2010). In all these studies of the different values, however, there is 
limited insight into the meaning of these values in actual administrative practice, 
i.e. on the ‘shop floor’. How do civil servants perceive and prioritize these values, 
and to what extent can we detect cross-cultural differences in meaning? 
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Theoretical framework 

Now, we discuss the meaning of the five values as they figure in the literature to 
provide the theoretical background with which to interpret the empirical findings.  

Loyalty 

In the Western world the Weberian ideal of the neutral and predictable 
bureaucrat still dominates, even after decades of managerial reforms (Pollitt & 
Bouckaert, 2011). This ideal implies that the loyalty of an administrator is 
associated with the execution of political leaders’ orders. Weber’s concern is, 
however, not the loyalty of the bureaucrat to the politician as a person, but 
rather his or her loyalty as a functionary to the laws and rules which constitute 
the legal (or just) and rational backbone of a bureaucratic organization (Fry & 
Nigro, 1996, p. 38). As Weber puts it, “modern loyalty is devoted to impersonal 
and functional purposes” (Weber, 1974, p. 199).  

In opposition to this, loyalty has different associations in the Chinese 
context. Traditionally, loyalty concerns obedience to the emperor, and nowadays 
to the CCP. Loyalty is related to other traditional Confucian values, for example 
Xiao (孝), filial piety, involving loyalty towards family members, particularly one’s 
parents, and li (礼), ritual propriety, requiring a person to maintain allegiance to 
tradition (Higgins, 2013, pp. 22-23). Subordinating oneself to a superior was 
considered an important virtue, for “it is righteous to decide who has the power 
of decision making by the principle of respecting the superior; it is also righteous 
for the resource allocator to distribute resources by the principle of favoring the 
intimate” (Hwang, 1999, p. 167). The social network or interpersonal relationship 
(guanxi) is thus important in working fields. 

In modern China, the Weberian rational bureaucracy is not unknown to 
Chinese civil servants, neither are the ideas of ‘new public management’ (NPM). 
With the broad influence of public management reform around the world, 
emphasis is increasingly being placed on values such as “service orientation” and 
“decentralization” (Kettl, 2005, p. 2). These developments are perhaps reshaping 
the value of loyalty, both in the East and the West. We are therefore interested 
in whether Chinese and Dutch civil servants indeed interpret and prioritize 
loyalty differently, and furthermore, to establish the extent to which their 
interpretations reflect either traditional or modern associations. 

People-orientedness 

In the Confucian tradition, people-orientedness is usually denoted as min-ben (民
本), meaning ‘the people are the root of the state’. The traditional people-
orientedness concept is usually argued to be a means of maintaining feudal 
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monarchy, as the emperor, not the people, is actually the root of the state (Liu & 
Zhang, 2012). Nevertheless, awareness of the importance of the people for 
government is inherited from tradition. Nowadays, this is reflected in the 
propaganda that the government “serves the people” under CCP rule, a notion 
that fits the Marxist ideology of “Volk” (see Liu, 2011, p. 108).  

People-orientedness is a concept that means different things to different 
persons at different times. In the Confucian administrative ideal, it indicates the 
humaneness of an official in terms of caring for and loving the common people, 
while in the Western context it could imply public as well as individual rights. In 
the Chinese imperial era, it was a requirement of bureaucrats to have mercy on 
people (subordinates), but nowadays civil servants rather regard people-
orientedness as being customer friendly.  

The value of people-orientedness is related to the concept of ‘public’ or 
‘public interest’, which is a primary principle within the public sector. However, 
what precisely is meant by ‘the public’ is open to debate: is it a group of people 
who pursue the same interests, a community in which people live, all citizens in a 
region, or the sum of the interests of individuals? According to Redford (1954), 
public interest needs to be determined in a particular instance, for it “may be a 
compromise among varied and perhaps conflicting interest[s]” (p. 1104). The 
public interest is thus a concept that involves a complex of situations, interests 
and values, which may be defined as “the best response to a situation in terms of 
all interest[s] and of the concepts of value which are generally accepted in our 
society” (p. 1108). So, what do Chinese and Dutch civil servants regard as ‘the 
people’ or ‘the public’ in relation to their day-to-day work, and do they give 
people-orientedness equal importance in their practical work? 

Transparency 

Transparency is out of the spotlight in Confucian ideal of government, even in 
the present day, we could not find it as a prominent value in modern ethical 
codes of Chinese civil servants (cf. Yang & Van der Wal, 2014, p. 193). However, 
transparency, like a trend worldwide in contemporary government, “has attained 
quasi-religious significance” (Hood, 2006, p. 3). A transparent government is one 
that should, more or less, make information available to the public, provide clear 
and fixed rules, and ensure that the processes of decision making and public fund 
usage are open. Heald (2006) maps four directions of transparency: upwards (the 
hierarchical superior observes the conduct of the subordinate), downwards (the 
subordinate observes the conduct of the superior), outwards (observing what is 
happening outside the organization) and inwards (the outside can observe what 
is going on inside the organization) (pp. 27-28). Full transparency is thus the 
presence of all four directions. 

Transparency is treated as a measure against corruption, which enhances 
the accountability of government. In practice, transparency is not just the ability 
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of information that “can be approached from many angles”” (Prat, 2006, p. 91), 
but more about the content of information and how available/useful it is to 
receptors (cf. Heald, 2006, p. 26). Hence, the most relevant issue for 
transparency is how the audience perceives the information; transparency 
extends beyond mere openness (ibid.) because it is a two-way interaction. 
Transparency may, however, have costs and negative effects, such as leading to 
low efficiency and effectiveness or violations of secrecy, or hindering 
compromises and negotiations among interest groups during policy making 
processes (cf. Stasavage, 2006, p. 169). In light of these complexities, this study 
investigated how indeed Chinese and Dutch civil servants view transparency. 

Effectiveness and efficiency 

In their article on efficiency in public administration, Rutgers and Van der Meer 
(2010) outline two meanings of efficiency. The first is “the Aristotelian or 
substantive meaning: efficiency as the ability to get things done”; the second is 
the technical meaning of efficiency “as the best use of resources” (pp. 772-773). 
These two uses of efficiency are respectively embodied in two related values in 
our study: effectiveness and efficiency. Effectiveness is more about the results of 
government actions and quality of services delivered, while efficiency is related 
to the pathway towards specific results, such as the costs in terms of time and 
financial investments. These two values are usually discussed together as a 
technical cluster of public values, in order to measure the performance of a 
government or administrator: can there be equal or better public service at a 
lower cost? Just as in the West, where efficiency was not a common concept 
before the 20th century (p. 761), effectiveness and efficiency were not popular 
within the Chinese government until a series of public administration reforms 
beginning in the 1980s. We may then wonder if that means that the perceptions 
and prioritizations of these values are largely similar for civil servants in China 
and the Netherlands.  

Methods and data analysis 

Qualitative interviews can reveal “rich descriptions and explanations for 
processes in identifiable local contexts” (Miles & Huberman, 1994, p. 1). This is 
particularly the case when a concept such as a value is involved, as it has strong 
links to personal beliefs, experiences and culture. For the purpose of this study, 
in order to learn “what people perceived and how they interpreted their 
perceptions” (Weiss, 1994, p. 1), we constructed an interview guide referring to 
the five values under investigation. Each respondent was asked essentially the 
same questions in generally the same order, a format defined by Patton (1987) 
as a semi-structured interview: “a set of questions carefully worded and 
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arranged for the purpose of taking each respondent through the same sequence, 
and asking each respondent the same questions with essentially the same words” 
(p. 112).  

We identified the majority of the interview respondents for this qualitative 
study through the aforementioned survey (Van der Wal & Yang, forthcoming). 
These initial survey respondents were recruited through civil servant training 
programs of Masters of Public Administration (MPA) and Party schools of CCP50 
in seven Chinese cities and through MPA programs in three cities in the 
Netherlands51. All students of these programs are either experienced civil 
servants or preparing themselves to be civil servants. All survey respondents 
were asked to write their contact information at the end of the questionnaires if 
they were willing to participate in a follow-up interview In both countries, the 
interview respondents were relatively young (59.1 % Chinese and 70% Dutch 
were under 35 years old), and the majority had less than 15 years of working 
experience (77.3% in China and 85% in the Netherlands). For more details of 
respondents’ characteristics, please see Table 6.1. 

The respondents who were initially willing to take part in the interviews 
were quite randomly distributed. However, it is hard to ensure that such a 
willingness was equally distributed among functions, levels of government, 
senior and junior civil servants, etc. Moreover, due to the fact that civil servants, 
particularly in China, are quite cautious and hesitant about talking frankly about 
morals or values that we also used the snowball sampling method. Since 
snowball sampling is “particularly applicable… [to] a sensitive issue” (Biernacki & 
Waldorf, 1981, p. 141), it was an effective way to access appropriate 
respondents through “referrals made among people who share or know of 
others who possess some characteristics that are of research interest” (p. 141). 
The interviewees thus composed a “panel of knowledgeable informants” (Weiss, 
1994, p. 17), which included professionals in public service. In total, we 
interviewed 22 civil servants in China and 20 in the Netherlands. After informing 
potential respondents about the purpose and methods of the interview, we 
conducted all interviews face-to-face and recorded the conversations with their 
permission. 

Most interviews lasted around 45 minutes, though the length differed 
between the Chinese and Dutch interviewees because of language differences. 
The interviewer and Chinese respondents are all Chinese native speakers, 
whereas English is not the native language for either the interviewer or the 
Dutch respondents. Therefore, some of the Chinese interviews took less time, 
only about 30 minutes. The interview guide included three parts consisting of 

                                                           
50 Party school aims to train CCP cadres. There are the highest institution of central party 
school, and party schools in all levels of governments. 
51 The cities were: Shanghai, Beijing, Chengdu, Dazhou, Shenzhen, Suzhou and Hefei (in 
China); Amsterdam, The Hague and Rotterdam (in the Netherlands). It should be noted 
that the students of the programs in each city are not bound to work in the same city. 
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eight questions. The core part referred to the five specific values (see Appendix 
2). The first question addressed the background and professional experience of 
the respondents. The other questions refer to their general ideas about which 
values, how and why, are important in both ideal and actual values, as well as 
East-West comparisons. The latter topic, though very interesting, is not 
addressed here as it goes beyond the scope of this current article.  

Since this study targets the meanings that civil servants in China and the 
Netherlands give to particular values, the data analysis was issue-focused. Issue-
focused analysis “describes what has been learned from all respondents about 
people in their situation” rather than analyzing each respondent’s material 
separately (Weiss, 1994, pp. 152-153).  

Although the overall coding began after the completion and transcription 
of all the interviews, some coding categories were mentally formed by the 
interviewer during the conducting of the interviews. Whether these codes were 
used or not was, however, only decided upon when all data had been obtained, 
because a “coding category is developed and defined through interaction with 
the data” (Weiss, 1994, p. 156). To sort through the rough data, a “monster-grid” 
(see De Graaf & Huberts, 2008; van der Wal, 2011) was applied to create data 
matrix cells, with respondents on one axis and the five values on the other. Each 
respondent’s statement was summarized into simple codes, and then filled into 
grid cells together with quotes, similar to the process of moving material into an 
“appropriate excerpt file” (p. 157). It is important to remember that in coding 
and categorizing, it is “not the words themselves but the meaning that matters” 
(Miles & Huberman, 1994, p. 56). The same word mentioned by two respondents 
could actually mean different things. For this reason, it is important for the 
interviewer to think about and understand the contexts in which the data was 
gathered, and to keep “going back and forth between data and codes” (Weiss, 
1994, p.156), in order to be sure of what is meant by the categories. The number 
of codes per value was limited to between four and six, and the categories were 
created by the number of statements rather than the number of respondents.  

Limitations 

An issue that cannot be ignored here is translation. The interviews in China were 
conducted in Chinese, and the Dutch respondents spoke in English. The 
researcher was required to translate the Chinese transcripts into English for 
coding and reporting; however, for the purpose of easy and precise 
understanding, some words have not been translated exactly and literally from 
the original Chinese. Moreover, since English is not the native language of the 
Dutch respondents, it was inevitable that they could not express themselves as 
precisely as if they were speaking Dutch.  

To deal with these issues, in the Dutch case the author has maintained the 
original wording of the Dutch respondents to the largest extent possible, in order 
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to ensure that they are not misread. With the Chinese respondents, since the 
interviewer is native Chinese, the slight linguistic changes made in the process of 
translation were made very carefully in order not to cause any distortion of the 
respondents’ meanings. 

Table 6.1 Characteristics of Interview Respondents  
 Chinese 

respondents % 
(n=22) 

Dutch 
respondents % 
(n=20) 

Gender   
Female 7  31.8% 12  60.0% 
Male 15  68.2% 8  40.0% 
Age   
Under 25 2  9.1% 5 25.0% 
26-35  11  50.0% 9 45.0% 
36-45  5  22.7% 3 15.0% 
46-55  4  18.2% 3 15.0% 
Years as civil servant   
<1 2 9.1% 1 5.0% 
1-5 4 18.2% 11 55.0% 
6-10 6 27.3% 4 20.0% 
11-15 5 22.7% 1 5.0% 
16-20 1 4.5% 2 10.0% 
>20 4 18.2% 1 5.0% 
Function*   
Policy-making   2 9.1% 6 30.0% 
Administrative and/or secretarial  8 36.4% 3 15.0% 
Legal, law enforcement, support 
(incl. police and fire brigade)  

7 31.8% 4 20.0% 

IT and technology support 1 4.5% 1 5.0% 
Financial advice and control 0 0 1 5.0% 
Management/supervision 6 27.3% 2 10.0% 
Others 0 0 4 20.0% 
*The total number of respondents is larger than ‘n’ because there is one Chinese 
respondent and one Dutch respondent made multiple choices.  
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Results 

Loyalty: let’s go Party!  

Loyalty was defined in our study as “Acting faithfully and with allegiance towards 
superiors or organizations”. This definition refers to a broad range of objects of 
loyalty, from a boss, political leader or authority (as “superior”), to a working 
group, colleagues, civil servants as a whole, the government or the political party 
(as “organization”).  

The results in Table 6.2 show that the majority of statements of the 
Chinese respondents (14 of the 22) addressed loyalty as a value referring to the 
country and the political party. Some connected loyalty to the CCP as the duty of 
a civil servant: “The government is under the leadership of the Chinese 
Communist Party, and I am a Party member so I must be loyal to the Party first”. 
Even in the case of one respondent who thought that loyalty should ideally not 
refer to the political party, he acknowledged that in real life situations he has to 
think about it when “facing powerful political pressure”. Five statements in this 
category also mentioned loyalty to law or an institution in an ideal situation, 
though the respondents either admitted that the actual law is not good enough 
to adhere to, or that “[whether] my job is done well or not is judged [by] my 
bosses” rather than by the law or institution. Compromises therefore have to be 
made when considering what superiors want.  

In stark contrast, loyalty to the country was mentioned only slightly in two 
statements by Dutch respondents. The largest group of statements of Dutch 
respondents (15 of the 20) interpreted loyalty as commitment to the 
organization for which they work and to their colleagues. By loyalty to the 
organization, they usually meant the bigger picture of “the vision and mission of 
the organization”:  

If the work is ok, and nobody complains about their work, they think 
that is loyal[ty] to the organization. But for me, it isn’t. You have to 
look more in the area that you work for. Just ask yourself: why is 
there a ministry of [X]? What are we doing? Why are we here? 
What do we have to finalize? What do we have to communicate 
about? Just reply [or answer] that in your own head to get a few 
[answers to] what am I doing, is it still working, is it still ok what I 
am doing, are we still working for the objectives of [the] 
organization? 

 
This presents a major point of difference between the Dutch and the Chinese 
respondents, as only two Chinese civil servants talked about loyalty to their 
organization and only one connected the ‘organization’ to the notion of 
‘superior’. It should be noted here that one Chinese respondent actually meant 
the political party when he spoke of loyalty to the ‘organization’, since 
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‘organization’ is a concept that has been politicized by the CCP. Furthermore, 
four Dutch respondents thought that loyalty to their colleagues mattered in 
terms of doing a better job, while none of their Chinese counterparts linked 
loyalty to colleagues. 

The same number of statements (7) in both countries regarded loyalty as 
being loyal to leaders or superiors. However, they interpreted this in different 
ways. The Chinese interviewees tended to explain this as ‘obedience’, 
particularly in practice: “I personally prefer loyalty [to mean] by voicing my 
opinions and doing the right thing, but in [the] actual situation, it is just obeying 
them [my superiors]”. As the director of a municipal government revealed, this 
attitude is explained by the fact that “in most governmental sectors, the director 
makes the final decision, with no need to listen to others’ opinions”. A senior 
Chinese policy making advisor described the relationship between superior and 
subordinate as one of mutual dependence:  

“In most cases, the leaders and subordinates will establish a 
common interest community: he gets promoted and you will get 
promoted as well; if you want a promotion, you need his help 
because he is your boss. This is a kind of relationship that you and 
your leaders need each other. So that is why the leader needs the 
people whom he likes and who are loyal only to him. If the 
relationship is broken, it could hurt both sides.” 

The Dutch respondents, on the other hand, tended to think of loyalty less in 
terms of the leader as a person and more about the function and authority of the 
law, in a Weberian sense. None mentioned obeying orders; instead, they 
considered loyalty to the boss as meaning loyalty to the organization, because 
“The boss speaks for the organization, so I see it as pure loyalty to the 
organization, and [I] only do what is the best for my own organization”.  

To conclude, there were significant contrasts between the Chinese and 
Dutch respondents with regards to loyalty. The largest category of Chinese 
respondents’ statements emphasized loyalty mainly to the country and to the 
CCP, whereas this view was only mentioned in two Dutch respondents’ 
statements. Conversely, the objects of loyalty for most of the Dutch respondents 
were the organization and colleagues, which were rarely considered by the 
Chinese respondents. Even in the category of “loyalty to the superior”, where 
both Chinese and Dutch respondents made statements in equal measure, their 
interpretations of ‘superior’ diverged. Nevertheless, despite the differences, 
there was a shared view between the two groups of respondents in terms of ‘the 
job’ serving society and the people.  
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Table 6.2 Respondents’ statements of ‘loyalty’ 
Category (with the most characteristic quotes) Number of 

statements   
CN 
(n=22) 

NL 
(n=20) 

1 Loyalty to the country, to the political party, or to the laws 
and regulations 
“I am working in the system (political system), so the loyalty to 
the party and to the country is the first important. This is not 
only a political requirement; it is also a requirement as a 
person. Since you choose to believe in the party and to be a 
member, you should be loyal to the party.” 

14 
 

2 

2 Loyalty to the job (function, position, responsibility, career) 
“if you think it from the perspective of doing your job, such as 
serving the society and serving the people, that is what you 
need to be loyal to. If you don’t have that character, being a 
civil servant means very little.” 

9 2 

3 Loyalty to the superior (boss, leader) 
“(N)ow generally the leader represents the organization, so I 
have to consider loyalty to the leader.” 
“Loyalty in the law is being loyal to your minister. It is loyalty to 
the function of the minister, not the person.” 

7 7 

4 Loyalty to the people (the public, the citizen, the clients) 
“Ideally speaking, I am loyal to the people. Because civil 
servant is supposed to serve the public. The target of public 
service is the common people, even in any country in the 
world.” 

5 9 

5 Loyalty to the organization (government, department) and 
colleagues. 
 “In my opinion, if you talk to the citizen or you talk to the 
company, you represent your organization… you could have 
fight or argue with your colleagues, but when you are outside 
of the organization, you should behave like one organization.” 

2 15 

6 Related to personal morals and other values, such as 
righteousness, serviceability, integrity and justice, etc.  
“Other aspects of loyalty include two points: righteousness and 
serviceability, as a person and attitude towards the work.” 
“I think it is about my own moral values… For me, be loyal to 
myself also means to be responsible to the stakeholders.” 

2 3 

Note: n=the total number of respondents 
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People-orientedness: sweet talk is a politician’s thing 

People-orientedness was defined in the survey as “Acting to achieve what is in 
the interest of the common people”.  

As we can see in Table 6.3, the most dominant view in both countries was 
that the meaning and prioritization of people-orientedness depends on the 
function of government (category 1). Chinese respondents weighed people-
orientedness as being more important for higher levels of government or policy 
makers. Seven of the 13 statements that fit into this category clearly show that 
people-orientedness was not often considered part of civil servants’ actual work 
because they should rather focus on “doing the very detailed and practical work” 
or on “how to execute the decision made by my superior”.  

The views of Dutch respondents show more consideration of what is meant 
by ‘people’ and what they can do for ‘the people’ (category 1; 8 out of 13 
statements). As one mentioned, “I think it is a part of my job to do [work] for 
people’s best interest. But sometimes it is hard to define what the best interest is, 
and it depends on the situation and depends on the person”. Therefore, Dutch 
respondents reported that they usually concentrate on their own clients in their 
practical work instead of the public interest in a broad sense. According to a 
team leader with more than 30 years of working experience: 

“It is not always important in real life… When you talk about what 
the primary thing is for a civil servant, it is to serve the people. 
During [the] daily job, you just do your job, it is not so primarily in 
your mind, it becomes something you work with. It is totally built-in 
but not specially recognized.” 

Another large group of Dutch statements emphasized the difficulties of enacting 
people-orientedness in actual situations (category 2) due to of all kinds of 
practical limitations. For example, time management or budget cuts force civil 
servants to prioritize, which may mean that they cannot treat all people equally. 
Other factors, such as efficiency, procedures, regulations and too much 
technology resulting in sparse interaction with citizens, also affect the practice of 
people-orientedness. Chinese interviewees attributed the difficulty to be people-
oriented to reasons such as, the involvement of interest groups in policy making, 
the motivations of civil servants, and the political system. According to a junior 
civil servant in China working in the judicial department: 

“It is related to [the] political system. For example, in the 
Netherlands, citizens have real votes, they can express what they 
want by voting [for] some politician. And politicians, even [if they do] 
not 100% satisfy what the public wants, they have to make their 
best effort... But things are different in China. Like I said before, in 
the single party system, I can’t only be loyal to the institution 
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because I have to consider what my boss wants. This makes it very, 
very difficult to work and decide according to what the people need.” 
 

The respondents in both China and the Netherlands spontaneously compared 
the prioritization of people-orientedness in ideal and actual situations, implying 
that it is less considered in real life but, for instance, something primarily for top 
management or just a political promise made by politicians aimed at winning 
more votes. 

Table 6.3 Respondents’ statements of ‘people-oriented’  
Category (with the most characteristic quotes) Number of 

statements 
CN 
(n=22) 

NL 
(n=20) 

1 “People” means different things in terms of level of 
government, functions and situation.  
“I think this value is very important, but for the civil servant like 
us work in very local level, we focus more on serviceability, 
which is doing the very detailed and practical work. Because I 
think people-oriented is a value considered more by higher 
level of government working for a policy-making department.” 

13 13 

2 It is important but difficult in actual situation because of 
limits in practice. 
“In this situation, the relationship among private, organization, 
the business and more general interests (is mixed)… Therefore, 
every sector in charge of supervision has to consider the 
companies’ (clients) interest and balance all aspects.” 

7 12 

3 It is important in both ideal and actual situations.  
“It is not ranked very highly in actual situation, but I don’t think 
it means people-oriented is hard to realize… I think (the whole 
country should do as our city), focusing more on people’s life 
rather than how to show what the government did, what the 
performance and ‘face’ of government. To improve the 
people’s life is not that difficult. At least, my organization and 
I, we respond to the people’s needs as soon as we know.” 

3 4 

4 Other values are mentioned and compared, like integrity, 
equality, efficiency, getting the job done and following the 
rules. 
“But it is truly a dilemma. You have to do a lot with efficiency 
and people-orientation. Informal you have the loyalty and 
orientation on the society, but formally, if a minister makes the 
decision, you have to do just that.” 

0 7 

Note: n=the total number of respondents 
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Transparency: are you willing to tell the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but 
the truth? 

Transparency was defined in the survey as “Acting openly, visibly and 
controllably”. For this value, the results show that respondents in China and the 
Netherlands held quite similar ideas about its necessity and importance (see 
Table 6.4). The importance of transparency was emphasized in most statements 
of the Chinese respondents, with the exception of two: one said that it was not 
important for him personally, but very much for the organization, and the other 
evaluated it as “one of the least important values”. It was widely recognised by 
the Chinese respondents (category 1) that their organization or the government 
in general does not do well in terms of being transparent, critically disclosing that 
transparency is more like a “decoration” for government: “They open some 
information to the public, and then they claim the government is transparent. But 
other information they want to hide, they won’t tell the public”. The Dutch civil 
servants felt similarly within their organizations: “They certainly hide things 
because I can feel that they know more than we do”, and even “You can ask for 
information, but sometimes you can’t put your finger on it”. 

The largest category of Dutch statements and the second largest category 
of Chinese statements regarded transparency as not always necessary in practice 
(category 2). For example, Chinese respondents stated that “something can’t be 
transparent” or “full transparency might cause mess”. Dutch respondents gave 
more explanation about why and how transparency is or can be problematic, 
suggesting that the information could be misused by the media or 
misunderstood by the public. Therefore, the best way to be transparent should 
be “not just giving the information but also explaining”. Additionally, letting 
people know “why something is not transparent” is also a part of transparency, 
and particularly legitimacy, because: 

“If you can let the people see the pros and cons, why it comes to 
one but not another, I guess the people will get more understanding 
on how the government works, what the dilemmas are, and [the] 
struggles government goes to, then the government gets more 
legitimacy.” 

The respondents who thought that it is difficult or impossible to be totally 
transparent (category 4) attributed this to reasons such as the fact that it costs 
too much time and that too many interest groups have to be involved. As the top 
manager of a Chinese municipal department said: 

“They [the governmental departments] open some [information] 
but also hide something. What the people really need to know 
might not be open, while the transparent parts are not very 
crucial… Everything referring to governmental expenditure is not 
that easy [to open]. It is not difficult [to be transparent], but 
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because I have to consider what my boss wants. This makes it very, 
very difficult to work and decide according to what the people need.” 
 

The respondents in both China and the Netherlands spontaneously compared 
the prioritization of people-orientedness in ideal and actual situations, implying 
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CN 
(n=22) 

NL 
(n=20) 
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0 7 

Note: n=the total number of respondents 
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Transparency: are you willing to tell the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but 
the truth? 
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actually they are not willing to make things transparent. In the final 
deliberation, private interest is involved.” 

Table 6.4 Respondents’ statements of ‘transparency’  
Category (with the most characteristic quote) Number of 

statements 
CN 
(n=22) 

NL 
(n=20) 

1 It is important but the transparency is not good enough in 
reality. 
“I think the governments now are magnifying how 
transparent they are. They open some information to the 
public, and then they claim the government is transparent. 
But other information they want to hide, they won’t tell the 
public.” 

8 5 

2 Full transparency is not always necessary. 
“So sometimes, it makes more sense to keep information 
within the government. That indeed could decrease the cost 
of administration and good for maintaining social stability.”  

7 11 

3 It is related to other values, such as impartiality, 
serviceability, incorruptibility, effectiveness and efficiency.  
“Accountability is the result of being transparent. Only 
people can see what is you function and how you take you 
responsibility, then they can ask you to be accountable.” 

7 8 

4 It is important but it is difficult or not possible in practice.  
“There is no problem to public the regulations and policies, 
but when it refers to all kinds of interest, we can’t make sure 
them transparent to the public. On one hand, maybe the 
superior is not willing to disclose everything. On the other 
hand, publicity could have some negative effects on the 
organization, such as more questioning, more obstacles on 
the future policy implement, etc.” 

5 8 

5 It is very transparent in my organization. 
“In our department, all policies are open. The specified 
policies are made in terms of professional regulations and 
rules. All of these are open to the public.” 

3 3 

6 It is not important. 
“I think now in fact transparency is just like a decoration for 
government. Even within the government, we don’t know 
how they make the decision, how much the annual income is, 
or how they spend the money.” 

2 0 

Note: n=the total number of respondents 
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Adding to the issue of why transparency is (or is not) important or necessary, 
other values were frequently mentioned (category 3). For instance, both Chinese 
and Dutch respondents believed that transparency can improve impartiality and 
incorruptibility, but it can also cause low efficiency. One Chinese respondent 
pointed out that “accountability is the result of being transparent”, but one of his 
Dutch counterparts argued that “being transparent is just [done] out of fear of 
being accountable, because people don’t want to be blamed afterwards”. 

One Chinese respondent understood transparency from a special angle: it 
is not about how open an organization is with information, but how true 
information is: 

“In [an] ideal situation, [the] government should make its behaviour 
and decision[s] open to the public, but I think the thing [that] is 
more important than transparency is the truth. The precondition of 
transparency is that the information should be real. If not, then it is 
only fake transparency, and [there is] no need to talk about being 
under supervision or anything else.” 

In general, in evaluating transparency from a practical perspective, both Chinese 
and Dutch respondents considered it either of low necessity or very difficult to 
achieve in practice. In concluding their statements, they also stressed that it is 
not only about whether an organization is transparent (are they willing to tell), 
but more about what information is made transparent (what to tell), and how 
true the information is (if they are telling the truth). 

Effectiveness and efficiency: soft fire makes sweet malt 

In the survey, we defined effectiveness as “Acting to achieve the desired results” 
and efficiency as “Acting to achieve results with minimal means”. 

As the interview results in Table 6.5 show, civil servants from both China 
and the Netherlands had similar preferences regarding these values. The 
majority of statements from respondents in both countries considered 
effectiveness as more important than efficiency (category 1), saying that “quality 
comes first” (Chinese respondent), “efficiency with no good result is not efficiency” 
(Dutch respondent), and “the people care more about results” (Dutch 
respondent). Beyond expressing their preference for effectiveness over 
efficiency, respondents also outlined some very insightful viewpoints on this 
value. One Chinese respondent related effectiveness to the goal of government 
action, insisting that the goal and the actual result should be the same: “Any 
result far from the goal is not [a] good result, so it is not effectiveness. With no 
good result, efficiency means nothing”. One Dutch respondent complemented 
this point, saying that effectiveness is “the ability to work together for a goal” 
and “the process towards the goal actually is a goal as well”. Another Dutch 
respondent, a policy advisor in municipal department, expressed a similar idea: 
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action, insisting that the goal and the actual result should be the same: “Any 
result far from the goal is not [a] good result, so it is not effectiveness. With no 
good result, efficiency means nothing”. One Dutch respondent complemented 
this point, saying that effectiveness is “the ability to work together for a goal” 
and “the process towards the goal actually is a goal as well”. Another Dutch 
respondent, a policy advisor in municipal department, expressed a similar idea: 
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“It is the most important thing first to ask what is the target [group] 
and why we are doing this… I really think a civil servant should be 
someone who can work really well in networks and get everyone 
aligned to the same goal. And only then we are going to talk about 
which means we need to work together towards that goal.” 

A thought provoking question was posed by another Dutch respondent: “It is 
about how you view ‘result’. Is it output or outcome?” 

There was also a large group of statements that demonstrate how 
respondents considered the situation in order to decide which one is more 
important, effectiveness or efficiency. For example, in the current situation of 
financial crisis in Europe, efficiency might outweigh effectiveness, or an 
emergency event like a police response might require a quick solution with a 
high input of resources. The Dutch and Chinese respondents also maintained 
that the preference for effectiveness over efficiency can differ between the 
perspectives of the public and the government, civil servants and politicians, as 
well as between one department and another. 
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Table 6.5 Respondents’ statements of ‘effectiveness’ and ‘efficiency’ 
Category (with the most characteristic quotes) Number of 

statements 
CN 
(n=22) 

NL 
(n=20) 

1 I think effectiveness is more important than efficiency. 
“Because you can be very efficient without be effective… I 
think it is more important that you get the results than the 
way you get to the results.” 

9 14 

2 It depends on to whom, governmental function, and 
situation, etc.  
“Those executive people, they find effectiveness important. 
But those who are more in policy-making process, they also 
want to give much weight on efficiency”. 

7 9 

3 I think efficiency is more important than effectiveness. 
“I think the conflict between them is quite obvious. There are 
too many steps to get a thing done. The efficiency is really 
low.” 

5 3 

4 I can’t choose because both are important. 
“I think it is hard to say which one is more important. I will 
consider them both. Efficiency is improved, the effectiveness 
will be better as well, and vice versa.” 

4 2 

5 Other values are mentioned, such as innovativeness, 
responsibility and accountability.  
 “I think these two values (effectiveness and accountability) 
are tightly related. If your work can’t achieve desired result, 
then you are going to take the responsibility, which is 
accountability about...So I think accountability includes the 
importance of effectiveness.” 

2 4 

Note: n=the total number of respondents 

Discussion and conclusion: key findings 

This study aimed to answer the question of how the perceptions and 
prioritizations of five civil servant values differ between civil servants in China 
and the Netherlands. The data reveal more differences than similarities in terms 
of the distribution of statements in each response category. Some of the strong 
differences reinforce the cliché image of civil servants in Eastern and Western 
contexts, such as obedient versus autonomous, which might refer to the 
presence of different administrative traditions (Van der Wal & Yang , 
forthcoming) and the current political environment. Nevertheless, there are 
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some similar views, particularly regarding transparency, effectiveness and 
efficiency. 

To start with, political loyalty was largely emphasized by Chinese 
respondents. This finding is in line with neo-traditionalism under the leadership 
of the CCP, which reinforces its regime through “positive incentives offered for 
compliance” and rewards for political loyalty (Walder, 1988, p. 6). Party 
members (as well as civil servants) need to show their loyalty to the CCP in 
exchange for “senior positions, privileges, and grants” (He & Warren, 2011, p. 
281). The system is also supported by the strong connection between loyalty and 
obedience, where the civil servants should fit in the strongly preferential system 
of guanxi, “a network of outstanding personal favors and obligations stemming 
from town or regional ties, school ties, and family tie[s]” (Aufrecht & Bun, 1995, 
p. 178); in other words, relationships resulting in the exchange of favours or 
connections for mutual benefit. According to the category of ‘loyalty to the job’, 
however, the loyalty of the Chinese civil servants also shows Weberian 
obligations to their profession and professional responsibilities (Petter, 2005). 

On the contrary, Dutch civil servants regarded loyalty as being more 
applicable to the organization, the public and the function of authority, rather 
than personal attachment or political parties. Such emphasis embodies the 
classical Weberian bureaucratic values: be neutral and predictable, removed 
from political preference, but execute policies in order to serve the public good 
(cf. de Graaf, 2010). Nevertheless, according to the Dutch respondents, loyalty is 
not seen as “unquestioned obedience” (p. 286) to political authorities, but rather 
in terms of remaining loyal to the same target as one’s superiors. This requires 
two-way loyalty, of the organization towards the civil servant, and vice-versa. 
The Dutch respondents also showed confidence in terms of freely discussing any 
issues with their bosses, and they felt that their opinions may have an influence 
on policy making. Additionally, Dutch civil servants felt strong loyalty towards 
society and public values, a role defined by De Graaf as “society’s neutral 
servants” (2010, p. 296).  

These result bring us to our first finding:  

Finding 1: Chinese civil servants view loyalty as political, hierarchical and 
personal loyalty; whereas Dutch civil servants emphasize loyalty to the 
organization, colleagues and their commitment to society. 

The results for people-orientedness reveal different definitions of ‘people’ and 
limits to the notion of a ‘common interest’. Chinese civil servants viewed people-
orientedness as a political term, not being a main concern of work-focused 
administrators. The priority of this value is thus lower in practice because of, 
again, the higher importance of orders from superiors due to interest community 
composed their bosses. In Chinese traditional culture, the reliance on personal 
networks in social life and in terms of power and resource distribution, “by the 
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principle of respecting the superior” and “favoring the intimate” (Hwang, 1999, p. 
167), determines the prioritization of the group to which a person directly 
associates over people-orientedness.  

Differing from the Chinese respondents’ concern with group interest as it 
involves the self, Dutch civil servants distinguished their individual clients from 
‘the people’ as a whole. They perceived people-orientedness more as 
responsiveness and serviceability to the citizens or customers for whom they are 
responsible. This fits the “outward-oriented, social[ly] responsive, and citizen and 
customer-friendly public management styles” common in the Western context 
(Van der Wal et al., p. 476). Public interest is therefore not only the common 
interest of the group/public, but also the potential conflict of interest between 
smaller groups and the wider public (cf. Bozeman, 2007).  

Both Chinese and Dutch civil servants explained why it is difficult to be 
people-oriented in practice by indicating conflict with the values of efficiency and 
equality, and a primary concern that differs depending on function. In this sense, 
people-orientedness can be seen as closely connected to the notions of 
compromise and balancing interests (cf. Beck Jørgensen & Bozeman, 2007). In 
short: the different perceptions and prioritizations of people-orientedness 
empirically support the claim that the common interest of ‘the people’ varies by 
state or political context, “which may be [the] identical interest of large portions 
of the public, or compromises of different interests, or some of both” (Redford, 
1954, p. 1104).  

We summarize our findings concerning people-orientedness as follows: 

Finding 2: As an ideal type value, Chinese and Dutch civil servants both 
perceive people-orientedness in terms of achieving the public interest. 

Finding 3: As a real life value, Chinese civil servants consider people-
orientedness less relevant in their daily work; Dutch civil servants find 
direct clients more important. 

Chinese and Dutch respondents’ statements regarding transparency show many 
similarities as they indicate a low evaluation of its necessity (though a majority of 
respondents state the value is important) and a high correlation with other 
values. Both groups differ in two ways: firstly, related to the reason for the low 
evaluation of transparency and the consequences of transparency in real life; 
and secondly, to the related values. First, Chinese civil servants attributed the 
difficulty in being transparent to the involvement of multiple interest groups 
(individuals); the government is therefore unwilling to be fully open. Dutch civil 
servants, on the other hand, worried about misuse of governmental information. 
Secondly, Chinese civil servants assess transparency can bring synergies in terms 
of corruption prevention, impartiality and accountability. According to Dutch civil 
servants, however, transparency can cause low efficiency and effectiveness and 
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some similar views, particularly regarding transparency, effectiveness and 
efficiency. 

To start with, political loyalty was largely emphasized by Chinese 
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principle of respecting the superior” and “favoring the intimate” (Hwang, 1999, p. 
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of the public, or compromises of different interests, or some of both” (Redford, 
1954, p. 1104).  

We summarize our findings concerning people-orientedness as follows: 

Finding 2: As an ideal type value, Chinese and Dutch civil servants both 
perceive people-orientedness in terms of achieving the public interest. 

Finding 3: As a real life value, Chinese civil servants consider people-
orientedness less relevant in their daily work; Dutch civil servants find 
direct clients more important. 

Chinese and Dutch respondents’ statements regarding transparency show many 
similarities as they indicate a low evaluation of its necessity (though a majority of 
respondents state the value is important) and a high correlation with other 
values. Both groups differ in two ways: firstly, related to the reason for the low 
evaluation of transparency and the consequences of transparency in real life; 
and secondly, to the related values. First, Chinese civil servants attributed the 
difficulty in being transparent to the involvement of multiple interest groups 
(individuals); the government is therefore unwilling to be fully open. Dutch civil 
servants, on the other hand, worried about misuse of governmental information. 
Secondly, Chinese civil servants assess transparency can bring synergies in terms 
of corruption prevention, impartiality and accountability. According to Dutch civil 
servants, however, transparency can cause low efficiency and effectiveness and 
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violations of secrecy, and thus transparency needs to be balanced with co-values 
or opposing values such as the will of people, accountability, productivity and 
effectiveness (cf. Beck Jørgensen & Bozeman, 2007; Van der Wal, forthcoming).  

The findings demonstrate transparency to be one of the instrumental 
values – “modes of behavior” (Rokeach, 1974, p. 222) – which nevertheless 
contains a set of contested relationships with other objects, which are 
sometimes trade-offs and sometimes synergies (Heald, 2006, p. 59), or both at 
the same time. For example, letting people know how a government makes a 
decision, which is also called demonstrating “process values” (p. 63), can achieve 
a greater understanding of government processes among the people; but 
disclosure of the whole process and all information runs the risk of being misread 
or of leading to dissatisfaction among some people. Due to these limitations, 
Heald (2006) claims that transparency “should not be elevated to an intrinsic 
value” (p. 70). 

Based on the results, we formulate the following findings: 

Finding 4: Both Chinese and Dutch civil servants evaluate transparency as 
being of high importance but low necessity, considering its problematic 
correlation with other values such as efficiency, accountability and 
incorruptibility. 

Finding 5: Perceptions and prioritizations of transparency among Chinese 
and Dutch civil servants are more similar than they are different. 

Regarding effectiveness and efficiency, the results reveal the largest similarities 
between both groups. One third of the statements from the Chinese 
respondents and almost half of the statements from the Dutch respondents view 
effectiveness as superior to efficiency. This echoes the claim, in opposition to 
NPM, that governments should pursue more than just efficiency to deliver good 
public services and public goods. The second largest category of responses 
reflect civil servants’ reluctance to choose between effectiveness and efficiency, 
based on their perception that it is “a balance” or “it depends”. This line of 
reasoning harks back to the question raised a Dutch interviewee: “is a result an 
outcome or an output?” Outcome would mean a real realization of targets, while 
output is the objective product or service. To evaluate these two different kinds 
of result, civil servants also need to think about doing the right thing, which 
refers to a conflict between “governing good” – integrity, democracy and 
legitimacy – and “governing well” –effectiveness and efficiency (De Graaf & Van 
der Wal, 2010, p. 625).  

The findings on effectiveness and efficiency are therefore described as 
follows: 
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Finding 6: Both Chinese and Dutch civil servants prioritize effectiveness 
over efficiency, regarding the pursuit of these values as more important in 
terms of the ‘ends’ of government, rather than in terms of process values 
as a ‘means’ of government. 

Finding 7: The perceptions and prioritizations of effectiveness/efficiency 
among Chinese and Dutch civil servants show more similarities than 
differences. 

Overall, to answer the research question, the perceptions and prioritizations of 
loyalty, people-orientedness, transparency, effectiveness and efficiency 
presented in this study demonstrate intriguing differences between Chinese and 
Dutch civil servants. However, the devil is in the detail. On the one hand, we find 
cultural or traditional influences on how civil servants perceive values, as well as 
institutional and functional reasons for how and why these values are (or are not) 
important in their daily lives. On the other hand, the extent of differences in 
terms of perceptions and prioritizations varies from value to value, indicating 
that the meaning of some values (e.g., loyalty) is more dependent on culture or 
context than others (e.g., efficiency and effectiveness)  

Implications and future study 

This study contributes to scholarly debates on civil servant values and 
administrative practice in at least four ways. First of all, it enriches the concept – 
in terms of denotation and connotation – of the values of loyalty, people-
orientedness, transparency, effectiveness and efficiency. 

Additionally, the findings in this study reinforce the sentiment that values 
may conflict with one another, particularly in the daily life of civil servants (cf. De 
Graaf, Lawton, & Van der Wal, 2011). Such conflicts can be caused when civil 
servants have to cope with their relationship with a superior or political leader, 
with the outside environment and with citizens (cf. Beck Jørgensen & Bozeman, 
2007). This study adds acknowledgement, and contribute to the future study, on 
what potential conflicts and ethical dilemmas that civil servants could encounter, 
particularly regarding to loyalty, people-orientedness, transparency, 
effectiveness and efficiency. For civil servants, with awareness of value and 
interest conflicts, they can prepare better in advance by prioritizing certain moral 
principles. 

This study also has practical implications for establishing codes of conduct 
and managing ethics in the public sector. As Kaptein, Huberts, Avelino & 
Lasthuizen (2005) have stated, “the first step in managing ethics is to establish a 
code of conduct” (p. 301). The findings in this study serve as a reminder of the 
importance of implementing a code of conduct, which specifies what the values 
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mean rather than simply enumerating them. For instance, loyalty should be 
addressed clearly with objects that civil servants should be loyal to, and the code 
of conduct should offer input in terms of prioritization when conflicts with other 
values occur. For instance, should a civil servant execute the order of a superior 
if he/she feels that it violates the organizational interest or goes against his/her 
personal morals? Is it loyal to pursue what is best for the organization but not for 
citizens? Is doing the best for the public a superior goal than doing the best for 
the political party? In order to provide guidelines on such questions, managers 
should have a clear view of their ethical environment, by conducting an ethical 
review among civil servants in order to find out how they perceive and prioritize 
ethical values (cf. Kaptein et al., 2005, pp. 306-307). Additionally, since 
“managers and professionals in public organizations are confronted with various 
‘wicked’ impossible situations” (van der Wal & van Hout, 2009, p. 226), civil 
servant codes of conduct should include no “univocal set of moral values” (Pesch, 
2008, as cited in van der Wal & van Hout, 2009, p. 223) but take into account 
contextual differences. Consequently, in integrating organizational culture and 
goals, attempts should be made to clarify value priorities as much as possible in 
codes of conduct.  

Finally, both Dutch and Chinese respondents in this study evaluated 
transparency, effectiveness and efficiency as means rather than aims of public 
service, and both groups also demonstrated more similarities regarding these 
values than loyalty and people-orientedness. This brings us to the issue of 
whether we can classify civil servant values as instrumental-terminal values or 
moral-teleological values (cf. Rokeach, 1973; Schwartz, 1994). Can we claim that 
instrumental or teleological values as means embrace little difference, while 
terminal or moral values are perceived variously because they convey 
distinguishable beliefs, ideas and cultures? Put differently, are “traditional or ‘old’ 
values” (Kernaghan, 2000, p. 95) more culturally distinct than “new” values 
“arising from new approaches to organizing and managing public organizations, 
including approaches based on private sector experience” (p. 91), which are 
more similar due to the worldwide spread of NPM or global revolution of 
public management (Kettl 2005)? Answering this question may produce 
criteria for classifying public values more effectively (cf. Rutgers, 2008).  

As a concluding comment, our results show that administrative tradition 
may still have explanatory power for different value preferences (Yang & van der 
Wal, 2014). Confucian thought overwhelmingly dominates the Chinese 
administrative tradition, while the doctrine of governance “according to fixed 
and predictable rules” (Hood, 2006, p. 5) is practiced in the Western rule-
governed tradition.52 

                                                           
52 Hood (2006, p. 5) also correctly mentions the doctrine of Chinese Legalism as one the 
“the oldest ideas” of the rule of law. Nevertheless, Chinese Legalism was abandoned after 
the Qin Dynasty (221-206 BC), and Confucianism became the orthodox doctrine and official 
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morality’ is a more accurate notion with which to characterize the Confucian 
administrative tradition. The rule of law in the Rechtsstaat tradition emphasizes 
legal, transparent and predictable administrative actions. Ideally, the rule of law 
eradicates all personal factors, while the rule of morality presupposes 
governance by virtuous persons, leading to a different prioritization of values, as 
shown below.  

This then goes to answer the second sub-question: What does a good civil 
servant look like – or rather, what are the prominent values of a good civil 
servant – in a Confucian context and in Western public administration? Based on 
my analysis of admonitions, Confucian classics and relevant literature, I distilled 
the prominent values for traditional Confucian good officials, such as 
trustworthiness, endurance, incorruptibility, diligence, obedience, loyalty and 
people-orientedness. Some of the most prominent civil servant values in the 
Western literature, as mapped out by Van der Wal (2008), overlap with 
Confucian values, such as impartiality, obedience and loyalty; however, other 
Western values like transparency, efficiency, accountability and lawfulness are 
rarely mentioned in Confucianism.  

A value set 

To answer the third sub-question – Which values should be selected to present to 
civil servants in China and the Netherlands in a value survey?  – I conducted a 
pilot survey and a review of different codes of conduct. The pilot survey 
produced value ratings and value rankings by civil servants in Shanghai (China) 
and Amsterdam (the Netherlands). I constructed the final value set by combining 
the results of the value ratings and rankings with the most frequently mentioned 
values in the codes of conduct (see Chapter 4). 

Quantitative results 

The quantitative results answer the fourth sub-question: How are values, both 
ideal and real-life, ranked by civil servants in China and the Netherlands? With 
regard to the ideal value rankings, I expected that:  

P1. Ideal value rankings of both groups show more differences than 
similarities. 
P2. Differences between the ideal value rankings of both groups reflect the 
administrative traditions of the rule of morality and rule of law. 
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What did I do and why? 

This project aimed to answer the following central research question: Do the 
values that civil servants in China and the Netherlands regard important for being 
a good civil servant reflect the administrative traditions in both countries? To 
answer this question, I answered five sub-questions, which have been addressed 
in the preceding five chapters. 

First, I conducted theoretical research on two administrative traditions – 
the rule of morality and the rule of law – as they denote good government in the 
contexts of Confucianism in the East and the Rechtsstaat in the West respectively. 
To gain insight into the rule of morality, I investigated the historical literature of 
‘admonitions’ that prescribe officials’ experiences in moral cultivation and 
administrative practice. To capture the Western tradition, I looked into the ideas 
on law and morality in classical Western philosophy, and the law-bound state 
that characterizes Western administrative thought and praxis. Based on a value 
set derived from the literature review in both contexts, a pilot survey and 
analysis of civil servant codes of conduct, I conducted a quantitative survey 
involving 525 Chinese and 235 Dutch civil servants. The survey aimed to quantify 
the values that make a good civil servant, and reveal how respondents explain 
the differences between ideal and real-life civil servant values. Finally, I 
interviewed 42 respondents to qualitatively investigate how they perceive and 
prioritize five specific values – loyalty, people-orientedness, transparency, 
effectiveness and efficiency – in their professional lives.  

In the remainder of this chapter, I present my key findings in order to 
answer the research questions, after which I discuss how my findings enrich 
current public administration debates and how they contribute to a targeted 
agenda for future research. 

What did I find? 

Prominent values in books 

Through a theoretical study of the two traditions, a literature review of existing 
studies on values and a historical document investigation, I answered the first 
and second sub-questions.  

In order to answer the first sub-question – How do the traditions of the rule 
of morality and the rule of law differ in characterizing good administration? – I 
compared the concept of law in two ideal examples of good administration. The 
Confucian ideal of government relies on moral officials who practice self-
cultivation. Therefore, rather than the ‘rule of man’, which is usually used in the 
Western literature to describe the Eastern tradition, I argue that the ‘rule of 
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Interestingly, the opposite turned out to be the case. The ideal value rankings in 
the two contexts showed slightly more similarities than the real-life rankings, and 
furthermore they did not unambiguously reflect the respondents’ respective 
traditional administrative ethos. The majority of the top ideal values (10 of 15) 
were shared between the two groups. Therefore, the two propositions above 
had to be rejected. 

Correspondingly, since the real-life value rankings displayed stronger 
contrasts than the ideal value rankings, the findings also rejected the third 
proposition that:  

P3. Real-life value rankings will be more similar between both groups than 
ideal value rankings. 

Compared to the ideal values, we can see more characteristics of the respective 
administrative traditions in the real-life value rankings. The values reflecting the 
Confucian rule of morality ethos, such as incorruptibility, obedience and 
impartiality, were ranked much higher by Chinese respondents than their Dutch 
counterparts. In the same vein, Dutch civil servants showed a stronger 
preference for rule of law and classical Weberian values such as lawfulness, 
expertise, loyalty and accountability. 

Quantitative results show incongruence between ideal and real-life civil 
servant value rankings in both China and the Netherlands. Respondents 
attributed the incongruence to different reasons (see the next section). The 
qualitative interview further investigated how respondents in two countries 
perceive and prioritize specific values that I selected based on quantitative 
results.  In general, the qualitative findings demonstrate the administrative 
traditions of Confucianism and the Rechtsstaat more clearly than the 
quantitative results.  

Civil servants ‘speaking out’ 

Before going into the interview results, let us see how Chinese and Dutch 
respondents answered three open questions in the questionnaire after they had 
ranked the values.  

When answering the first question – What makes ideal and real-life values 
different? – about 36 percent of Chinese respondents attributed the contrast 
between ideal and real-life values to institutional flaws and societal conditions, 
such as the imperfection of laws and regulations, the political ecology of the rule 
of man, and constraints caused by function or position. According to 26 percent 
of the Dutch respondents, practical and contextual factors such as limited time 
and resources are the most dominant factors accounting for the contrast 
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between ideal and actual value preferences. These findings reject my fourth 
proposition that:  

P4. Both groups of respondents will report similar explanations for 
incongruence between ideal and real-life value rankings. 

The second question concerned value changes in the recent past, asking: Have 
the most important values for being a good civil servant changed over the past 
two decades? If yes, which values have changed? Almost a quarter of the Chinese 
respondents answered ‘no’ to this question, since the core value for civil servants 
has always been ‘to serve the people’. By contrast, only four percent of Dutch 
respondents thought that no change had taken place. Chinese respondents 
acknowledged the higher importance of NPM-inspired and Rechtsstaat values 
such as serviceability, innovativeness and lawfulness in the present day. Similarly, 
Dutch respondents frequently mentioned that efficiency, effectiveness, and 
transparency had become more important than twenty years ago, as part of 
organizational and cultural renewal caused by NPM-like reforms, creating a 
businesslike and customer-oriented civil service ethos. Respondents’ answers 
particularly for the Dutch case partly support our fifth proposition that: 

P5. Explanations of both groups for incongruence between ideal and real-
life value rankings will point towards an increased emphasis on 
managerialism and an NPM-inspired public service ethos in the past two 
decades. 

The third question was: Do you think that being a good civil servant in Western 
and Eastern administrative cultures requires different values? If yes, please briefly 
describe the biggest difference. About 23 percent of Chinese respondents 
answered ‘no’ to this question, compared to only five percent of their Dutch 
counterparts. Of those emphasizing differences, 29 percent of Chinese 
respondents suggested that Chinese civil servants usually serve their superiors or 
a specific group, while Western civil servants are more responsible to society or 
the general public. Almost half of Dutch respondents considered Chinese civil 
servants to be less autonomous and more obedient and loyal to their superiors 
and organization, while they saw themselves as more individualistic and freer to 
express their own opinions. These mutual perceptions of values were more 
reflective of stereotypical imagery than the actual ranked differences between 
both groups, which are congruent with the next proposition, that: 

P6. Mutually perceived differences between value rankings will exceed 
differences between ideal and real-life value rankings of both groups. 
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Finding by asking: interview results 

To answer the fifth sub-question – How do civil servants in China and the 
Netherlands perceive and prioritize specific values? I conducted qualitative 
interviews among 22 Chinese and 20 Dutch civil servants. The results show how 
they perceive and prioritize the following five values: loyalty, people-
orientedness, transparency, effectiveness and efficiency. Respondents in the two 
countries ranked these values either very differently or rather similarly. As 
notions about these five values allow for various interpretations, this has led to 
wide debate (e.g., De Graaf, 2011; Hwang, 1999; Redford, 1954; Hood, 2006; 
Meijer, 2012; Rutgers & van der Meer, 2010); thus they merited more in-depth 
investigation. 

Chinese respondents’ statements show that they interpret loyalty as being 
towards the country and the political party (CCP), while only two statements by 
Dutch respondents mentioned loyalty to the country. The largest group of 
statements from the Dutch respondents shows that they interpret loyalty as 
commitment to the organization and to colleagues, but only two statements 
from their Chinese counterparts fell into this category, and one respondent 
meant political party by the notion ‘organization’.  

The value of people-orientedness, according to the dominant views of the 
Chinese respondents, was not a prime concern, because they usually focus on 
practical tasks rather than abstract values. They viewed people-orientedness as 
more important for civil servants in the higher echelons of government. The 
views of Dutch respondents depended on their definition of ‘people’, which 
varied from function to function. In general, they prioritized their own clients in 
their daily work rather than the public in a broad sense. Both groups of 
respondents found it difficult to be people-oriented in their daily work, but listed 
different reasons for this. Chinese respondents emphasized institutional factors 
such as the involvement of private interests, the one-party state and the lack of 
real voting system, while Dutch respondents attributed this difficulty to practical 
reasons such as time or budget constraints, restrictive regulations and the use of 
technology replacing their interaction with citizens. In both contexts, these 
explanations were essentially the same as those given to explain the 
incongruence between ideal and real-life values in answer to the first semi-open 
question in the questionnaire (see above). 

Chinese and Dutch respondents had similar views on transparency: that it 
has a high importance but is of low necessity. Both characterized the current 
‘overemphasis’ on transparency as problematic, since it causes low efficiency, 
violates secrecy and can mislead the public. However, the two groups also 
differed, as Dutch respondents worried about the misuse of government 
information by the media or the public, while Chinese respondents criticized the 
lack of reliable relevant information being accessible to the public in China. 
However, both Chinese and Dutch respondents evaluated transparency in 
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relation to other values, either in the form of trade-offs or synergies (Heald, 
2006). 

Regarding effectiveness and efficiency, the statements show the most 
similarities between the two groups: effectiveness has priority over efficiency. A 
substantive number of statements, however, also displayed a reluctance to 
choose between effectiveness and efficiency because respondents considered it 
an issue of balance, elucidating the potential conflict between the aim and the 
means of public service. 

 
The most important values that make a good civil servant in China and the 
Netherlands show considerable similarities; respondents aspired to an ideal civil 
servant ethos of both legality and virtuousness. Furthermore, the desirable 
values according to civil servants themselves in each country are not as 
traditional as their counterparts perceived. However, the influence of tradition 
on the real-life civil service remains; as shown by, for instance, the high 
importance of obedience and personal attachment in China versus Weberian 
loyalty and professionalism in the Netherlands. Respondents nevertheless held 
more similar opinions regarding values arising from modern, i.e. less traditional, 
approaches to public service. To conclude, the ideal civil servant value 
preferences do not clearly reflect the respective administrative traditions in 
China and the Netherlands, though tradition has a limited explanatory power in 
explaining the differences in real-life value rankings, and value perceptions and 
prioritizations in practice. 

Implications for key debates in public administration 

This research has contributes to important and emerging debates in public 
administration, particularly those regarding (public) values, administrative 
traditions, governance and administration in Asia, and those engaged in East-
West comparisons.  

To begin, this research provides empirical evidence about how civil servant 
values differ between the two administrative traditions of the rule of morality 
and the rule of law. Confucianism has aroused the interest of many scholars (e.g. 
Yum, 1988; Yao, 1999; Frederickson, 2002; Fukuyama, 1995, 2011; Bell, 2010), 
but there are no comparative empirical data regarding civil servant values in 
both the Confucian and Rechtsstaat traditions, either in Chinese or in English. 
From this research, we learn that Chinese ideal civil servant values are not 
completely in accordance with the Confucian “merit-based” ideal (Aufrecht & 
Bun, 1995, p. 181); indeed, some law-based and Weberian values are also 
considered important. Confucian tradition of guanxi , i.e. personal relationships, 
affect Chinese civil servants’ daily work, which is reflected in their strong 
interdependence with their superiors and colleagues. Chinese civil servants 
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aspire to the ethos of the rule of law, whereas it currently cannot actualize due 
to the reinforcement rather than limiting power of the CCP in the process of 
advancing the rule of law (Gallagher, 2006; Shen, 2000). Currently, they operate 
within a “rule by law” context. 

In the Dutch context, traditional Weberian values and a law-abiding ethos 
are still appreciated in the civil service, as well as newer NPM-inspired values. 
However, the low rankings in this study given to the values of impartiality, 
incorruptibility, justice and honesty in daily work are at odds with other recent 
studies in Western Europe (Van der Wal, 2013b; Van der Wal et al., 2008). This 
might imply that there is a perception among Dutch civil servants that there is a 
limited problem of corruption in the Netherlands and a high level of satisfaction 
with the legal state. However, it is worth pointing out that it could be ‘dangerous’ 
for the government if civil servants take such things for granted, since “insiders 
tend to experience their own assumptions as obvious truths” (Forsythe, 1999, p. 
130) and thus overlook possible problems.  

Secondly, this research empirically confirms what other scholars have also 
highlighted, namely that attempts to call for a universal adaptation of common 
values regardless of the specific context will be problematic. In the discourse on 
public values, universalism offers limited promise, both in theory and in practice. 
Public values have been studied extensively, but achieving consensus on the 
definitions has proved nearly impossible; furthermore, doing so is arguably 
unnecessary (cf. Van der Wal, Nabatchi & De Graaf, 2015; Rutgers, 2015). Even 
though scholars have attempted to define and classify public values (e.g. Van 
Wart, 1998; Beck Jørgensen & Bozeman, 2007; Meynhardt, 2009; Rutgers, 2015), 
the meanings of values vary by case. Schwartz and Bardi (2001, p. 279), for 
instance, found consensus on some value priorities across nations, but their 
respondents evaluated abstract values out of context, which could decrease 
reliability and validity. Our findings corroborate the observation that cultural 
divergence and the complexity of administrative practice result in value variety 
among nations, both in terms of importance and meaning (cf. Goldfinch & Wallis, 
2010). Despite the emergence of some shared values in the value rankings, the 
different perceptions and prioritizations of values between Chinese and Dutch 
civil servants add further doubt as to whether convergence of administrative 
ideas (cf. Pollitt, 2000, 2001; Pollitt, Van Thiel & Homburg, 2007; Goldfinch & 
Wallis, 2010) is fully possible between regions with such different traditions or 
contexts. Instead of calling for universal values, Chinese and Dutch respondents 
rather expressed mutual appreciation of the other’s administrative tradition. 

In addition, this research has elaborated on the meanings of specific values, 
while showing how some values inevitably compete in practice. In the Chinese 
civil service, on the one hand political loyalty to the CPC and hierarchical loyalty 
to superiors are strong due to the one-party system; on the other hand, such 
loyalty reflects traditional “quintessential Confucianism in action” in terms of 
“ordering relationship[s] by status and observing this order” (Hofstede & Bond, 
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1988, p. 18). The majority of Dutch respondents perceived loyalty as 
commitment to their organization and colleagues. Differing from De Graaf’s 
(2011) findings among top Dutch administrators, most of my Dutch respondents 
did not see their minister or administrative superior as important objects of 
loyalty. Among those who mentioned loyalty to superiors, the Chinese 
respondents tended to explain it in terms of obedience to leaders as persons, 
while Dutch respondents explained that they show their leaders loyalty in terms 
of the function and authority given them by law.  

People-orientedness was not particularly valued in Chinese civil servants’ 
daily work, in contrast to the CPC’s slogan “serve the people” (Wang, 2002, p.4; 
also see Fan, 2008). They tend to focus on the tasks required by their bosses 
rather than on what matters to the people in general. Dutch civil servants also 
showed less concern for the wider ‘public’ and more focus on direct clients. The 
prioritization of people-orientedness reminds us that public interest, the main 
goal of government, is actually difficult to practice in civil servants’ daily work, 
both in China and the Netherlands. We might attribute this to vagueness in 
terms of defining who constitutes the public (Redford, 1954), and even to the 
shrinking of publicness in the businesslike transformation of government (Haque, 
2001).  

The connotations of transparency, effectiveness and efficiency are less 
culturally-bound than loyalty and people-orientedness. Neither Chinese nor 
Dutch civil servants viewed full transparency as necessary, as both concerned the 
harm it may bring to the service of government, considering proper use of 
information more important than mere access to it. This echoes some public 
arguments that transparency is an overrated solution to governmental ills, since 
citizens evaluate government in terms of its active responsiveness (Beck 
Jørgensen & Bozeman, 2007, p. 364) and real actions, rather than through 
passive openness of figures (cf. Mayersohn, 2014; Etzioni, 2014). Similar to the 
prioritization of transparency, both Chinese and Dutch respondents considered 
achieving proper results (effectiveness) as more important than the means used 
to achieve the desired results (efficiency).  

These contrasts hark back to the distinction between instrumental and 
terminal values or moral and teleological values (cf. Rokeach, 1973; Schwartz, 
1994), particularly when public values conflict with each other. Both groups of 
respondents valued the ends of government – achieving public service – as more 
important than the means used to achieve the goal – through transparency and 
efficiency. This illuminates compatibility between the rule of morality and the 
rule of law, as both emphasize “governing good”, albeit with different ideals of 
what constitutes ‘good’, rather than “governing well” (De Graaf & Van der Wal, 
2010, p. 625). 

Finally, this study contributes to research on Asian values and Asian public 
administration amidst globalization and the alleged convergence of public 
management practices and values. From a Western perspective, Asian public 
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values are mostly seen in a negative light, with the concept of “political 
connotations” used to explain economic achievement in East Asia, and 
“distinctive culture” used to justify authoritarian government and the rejection 
of “Western-style democracy” (Cheung, 2000, p. 4; also see Sen, 1997; 
Stolenberg, 2000; De Berry, 1998; Thompson, 2001). It is still debated whether 
the modern Asian political and economic system erected in the context of 
Confucianism is superior or inferior to the Western model, or whether Confucian 
values support authoritarianism and thus are undesirable in a modern world that 
requires democracy and the rule of law (cf. Bell & Hahm, 2003). First of all, my 
research shows that there are Asian values, a “unique constellation of beliefs, 
habits or values” (Stolenberg, 2000, p. 717), which are distinct from Western 
values. Secondly, however, it argues that the Confucian government ideal of the 
rule of morality as complementary rather than opposite to the rule of law in the 
Western tradition. As Bell and Hahm (2003) point out, “Confucian values may 
have universal appeal and they may be feasible and desirable even in societies 
without a Confucian heritage” (p. 27). 

Implications for administrative practice  

This research has practical implications for the establishment of codes of conduct 
and ethical management in the civil service. Our results show incongruence 
between value rankings given by civil servants and codes of conduct, which 
indicates a potential reduction of the efficacy of such codes. Based on this 
observation, policy makers or developers of conduct codes in government could 
either modify the codes to make them more applicable or adjust civil servants’ 
behaviours to be more in line with sector values. Furthermore, to aid civil 
servants in making decisions in complex situations, the meanings and 
prioritization of values should be made as explicit as possible, particularly when 
values conflict with each other. Loyalty, for instance, should be clearly defined, 
and potential conflicts elucidated. What happens when unquestioned loyalty to 
one’s superior violates organizational interests? Since civil servants “are 
confronted with various ‘wicked’ impossible situations” (Van der Wal & Van Hout, 
2009, p. 226), is loyalty to their own personal morals when making decisions 
ultimately more important? Likewise, is there justification for the denial of 
transparency when information is in organization’s interest or in the public 
interest? These pressing questions lead to the second implication of the research. 

This research provides possible guidelines for how to practice values that are 
important for being a good civil servant, namely regulation and self-cultivation, 
which combine the essence of the rule of morality and the rule of law. Since laws 
have to be executed by human beings, a balance between laws/regulations and 
the “invisible authorities” such as moral standards “must be sought” (Arrow, 
1974, as cited in Caron & Giauque, 2006, p. 544). A civil servant is not merely an 
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employee in the government or public sector who practices democratic and 
professional values; s/he has a responsibility to achieve ethical values (e.g. 
integrity, fairness, honesty) and people values (e.g. caring, compassion, 
benevolence) (Kernaghan, 2003, p. 712). The latter refer to the personal qualities 
and individual values of administrators, which are the most fundamental because 
the practice of other values is determined by the quality of administrators (Van 
Wart, 1998). In other words, the practice of self-cultivation deserves more 
attention as the basis for being a good civil servant.  

The findings are relevant to practitioners from different countries with 
various administrative cultures, making it easier for them to understand each 
other. As we can see from respondents’ mutual perceptions on civil servants 
values in this project, they imagined their counterparts more traditional than the 
value preferences actually showed. The perceptions of our respondents, 
particularly Dutch respondents, display deep-lying clichés and prejudice. Given 
the context of globalization and continuing exchange of management ideas 
between the East and the West (Mahbubani, 2013), bias will harm increasing 
collaboration. The findings in this research may improve mutual understanding 
of different governmental values and behaviours.  

Methodological implications and limitations 

The answers to this project’s research questions lie in the perceptions of the 
respondents. As with other forms of self-reported data, the process of 
interviewing or surveying civil servants about their own values and behaviors will 
inevitably suffer from a degree of social desirability bias (King & Bruner, 2000; 
Van der Wal, 2013a). When respondents rank a value highly in terms of 
importance, this may in fact mean that it is seen as more favorable or necessary 
in their society/context. For instance, incorruptibility w 
as ranked very highly by Chinese civil servants, because they acknowledge the 
serious problem of corruption within Chinese society. Likewise Dutch interview 
respondents ranked incorruptibility as being of low importance in their practical 
work, indicating that they perceive there to be little corruption within the Dutch 
government and thus less need to care about it. Despite such ‘bias’, socially 
desired values are not necessarily “undesirable” (Hofstede, 2001, p. 6), and a 
study does not have to eliminate but rather identify them. The survey produced 
ideal and real-life value rankings, a “forced-choice procedure” to sort out the 
“internal values” (Ravlin & Meglino, 1989, p. 495) that civil servants in general 
should practice, as well as the values they need to practice. By doing so, it 
distinguished between “desirable values” and “desired values” (Hofstede, 2001, 
p. 6).  
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To examine values, one has to apply an instrument that is appropriate to 
the specific context. The validity of the value measurements in this research lies 
largely in the research tool that I built for this specific purpose: the civil servant 
value set (see Chapter 4). This tool consists of the “espoused beliefs and values” 
(Schein, 2010, p. 25) that are embodied in organizational moral regulations 
(ethical codes) and which members (civil servants) believe important. The 
approach taken to select the values overcame the disadvantage of selecting 
values based only on management preferences and/or regulations, as well as the 
potential lack of “genuine values” obtained from respondents (Van Rekom, Van 
Riel & Wierenga, 2006, p. 177). As this value set contains characteristic values in 
the traditional Confucian and contemporary Chinese contexts, as well as 
prominent values in Western public administration, it can be used as a research 
instrument in cross-cultural public value research, particularly in East Asian and 
Western settings. 

Scholars have argued that it is inappropriate to use the nation as a unit for 
cultural comparison (Baskerville, 2003; Hofstede, 2003). In my project, however, 
the nation or state is an appropriate unit with which to examine values because 
my focus is on administrative/governmental culture rather than on culture in 
general. Governmental action involves human activity and perception, which 
requires “an interpretation” (Yanow & Schwartz-Shea, 2013, p. xxv). Put 
differently, the study of public values should more often apply a qualitative 
approach. Values per se have been augured as difficult to measure because they 
are subjective, “individual and inconsistent” (Ravlin & Meglino, 1989, p. 496), 
and what is espoused and what is “in-use” (Van der Wal, 2008, p. 31; Schein, 
2010) are not always the same. Bringing cultural traits into public values causes 
even more uncertainty, as it implies that the meaning of a value may differ 
between countries and be more easily ignored in different languages (c.f. Rutgers, 
2015). The comparison could be inadequate “[b]y simply looking at mean levels 
of survey responses” (Jilke, Meuleman & Van de Walle, 2015, p. 35). Qualitative 
investigation is thus required to ascertain how people perceive and prioritize 
competing values. Nevertheless, and as said in the preceding chapters, values do 
convey a stable culture and display persistence when they are shared within a 
group. This concept implies a value hierarchy and preferences. Quantitative 
measurement is therefore legitimate in order to rank values by importance. The 
qualitative observations and quantitative results together answer my research 
questions more adequately than one method alone could do, which upholds the 
use of triangulation (Jick, 1979) and a mixed methods approach rather than 
making a rigorous either/or methodological choice (Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2010; 
Johnson & Onwuegbuzie, 2004). 

This research results presented an average of civil servant value preference 
within each country. They do not deny the diversity of individuals; the value 
rankings between individuals in two countries might similar as well. This leads to 
some measurement biases that comparative studies usually encounter (Jilke et 
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al., 2015).  In my survey, I particularly paid attention to reducing “item bias” that 
is caused by translation, different connotative meaning or social desirable 
answers (ibid., p. 38). The collaboration between native Chinese, English and 
Dutch speakers makes sure the translation of civil servant values consistent as 
much as possible among three languages. The potential different interpretations 
of value allow comparison of data obtained by qualitative interview. My findings 
expanded the connotations of specific civil servant values, which can be used to 
improve measurement equivalence in future comparative research. The design 
of survey items usually relies on theoretical or “latent concepts”, whereas these 
concepts “cannot be easily generalized to other cultural settings” (ibid., p. 37). 
The elaborated and explicit meanings of values in my research will help to 
minimize “construct bias” (ibid.) at the inception stage of survey. 

Cross-cultural value research requires the consideration of variety between 
nations, and even within one cultural region, which indicates another limitation 
of my project. This project involved only China and the Netherlands, and I should 
thus be careful when generalizing the results across various regions with 
Confucian or rule of law administrative traditions. While Confucian values 
constitute the traditional foundation of the regimes in several East Asian states, 
such as Singapore, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Japan, South Korea, as well as China (De 
Bary, 1998), these states have nevertheless adopted different political models. 
The Western administrative tradition connotes an even vaster scope – the Anglo-
American, Napoleonic, Germanic and Scandinavian traditions (Painter and Peters, 
2010, p. 20) – while the Rechtsstaat (rule of law) is more relevant for Continental 
European countries such as Germany, the Netherlands, France and some parts of 
Scandinavia. There are various historical and administrative differences between 
these sets of countries which merit additional scholarly attention.  

What’s next? 

We should pay more attention to the study of contemporary government by 
looking at administrative traditions (Raadschelders, 1998). It has been found that 
the values of people in specific cultures affect their views on norms of 
government; put simply, there is “causality between culture and governance” 
(Licht, Goldschmidt & Schwartz, 2007, p. 661). Indeed, the study of Licht, 
Goldschmidt and Schwartz (2007) shows that the rule of law, non-corruption and 
democratic accountability score higher in English speaking and Western 
European regions, where there is a tradition for such values, than in African, 
Eastern European, Far Eastern and Latin American regions, where there are 
different value traditions (p. 679). In my study, I also found traditional traits 
within the present-day civil service, with obedience and hierarchical loyalty being 
more important in China, while Dutch civil servants considered expertise and 
transparency more important. We need more insight into the topic in general, 
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covering for instance: 1) other administrative traditions beyond Confucianism 
and the Rechtsstaat; 2) civil servant values in more countries than China and the 
Netherlands; 3) value divergence or convergence in the context of globalization; 
4) value changes over time; and 5) interaction between traditions. 

The values underlying civil servants’ daily actions deserve more attention. I 
have studied the values that are considered important in their real work, but one 
may wonder whether what they say or think is consistent with what they do. 
People usually make choices based on an estimation of “the consequences to 
which the action will lead” and the “evaluation of these consequences” (Van 
Rekom et al., 2006, p. 178). This process thus conveys the preference for and 
hierarchy of values. Further study could focus on values as they guide explicit 
behavior, either at the organizational or individual level, by examining how a 
policy is made or how a government responds to citizens’ demands. In so doing, 
researchers could observe more delicate value contrasts and the tacit influence 
of tradition on civil servants’ behavior. 

 The literature on public administration research (1999-2009) in East and 
Southeast Asia represents only 0.005% of social science research outcomes 
(Walker, Brewer and Choi, 2013); the number is even smaller when it comes to 
East Asia alone. This area deserves much more attention, especially considering 
that 28.15% of the world population lives in and 15.1% of the world GDP comes 
from East Asia 53 , and China being the world’s number one economy in 
purchasing power parity (PPP) in 201454. A large number of countries out of this 
region have been compared, while more than 60% of the individual countries 
have been studied only once or twice (ibid., p. 6); indeed, the Netherlands is one 
of the least frequently mentioned countries. This makes my project, which 
compares China and the Netherlands, unique, while simultaneously indicating 
the need for more comparative research between Asian and Continental 
European countries in order to enhance our understanding of how both 
traditions differ. The emerging research into public administration in Asia focuses 
on large issues of “systems and regimes” rather than “organizational and 
individual behavior” (ibid., p. 9), which leaves much space for future researchers 
to delve into, with the potential for revealing new empirical evidence of cultural 
differences regarding good government.  

Final remarks 

                                                           
53 According to the World Bank data in 2013, including the East Asian and Pacific region. 
See http://databank.worldbank.org/data/download/GDP.pdf, accessed 15 January 2015. 
54 According to IMF World Economic Outlook, October 2014. See 
http://knoema.com/IMFWEO2014Oct/imf-world-economic-outlook-october-2014, 
accessed 2 February 2015. 
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I found traits of the rule of morality and the rule of law traditions in civil servant 
values in both China and the Netherlands. The civil service ethos in both 
countries is nowadays not as distinguishable as traditional ideals of government 
would indicate. In this sense, tradition is open to change. While maintaining its 
spiritual continuity, tradition does not remain precisely the same as it is passed 
down, but is modified and “selectively adopted” (Gross, 1992, p. 14).  

The Tai-chi diagram might represent well the relationship between the 
Confucian tradition in East Asia and the rule of law tradition in Europe. At first 
glance it appears to represent opposites in black and white terms, with yin 
(moon, female, negative, emotional) on the one side and yang (sun, male, 
positive, rational) on the other. Yet there is a white area in the black half and a 
black area in the white half, the boundary is not a straight line but a curve, 
implying a movement and flow, and the shape of the diagram is round so that it 
looks stable yet contains change. The whole diagram conveys balance and 
harmony between two opposite components. It might therefore be an 
appropriate representation of the situation of Eastern and Western traditions: 
both sides maintain their own culture while making changes and acknowledging 
complementarity rather than unification.  
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region have been compared, while more than 60% of the individual countries 
have been studied only once or twice (ibid., p. 6); indeed, the Netherlands is one 
of the least frequently mentioned countries. This makes my project, which 
compares China and the Netherlands, unique, while simultaneously indicating 
the need for more comparative research between Asian and Continental 
European countries in order to enhance our understanding of how both 
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on large issues of “systems and regimes” rather than “organizational and 
individual behavior” (ibid., p. 9), which leaves much space for future researchers 
to delve into, with the potential for revealing new empirical evidence of cultural 
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53 According to the World Bank data in 2013, including the East Asian and Pacific region. 
See http://databank.worldbank.org/data/download/GDP.pdf, accessed 15 January 2015. 
54 According to IMF World Economic Outlook, October 2014. See 
http://knoema.com/IMFWEO2014Oct/imf-world-economic-outlook-october-2014, 
accessed 2 February 2015. 
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Appendix 1 Questionnaire 

Questionnaire  

“Moral Values for Civil Servants” 

October 2011 

The aim of this questionnaire is to gain insight into the most important 
moral values associated with being “a good civil servant” in China and The 
Netherlands.   

 
The questionnaire is part of a comparative research project of the University 

of Amsterdam and VU University.  
 
The questionnaire consists of three parts and will take you about 10 

minutes to complete. 
 
The first part of the questionnaire consists of three value ranking exercises.  
The second part of the questionnaire consists of twelve propositions about 

your job, your profession, and your values.  
The third part consists of ten questions about personal background and 

career development. 
 
We guarantee you complete anonymity; results will be analyzed and 

reported such that they can never be related specifically to your name or 
organization. 

 
Your cooperation will greatly benefit our research project. We thank you in 

advance.  
 
For questions concerning the questionnaire or the research program, please 

contact: 
 
Lijing Yang MSc., PhD candidate in Political Science, University of 

Amsterdam 
Tel: +31 (0)20 5255692, Email: l.yang@uva.nl 
dr. Zeger van der Wal, Assistant Professor of Public Administration, VU 

University 
Tel: +31 (0)20 5989145, Email: z.vander.wal@vu.nl 
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Part 1: Important values for being “a good civil servant” 

 

There are three questions on the next page about the 25 values in the 
Table.  

R1. According to your personal consideration, which 5 moral values should 
be most important for a civil servant?  

Please rank them in order of importance from 1 (point) to 5 (points) (5 
=most important, 4= second most important…, 1=fifth most important) in the 
column “R1”.  

Please rank only 5 values; the other 20 cells remain empty. 

R2. According to your personal consideration, which 3 values should be 
least important for a civil servant?  

There is no need to rank them. Please just tick (√) the 3 least important 
values in column R2; the other 22 cells remain empty. 

R3. According to your personal consideration, which 5 moral values are 
actually most important in your daily work as a civil servant?  

Please rank them in order of importance from 1 (point) to 5 (points) (5 
=most important, 4= second most important… 1=fifth most important) in the 
column “R3”.  

Please rank only 5 values; the other 20 cells remain empty. 

 

The values are arranged in alphabetical order and the number before each 
value does not imply an order of importance. 
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Part 1: Important values for being “a good civil servant” 

 

There are three questions on the next page about the 25 values in the 
Table.  

R1. According to your personal consideration, which 5 moral values should 
be most important for a civil servant?  

Please rank them in order of importance from 1 (point) to 5 (points) (5 
=most important, 4= second most important…, 1=fifth most important) in the 
column “R1”.  

Please rank only 5 values; the other 20 cells remain empty. 

R2. According to your personal consideration, which 3 values should be 
least important for a civil servant?  

There is no need to rank them. Please just tick (√) the 3 least important 
values in column R2; the other 22 cells remain empty. 

R3. According to your personal consideration, which 5 moral values are 
actually most important in your daily work as a civil servant?  

Please rank them in order of importance from 1 (point) to 5 (points) (5 
=most important, 4= second most important… 1=fifth most important) in the 
column “R3”.  

Please rank only 5 values; the other 20 cells remain empty. 

 

The values are arranged in alphabetical order and the number before each 
value does not imply an order of importance. 
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1. Please briefly explain the biggest contrast between the ideal and actual 
situation: what makes the ‘should be’ and ‘actual’ most important values 
different? 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
2. Do you think the most important values for being a good civil servant have 
changed over the past two decades? If yes, which values have changed? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

3. Do you think being a ‘good’ civil servant in Western and Eastern administrative 
cultures requires different values? If yes, please briefly describe the biggest 
difference.  
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Part 2. Propositions 
 
 
Please tick (√) or circle (○) the number that reflects the extent to which you 

as a civil servant disagree or agree with each of the following propositions 
 
Answer categories: 
 
1=Strongly disagree  
2=Mostly disagree  
3=Neutral 
4=Mostly agree  
5=Strongly agree  

                                                                                                            Disagree ----- Agree 

1 My professional ethos as a civil servant is nurtured by my 
personal development rather than by laws and regulations 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 

2 As a civil servant, personal values are more important to me 
than rules and regulations  1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 

3 My private time behavior is irrelevant in judging whether I am a 
good civil servant  1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 

4 As a civil servant I am as neutral as possible irrespective of my 
personal opinions and political preferences 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 

5 Politicians exercise influence and control over my work in reality 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 

6 Loyalty to my superior or organization is more important than 
impartiality towards persons, groups or organizations 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 

7 I show more obedience towards the person than towards the 
position of my superiors  1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 

8 Building and maintaining good personal relationships (with 
superiors, colleagues, etc.) is crucial for my career 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 

9 I consider it necessary to make all administrative decisions and 
actions visible to the public 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 

10 I strictly adhere to rules and procedures as they provide 
equality, even if they prevent me from being flexible 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 

11  I value involvement of employees and responsiveness to clients 
more than efficiency 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 

12 I do a better job when I follow the requirements of bureaucratic 
hierarchy than when I act with maximal autonomy  1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 
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2) No, but I did an MPA or Public 
Administration program before. 

3) No, I never did an MPA or Public 
Administration program, but I have 
another academic degree 

4) No, I never did an MPA or Public 
Administration program, and I do 
not have an academic degree 

10 Are you willing to take part in an in-
depth interview in 2012? 
 
If yes or maybe, please write down 
your email or phone number below: 

1) Yes  
2) Maybe 
3) No 

 

Thank you very much for your time and cooperation!  

If you prefer to return the completed questionnaire by post, you can do so 
using this address:  

Lijing Yang 
Room 1.33 
Oudezijds Achterburgwal 237 
1012 DL, Amsterdam 
The Netherlands 
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Part 3. Individual and career 

We would like to conclude with a few questions about yourself and career. 
You can tick (√) or circle (○) the appropriate category. 

1 In which country you work as a civil 
servant? 

1) China 
2) The Netherlands 

2 What is your gender? 1) Male 
2) Female  

3 To which age category do you belong? 
 

1) 25 years or younger 
2) 26-35 years 
3) 36-45 years 
4) 46-55 years 
5) 56 years or older 

4 For how long have been employed as a 
civil servant? 
 

1) Less than 1 year  
2) 1-5 years 
3) 6-10 years 
4) 11-15 years 
5) 16-20 years 
6) Over 20 years 

5 Which description fits best your 
current function?  
 

1) Policy-making   
2) Administrative and/or secretarial  
3) Legal, law enforcement, support 

(incl. police and fire brigade)  
4) IT and technology support 
5) Financial advice and control 
6) Management/supervision 

6 Do you have a function with 
supervisory responsibilities? 

1) Yes, I am in executive position  
2) No, I am in non-executive position  

7 At which level of government do you 
work? 

1) National government 
2) Provincial government 
3) Municipal government 
4) District/county government 
5) Semi-public sector 
6) Other, ………………. 

8 In which domain of government do 
you work? 

1) Policy planning 
2) Policy execution 
3) Regulation and oversight 
4) Other,….. 

9 Are you doing an MPA or Public 
Administration program? 

1) Yes, I am currently doing an 
MPA/Public Administration 
program. 
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Appendix 2 

Interview Guide 

General question: 

1. Could you please briefly tell me something about your work background and 
the content of your current function? 

 

Part 1 About being a “good” civil servant: 

2. Could you please describe the image of an ideal “good” civil servant?  

-Which principles, standards or values play a role when you judge a civil servant 
is “good” or “bad”? 

3. What principles, standards or values guide you in actual work?  

4. Would you please elaborate what the main reason to cause the differences 
between the ideal-type and the actual situation? 

5. Do you think the civil servants in your department share the same set of 
values: do they hold similar value preferences?  

  

Part 2 About specific values: 

6. I would like to ask you how to perceive the following specific values: 

- Act faithfully and with allegiance towards superiors, organizations or citizens 
(loyalty) 

- Act to achieve what is in the interest of the common people (people-oriented) 

- Act controllably and accountably (transparency) 
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- Act to achieve the desired results (effectiveness and efficiency) 

Firstly, Could you try to explain the meaning of the value? Secondly, how and 
why it is/not important in your daily life as a civil servant?  

 

Part 3 Mutual opinions: 

7. Do you think the values you prefer are ‘universal’, or important only for you or 
your department?  

8. Do you think the values of civil servants are getting similar between the East 
and the West? Which values they are? 

We are almost at the end of our conversation. Thanks for your excellent answers 
and explanation; I have an impression of your value preference as a civil servant. 
I will keep you posted on the progress of my research project.  

Do you have any questions, suggestions or comments? 

Thank you for your time and cooperation. You will get a transcript of this 
interview for factual correction. 
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Authors’ contributions to the articles 

In this dissertation, the chapters 1, 3, 6 and 7 were solely authored by me, and 
there are three co-authored articles included.  

Chapter 2, “Against the Rule of Man: The Confucian and Western Traditions 
of Good Administration”, is an article co-authored by Mark R. Rutgers. The 
‘Introduction’ and ‘Discussion’ sections are entirely written in close cooperation. 
The section on ‘Law in the Chinese Tradition’ has been primarily written and 
researched by me, and Rutgers composed the first versions of the section on 
‘The Rule of Law (Rechtsstaat)’. We both contributed to the manuscript revisions.    

 Chapter 4, “Rule of Morality vs. Rule of Law? An Exploratory Study of Civil 
Servant Values in China and the Netherlands”, is co-authored by Zeger van der 
Wal. I composed the draft, including tables, data collecting and analysis. Van der 
Wal optimized the structure and edited the language. During multiple times of 
revision and resubmission, I revised the manuscripts first responding to 
reviewers’ comments, and then Van der Wal made improvements based on my 
revision. Rather than working on specific parts separately, we collaborated in 
putting together the whole article. 

Chapter 5, “Confucius meets Weber or ‘Managerialism takes all’? 
Comparing Civil Servant Values in China and the Netherlands”, is also co-
authored by Zeger van der Wal. I analysed data and reported results in the draft 
of this article, and Van der Wal lead the work of the manuscript revisions and 
improvement. He is the first author not only because he revised the texts word 
by word, but also because he contributed more to communicating with the 
editor and getting it accepted for publication.  
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Summary 

This project answers the following research question: “Do the values that civil 
servants in China and the Netherlands regard important for being a good civil 
servant reflect the administrative traditions in both countries?” The findings show 
that civil servant value preferences do not unambiguously reflect respective 
administrative traditions in China and the Netherlands. Contrary to my 
expectations, ideal value rankings show more similarities than differences 
between Chinese and Dutch respondents. In real-life situations of civil service, 
value importance and meaning indicate that traditional influence remains.  

Values and two administrative traditions 

The Confucian ideal of government, the rule of morality, has profound influence 
in China; the administrative tradition in Continental Europe is Rechsstaat, the 
rule of law. These two traditions have different ideals of good administration. 
The core of the rule of morality is the reliance on virtuous officials who govern by 
moral influence rather than the rule of law (Yao, 2000; Painter & Peters, 2010); 
whereas the rule of law characterizes Western administrative thought, which 
emphasizes a law-bound state in which all administrative actions are limited by 
laws (Schram, 1971; Tamanaha, 2012). Put shortly: the tradition of Rechtsstaat is 
“law in action” and Confucian administration is “morality in action” (Frederickson, 
2002, p. 616). Different administrative ideas and practices produce different 
values characterizing good civil servants.        

Based on a literature review and historical document study, I identify 
distinctive values for Confucian good officials, and prominent values in Western 
public administration. I examined a rarely-studied Chinese document - 
admonitions, to elicit prominent values for traditional Chinese good officials. 
Comparing them with the public values identified in Western literature of public 
administration, we can see the Confucianism focus on values associated with civil 
servants and public administrators (cf. Beck Jørgensen & Bozeman, 2007) much 
more than other aspects. However, the prominent administrative ethics values 
identified by van der Wal (2008) show noticeable overlaps with Confucian values 
in admonitions, which requires further research on the importance and 
perceptions of values in different countries with various traditions.  

Measurement and findings 

To examine whether the value preference of civil servants reflect administrative 
traditions of the rule of morality and the rule of law, this projects applies a mixed 
method to produce ideal and real-life value rankings according to civil servants in 
China and the Netherlands, as well as their perceptions and prioritizations of 
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specific values. I collected quantitative data from 525 Chinese and 235 Dutch civil 
servants who were asked to select the five most important values; they had to 
rank these five values by the order of importance, and distinguish values in ideal 
and real-life settings. Based on survey results, I undertook in-depth semi-
structured interview (Patton, 1987) among 42 respondents aiming to further 
explore how they interpret five specific values.  

To conduct the main survey, I established a value set (see Table S1) 
combining the results of a pilot survey and an investigation of codes of conducts. 
Based on literature review regarding traditional differences, arguments on a 
value convergence (cf. Pollitt and Bouckaert, 2011), and inconsistence between 
mutual perceptions and actual value rankings (Van der Wal & De Graaf 2007), I 
formulated six propositions:   

P1. Ideal value rankings of both groups will show more differences than 
similarities. 
P2. Differences between the ideal value rankings of both groups will reflect 
the administrative traditions of the rule of morality and rule of law. 
P3. Real-life value rankings will be more similar between both groups than 
ideal value rankings. 
P4. Both groups of respondents will report similar explanations for 
incongruence between ideal and real-life value rankings. 
P5. Explanations of both groups for incongruence between ideal and real-
life value rankings will point towards an increased emphasis on 
managerialism and an NPM-inspired public service ethos in the past two 
decades. 
P6. Mutually perceived differences between value rankings will exceed 
differences between ideal and real-life value rankings of both groups. 
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Table S1: Value set and definitions used in questionnaire 
Values 
1. Accountability: Act willingly to justify and explain actions to the relevant 
stakeholders 
2. Cooperativeness: Act willingly to work with others and adjust differences to reach 
agreement  
3. Courage: Act bravely to face danger and take risks to pursue what is right 
4. Diligence: Act with persistence effort to carry out tasks or duties  
5. Equality: Act identically and unbiased to the people who have identical rights 
6. Expertise: Act with competence, skill and knowledge 
7. Effectiveness: Act to achieve the desired results 
8. Efficiency: Act to achieve results with minimal means 
9. Honesty: Act truthfully and comply with promises 
10. Impartiality: Act without prejudice and bias towards specific group interests 
11. Incorruptibility: Act without prejudice and bias towards private interests 
12. Innovativeness: Act with initiative and creativity (to invent or introduce new 
policies or products) 
13. Lawfulness: Act in accordance with existing laws and rules 
14. Loyalty: Act faithfully and with allegiance towards superiors or organizations 
15. Obedience: Act in compliance with the instructions and policies of superiors and 
the organization 
16. People-oriented: Act to achieve what is in the interest of the common people 
17. Propriety: Act appropriately and in accordance with what is considered suitable 
to one’s identity 
18. Prudence: Act carefully and wisely in accordance with sound judgment 
19. Reliability: Act trustworthy and consistently towards relevant stakeholders 
20. Responsibility: Act willingly and dutifully in making decisions and judgments 
21. Responsiveness: Act in accordance with the preference of citizens and customers 
22. Righteousness: Act frankly without guilt and adhere to what is morally right 
23. Serviceability: Act helpfully and offer quality and service towards citizens and 
customers 
24. (Social) Justice: Act out of commitment to a just society, consistently with what is 
morally right  
25. Transparency: Act openly, visibly and controllable 
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Table S1: Value set and definitions used in questionnaire 
Values 
1. Accountability: Act willingly to justify and explain actions to the relevant 
stakeholders 
2. Cooperativeness: Act willingly to work with others and adjust differences to reach 
agreement  
3. Courage: Act bravely to face danger and take risks to pursue what is right 
4. Diligence: Act with persistence effort to carry out tasks or duties  
5. Equality: Act identically and unbiased to the people who have identical rights 
6. Expertise: Act with competence, skill and knowledge 
7. Effectiveness: Act to achieve the desired results 
8. Efficiency: Act to achieve results with minimal means 
9. Honesty: Act truthfully and comply with promises 
10. Impartiality: Act without prejudice and bias towards specific group interests 
11. Incorruptibility: Act without prejudice and bias towards private interests 
12. Innovativeness: Act with initiative and creativity (to invent or introduce new 
policies or products) 
13. Lawfulness: Act in accordance with existing laws and rules 
14. Loyalty: Act faithfully and with allegiance towards superiors or organizations 
15. Obedience: Act in compliance with the instructions and policies of superiors and 
the organization 
16. People-oriented: Act to achieve what is in the interest of the common people 
17. Propriety: Act appropriately and in accordance with what is considered suitable 
to one’s identity 
18. Prudence: Act carefully and wisely in accordance with sound judgment 
19. Reliability: Act trustworthy and consistently towards relevant stakeholders 
20. Responsibility: Act willingly and dutifully in making decisions and judgments 
21. Responsiveness: Act in accordance with the preference of citizens and customers 
22. Righteousness: Act frankly without guilt and adhere to what is morally right 
23. Serviceability: Act helpfully and offer quality and service towards citizens and 
customers 
24. (Social) Justice: Act out of commitment to a just society, consistently with what is 
morally right  
25. Transparency: Act openly, visibly and controllable 
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The quantitative results led to a rejection of most of my propositions. The ideal 
value rankings in China and the Netherlands did not differ more than real-life 
values, and they did not reflect respective administrative traditions more either. 
The majority of the top 15 ideal values are common values shared by Chinese 
and Dutch respondents. The real-life value rankings demonstrate more 
traditional traits but still certain ‘universality’, such as lawfulness, expertise, and 
responsibility. There is evident incongruence between ideal and real-life value 
preference in both China and the Netherlands, for instance, honesty, impartiality 
and people-oriented dropped considerably while obedience, loyalty and 
efficiency moved up the real-life rankings. Chinese respondents attributed the 
“ideal-real incongruence” to cultural and institutional reasons, while Dutch 
respondents attributed them to over-emphasis on NPM-inspired values and 
practical constrains. Corresponding to the propositions above, I reported five 
main findings based on my survey results: 

1. Both Chinese and Dutch civil servants aspire to a rule of law ethos.  
2. Chinese civil servants attribute incongruence between ideal and real-life 
values to systemic and institutional constraints; Dutch civil servants 
attribute such incongruence to ill-executed NPM reforms.  
3. Rule of morality and rule of law traditions have limited explanatory 
power for differences between ideal value preferences of Chinese and 
Dutch civil servants. 
4. Mutually perceived differences exceed real-life differences between 
value preferences of Chinese and Dutch civil servants. 
5. Mutually perceived differences between values refer to traditional 
cultural characteristics more clearly than differences between ideal and 
real-life value rankings of Chinese and Dutch civil servants. 

I conducted qualitative interviews among 22 Chinese and 20 Dutch civil servants. 
The results show how they perceive and prioritize the following five values: 
loyalty, people-orientedness, transparency, effectiveness and efficiency. I chose 
choose these five values firstly because respondents in the two countries ranked 
them either very differently or rather similarly. Additionally, notions about these 
five values allow for various interpretations, which led to wide debate (e.g. De 
Graaf, 2011; Hwang, 1999; Redford, 1954; Hood, 2006; Meijer, 2012; Rutgers & 
van der Meer, 2010); thus they merited more in-depth investigation to elaborate 
further on them. Regarding five values, respondents in two countries perceived 
and prioritized loyalty and people-orientedness more differently than 
transparency, effectiveness and efficiency. The qualitative study adds seven key 
findings to the quantitative ones:   
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6. Chinese civil servants view loyalty as political, hierarchical and personal 
loyalty; whereas Dutch civil servants emphasize loyalty to the organization, 
colleagues and their commitment to society. 
7. As an ideal value, Chinese and Dutch civil servants both perceive people-
orientedness in terms of achieving the public interest. 
8. As a real life value, Chinese civil servants consider people-orientedness 
less relevant in their daily work; Dutch civil servants find direct clients more 
important. 
9. Both Chinese and Dutch civil servants evaluate transparency as being of 
high importance but of low necessity, considering its problematic 
correlation with other values such as efficiency, accountability and 
incorruptibility. 
10. Perceptions and prioritizations of transparency among Chinese and 
Dutch civil servants are more similar than they are different. 
11. Both Chinese and Dutch civil servants prioritize effectiveness over 
efficiency, regarding the pursuit of these values as more important in terms 
of the ‘ends’ of government, rather than in terms of process values as a 
‘means’ of government. 
12. The perceptions and prioritizations of effectiveness/efficiency among 
Chinese and Dutch civil servants show more similarities than differences. 

To conclude, both Chinese and Dutch respondents aspired to a combination of 
lawful and virtuous civil servant in ideal situation, as well as a favor of emerging 
values from modern approaches of public administration. The rule of morality 
and the rule of law traditions have limited power to explain different civil servant 
ethos in China and the Netherlands nowadays. Nevertheless, traditional 
influence does not completely disappear from civil servants’ daily work. The real-
life value rankings in both countries show a combination of their own traditional 
values, Weberian values and NPM-inspired values. The value perceptions and 
prioritizations in terms of interviewed respondents also partly reflect traditional 
flavor. 

Implications and Reflections 

This research provides empirical insights into civil servant values in China and the 
Netherlands, and how they reflect the rule of morality and the rule of law 
traditions. Traditional moral values do not display characteristics evidently in 
Chinese civil service today; on the contrary, they aspire to the rule of law ethos 
as ideal good civil servants. However, political system constrains the 
actualization of ideal values. The powerful leadership of CCP invalidates the 
function of laws to limit political power (cf. Gallagher, 2006); it also undermines a 
principle of Marxist-Leninist-Maoist ideology promoted by Communism itself, 
ironically, - representing and serving the people (cf. Fan, 2008; Jiang, 2011). In 
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distinguish desired and desirable values or keep them in mind during the 
research (cf. Hofstede, 2001) than trying to eliminate the inconsistence.    

Coherence and Conclusion 

The dissertation consists of seven chapters, including an introductory chapter 
(Chapter 1) and a general discussion (Chapter 7). Five articles constitute the 
other chapters which aim to answer five sub-questions. These five sub-questions 
collaboratively assist in answering the main research question: “Do the values 
that civil servants in China and the Netherlands regard important for being a 
good civil servant reflect the administrative traditions in both countries?” 

This dissertation concludes with the concept of tradition. As said, the 
tradition of Confucian moral-based state in Asia and the law-bound state in 
Europe are not distinguishably shown in civil service ethos nowadays. Tradition is 
open to change while being capable of preserving cultural consistency. 
Distinguishing Eastern-Western traditions is not opposing or dichotomizing them, 
instead, it is a seeking of coexistence and complementarity without discarding 
‘personality’. 
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the same vein, Dutch respondents also aspired to merit-based values in deal 
situation whereas more managerial values in real work. However, they viewed 
effective service of public sector more important than “process values” (Heald, 
2006, p. 70) such as efficiency and transparency.  

The findings in this project empirically corroborate that we should not 
study public values out of specific context, for there is no consensus on the 
definition of values and the meaning of values varies by case (cf. Van der Wal, 
Nabatchi & De Graaf, 2015; Rutgers, 2015). Correspondingly, it adds further 
doubt to the sometimes assumed universality or convergence of administrative 
values, which overlook cultural divergence and the complexity of administrative 
practice (Pollitt, Van Thiel & Homburg, 2007; Goldfinch & Wallis, 2010). Despite 
the emergence of shared values, characteristic Asian values, Confucianism in 
particular, exist and differentiate themselves from Western values. My research 
opposes the critiques, including the notion that the Confucian governance ideal 
is a negative opposite to Western rule of law, or Asian values are not desirable in 
modern world that requires democracy (cf. Cheung, 2000; Bell & Hahm, 2003). 
No administrative culture is absolutely superior or inferior to another, for it has 
to be situated within social and political context. More importantly, there is 
possibility for cross-pollination and fruitful exchange between the rule of 
morality and the rule of law traditions. They both reject the rule of man that 
implies a person as a public functionary may act out of private interest and 
subjective preference. They are compatible in suggesting an ideal good 
government operated by officials of morality, which at the same time respects 
laws and regulations.  

The project is also relevant for practitioners. For instance, in formulating 
ethics codes one should elaborate the meaning of values instead of simply 
enumerate them; the implementation of codes should clarify prioritization of 
potential competing values in practice; and civil servant training could pay more 
attention to civil servant self-regulation and moral cultivation. Given intensive 
and increasing collaboration between the East and the West, our findings also 
contribute to mutual understanding and reduction of prejudice regarding to 
governmental ideas and behaviors.   

Methodologically, this project undertakes a multi-method to compare civil 
servant values in cross-cultural contexts. It provides a valid approach to identify, 
measure, and perceive values, with consideration of potential incongruence 
between espoused values and values in-use (Van der Wal, 2008; Schein, 2010) 
without ignoring contextual variety. The research is based on a value set that can 
be used as a research tool for cross-cultural study of public values, particularly in 
East Asian and Western settings. Nevertheless, this project encounters social 
desirability bias like all self-reporting survey and interview. No empirical study is 
without shortcoming, and there is no perfect way to guarantee respondents 
telling unbiased or unadjusted answers. It is therefore more realistic to 
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Samenvatting (Summary in Dutch) 

Dit project beantwoordt de onderzoeksvraag “Weerspiegelen de waarden die 
ambtenaren in China en Nederland belangrijk achten voor een goed ambtenaar 
de tradities van de beide landen?” De onderzoekresultaten laten zien dat de 
waardepreferenties van ambtenaren niet eenduidig aansluiten op de 
respectievelijk bestuurlijke tradities van China en Netherland. In tegenstelling tot 
mijn verwachtingen blijken de rangordes van ideële waarden van Chinese en 
Nederlandse respondenten behoorlijke overeenkomsten te laten zien. 
Daarentegen blijkt in de allerdaagse werkelijkheid van het openbaar bestuur het 
belang en de betekenis van waarden wel traditionele invloeden te laten zien.  

Waarden en twee administratieve tradities 

Het Confucianistische ideaal van de overheid, de heerschappij van de moraal 
(‘the rule of morality’), heeft diepgaande invloed in China; de administratieve 
traditie in Continentaal Europe is de Rechtsstaat (de heerschappij van het recht; 
‘the rule of law’). Deze beide tradities hebben verschillende idealen van goed 
bestuur. De basis van de ‘rule of morality’ vormt het vertrouwen in de 
deugdzame functionaris die bestuurt middels morele beïnvloeding en niet zozeer 
op basis van wetten en regels (Yao, 2000; Painter & Peters, 2010); daarentegen 
wordt de Westerse bestuurlijke traditie van de ‘rule of law’ gekenmerkt door het 
beandrukken van de binding van de staat aan de wetten en de beperking van alle 
overheidshandelen tot hetgeen in de wet is vastgelegd (Schram, 1971; Tamanaha, 
2012). Kort gezegd, de traditie van de Rechtsstaat is “de wet in actie” en het 
Confucianistische  bestuur is “moraal in actie” (Frederickson, 2002, p. 616). De 
verschillende bestuurlijke ideeën en praktijken leiden ertoe dat ook andere 
waarden worden toegekend aan de goede ambtenaar.     

Op basis van literatuur studie en historisch onderzoek heb ik specifieke 
Confucianistsiche waarden voor de goede functionaris geïdentificeerd, evenals 
de belangrijkste waarden voor het Westerse openbaar bestuur. Op basis van 
onderzoek naar een zelden bestudeerde Chinese bron – ambtenarenspiegels 
(‘admonitions’) – heb ik belangrijke traditionele waarden voor de Chinese goede 
ambtenaar opgespoord. Als deze worden vergeleken met de waarden die in de 
Westerse literatuur worden besproken kunnen we zien dat Confucianisme de 
nadruk legt op waarden die de ambtenaar en de publiek functionaris als persoon 
betreffen (cf. Beck Jørgensen & Bozeman, 2007), veel meer dan andere aspecten. 
De belangrijkste waarden in de bestuurskundige literatuur zoals geïdentificeerd 
door Van der Wal (2008) laten een grote mate van overeenstemming zien met de 
Confucianistische waarden in de ambtenarenspiegels. Dit rechtvaardigt nader 
onderzoek naar het belang en de perceptie van waarden in verschillende landen 
met andere tradities.  
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Onderzoek en resultaten 

Het onderzoek in dit project maakt gebruik van een mixed method benadering 
om waarde preferenties van ambtenaren de bestuurlijke tradities van de ‘rule of 
morality’ en de ‘rule of law’ weerspiegelen. De rangorde van ideële en alledaagse 
of reële waarden zoals ambtenaren in China en Nederland die ervaren, alsmede 
de interpretatie en prioritering van specifieke waarden is onderzocht. Ik heb 
kwantitatieve data verzameld van 525 Chinese en 235 Nederlandse ambtenaren 
die zijn gevraagd de vijf belangrijkste waarden te selecteren; hen is gevraagd 
deze vijf waarden te ordenen naar belang (‘forced-choice’)  en om aan te geven 
wat zij als de belangrijkste ideële en reële waarden beschouwen. Uitgaande van 
de survey uitkomsten heb ik vervolgens vijf waarden geselecteerd en 
semigestructureerde diepte interviews (Patton, 1987) gehouden met 42 
respondenten om inzicht te krijgen welke betekenis wordt gegeven aan deze 
specifieke waarden.  

Om de survey te kunnen uitvoeren heb ik allereerst een waarde set 
geconstrueerd (zie Tabel S1, hier in het Nederlands) op basis van de resultaten 
van een a pilot survey en analyse van een aantal gedragscodes voor ambtenaren. 
Deze waardeset vormde de kern van mijn survey waarmee ik de volgende zes 
proposities toetste, die ik ontleen aan een literatuuronderzoek naar traditionele 
verschillen tussen beide bestuursculturen en vermeende, meer recente, 
waardeconvergentie (Pollitt & Bouckaert, 2011), en inconsistentie tussen 
wederzijdse percepties en daadwerkelijke waarde rangordeningen (Van der Wal 
& De Graaf 2007):  

P1. Ideële waarde rangordeningen laten meer verschillen dan 
overeenkomsten zien tussen beide groepen. 
P2. Verschillen tussen ideële waarde rangordeningen van beide groepen 
weerspiegelen administratieve tradities van ‘rule of morality’ en ‘rule of 
law’. 
P3. Reële waarde rangordeningen komen meer met elkaar overeen tussen 
beide groepen dan ideële waarde rangordeningen. 
P4. Beide groepen rapporteren dezelfde verklaringen voor incongruentie 
tussen ideële en reële waarde rangordeningen. 
P5. Verklaringen van beide groepen voor incongruentie tussen ideële en 
reële waarde rangordeningen bestaan uit een toenemende nadruk op 
‘managerisme’ en een door New Public Management (NPM) geïnspireerd 
publiek ethos in de afgelopen twee decennia. 
P6. Wederzijds beleefde verschillen tussen waarde rangordeningen zijn 
groter dan die tussen ideële en reële waarde rangordeningen van beide 
groepen. 
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De meeste proposities in mijn onderzoek worden door de kwantitatieve 
uitkomsten weersproken: de ideële rangorde in China en Nederland blijkt niet 
sterker te verschillen van de traditionele bestuurlijke waarden dan de reële 
waarden en evenmin weerspiegelen ze bestuurlijke tradities beter. De resultaten 
van de eigenlijke survey laten zien dat dat de meerderheid van de 15 ideële 
waarden algemeen gedeelde waarden zijn van zowel Chinese als Nederlandse 
respondenten. De rangorde van in de alledaagse werkelijkheid ervaren waarden 
(reële waarden of ‘real-life value rankings’) laten meer traditionele kenmerken 
zien, maar hebben nog steeds een zekere ‘universaliteit’, zoals rechtmatigheid, 
expertise en verantwoordelijkheid. Er is overduidelijk incongruentie tussen de 
ideële en reële waarden preferenties in zowel China en Nederland. Bijvoorbeeld, 
eerlijkheid, onpartijdigheid en mensgerichtheid scoren aanzienlijk lager, terwijl 
gehoorzaamheid, loyaliteit en efficiëntie hoger scoren in de reële rangorde. De 
Chinese respondenten wijzen als verklaring voor de verschillen tussen de ideële 
en reële waarden scores op culturele en institutionele factoren, terwijl 
Nederlandse respondenten met name wijzen op de dominantie van aan New 
Public Management (NPM) ontleende, meer bedrijfsmatige waarden en 
principes, en praktische (organisationele) beperkingen. Aansluiten op de eerder 
geformuleerde proposities, formuleer ik vijf kernbevindingen gebaseerd op mijn 
kwantitatieve analyse: 

1. Zowel Chinese als Nederlandse ambtenaren streven een ‘rule of law’ 
ethos na.  
2. Chinese ambtenaren schrijven incongruentie tussen ideële en reële 
waarden toe aan systemische en institutionele beperkingen, terwijl 
Nederlandse ambtenaren deze toeschrijven aan incorrect uitgevoerde 
NPM hervormingen.  
3. ‘Rule of morality’ en ‘rule of law’ tradities hebben beperkte verklarende 
kracht voor verschillen tussen ideële waarde preferenties van Chinese en 
Nederlandse ambtenaren. 
4. Wederzijds beleefde verschillen overstijgen verschillen tussen ideële en 
reële van Chinese en Nederlandse ambtenaren. 
5. Wederzijds beleefde verschillen tussen waarden refereren duidelijker 
aan traditionele karakteristieken dan verschillen tussen ideële en reële 
waarden van Chinese en Nederlandse ambtenaren. 

De geïnterviewde meenden dat problemen met het realiseren van 
mensgerichtheid in hun dagelijks werk ook door bovenstaande factoren werden 
veroorzaakt. Wat betreft het belang dat werd gehecht aan de vijf in de 
interviews besproken waarden blijken de betekenis en het belang dat de 
respondenten in de twee landen toekennen aan loyaliteit en mensgerichtheid 
meer te verschillen dan bij transparantie, effectiviteit en efficiëntie.  
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Onderzoek en resultaten 

Het onderzoek in dit project maakt gebruik van een mixed method benadering 
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‘managerisme’ en een door New Public Management (NPM) geïnspireerd 
publiek ethos in de afgelopen twee decennia. 
P6. Wederzijds beleefde verschillen tussen waarde rangordeningen zijn 
groter dan die tussen ideële en reële waarde rangordeningen van beide 
groepen. 
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Het kwalitatieve onderzoek voegt zeven uitkomsten toe aan de 
kwantitatieve bevindingen:  

6. Chinese ambtenaren beschouwen loyaliteit als politiek, hiërarchisch en 
persoonlijk; Nederlandse ambtenaren daarentegen benadrukken loyaliteit 
aan de organisatie, de collega’s en aan de samenleving. 
7. Mensgerichtheid opgevat als ideële waarde wordt door zowel de 
Chinese als de Nederlandse respondenten geïnterpreteerd als het 
realiseren van het publiek of openbaar belang.  
8. Mensgerichtheid als reële waarde wordt door Chinese ambtenaren als 
minder relevant gezien in het dagelijks werk; Nederlandse ambtenaren 
achten direct contact met de burgers/klanten van groter belang. 
9. Zowel Chinese als Nederlandse ambtenaren beschouwen transparantie 
als een belangrijke waarde, maar met een lage prioriteit in verhouding tot 
andere waarden zoals efficiëntie, verantwoording en 
(on)corrumpeerbaarheid.  
10. Percepties en prioritering van transparantie door Chinese en 
Nederlandse ambtenaren is meer overeenkomstig dan verschillend. 
11. Chinese en Nederlandse ambtenaren plaatsen effectiviteit boven 
efficiëntie, waarbij het nastreven van deze waarden veeleer wordt 
gerelateerd aan de ‘missie’ van de overheid, dan aan proces-waarden of 
‘middelen’ voor de overheid. 
12. De interpretatie en prioritering van effectiviteit en efficiëntie door 
Chinese en Nederlandse ambtenaren laat meer overeenkomsten dan 
verschillen zien. 

Zowel Chinese als Nederlandse respondenten achten een combinatie van 
rechtmatige en morele waarden wenselijk voor ambtenaren in een ideaal beeld 
en geven de voorkeur aan waarden die verbonden zijn met moderne 
benaderingen van het openbaar bestuur. De tradities van de ´rule of morality´ en 
de ´rule of law´ hebben slechts een beperkte verklarende kracht als het erom 
gaat verschillen in ambtelijk ethos in het hedendaagse China en Nederland te 
duiden. Desalniettemin, traditionele invloeden zijn niet geheel verdwenen vanuit 
het dagelijkse werk van ambtenaren. De ranking van reële waarden laat in beide 
landen een combinatie zien van de eigen traditionele waarden, Weberiaanse 
waarden en door het NPM geïnspireerde waarden. De interpretaties en 
rangschikking van waarden door de geïnterviewde respondenten reflecteert ook 
deels de traditionele voorkeuren.  
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Tabel S1: Waardeset en definities zoals gebruikt in de vragenlijst 
Waarden 
1. Verantwoordingsbereidheid: Handelingen publiekelijk toelichten en verantwoorden 
(Accountability)  
2. Behulpzaamheid: Handelen vanuit de bereidheid tot samenwerking met anderen 
(Cooperativeness) 
3. Moed: Handelen met onverschrokkenheid om het juiste doel te bereiken (Courage)  
4. Toewijding: Taken vervullen met aandacht, inzet en volharding (Diligence) 
5. Effectiviteit: Handelen om het optimale gewenste resultaat te bereiken 
(Effectiveness) 
6. Efficiëntie: Doelbereiking met zo min mogelijk middelen (Efficiency) 
7. Gelijkheid: Identiek en uniform handelen t.a.v. stakeholders (Equality) 
8. Deskundigheid: Handelen met kennis van zaken (Expertise) 
9. Eerlijkheid: De waarheid spreken en je beloften nakomen (Honesty) 
10. Onpartijdigheid: Handelen los van specifieke groepsbelangen (Impartiality) 
11. Onkreukbaarheid: Handelen onbevooroordeeld door eigenbelang (Incorruptibility) 
12. Innovativiteit: Handelen vanuit creativiteit en vernieuwingsgezindheid 
(Innovativeness) 
13. Rechtmatigheid: Handelen in overeenstemming met bestaande wetten en regels 
(Lawfulness) 
14. Loyaliteit: Betrouwbaar en loyaal handelen richting leidinggevenden en organisatie 
(Loyalty) 
15. Gehoorzaamheid: Handelen in overeenstemming met instructies en aanwijzingen 
(Obedience) 
16. Menselijkheid: Handelen vanuit het publiek belang van de medemens (People-
oriented) 
17. Correctheid: Handelen in overeenstemming met fatsoensnormen en wat past bij de 
functie (Propriety) 
18. Zorgvuldigheid: Handelen met wijsheid en precisie (Prudence) 
19. Betrouwbaarheid: Geloofwaardig en consistent handelen t.o.v. stakeholders 
(Reliability) 
20. Verantwoordelijkheid: Plichtsgetrouw handelen in acties en beslissingen 
(Responsibility) 
21. Responsiviteit: Tegemoetkomen aan de behoeften van stakeholders 
(Responsiveness) 
22. Deugdzaamheid: Oprecht en moreel juist handelen (Righteousness)  
23. Dienstbaarheid: Hulpvaardig handelen en kwaliteit bieden (Serviceability) 
24. (Sociale) Rechtvaardigheid: Handelen om sociale gelijkheid en vrijheid te vergroten 
(Social Justice) 
25. Transparantie: Openhartig, zichtbaar en controleerbaar handelen (Transparency) 
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Betekenis en terugblik 

Dit onderzoek geeft empirisch onderbouwd inzicht in de waarden die 
ambtenaren onderschrijven in China en Nederland, en hoe deze waarden de 
‘rule of morality’ en ‘rule of law’ tradities weerspiegelen. Traditionele morele 
waarden weerspiegelen zich niet in de kenmerken van het hedendaagse Chinese 
openbaar bestuur. In tegendeel, het ethos van de rechtsstaat of rule of law 
wordt gezien als het ideaal van de goede ambtenaar. Echter, het politieke 
systeem legt beperkingen op aan de realisering van deze ideële waarden. Het 
dominante leiderschap van de CCP belemmert de wettelijke beperking van de 
politieke macht (cf. Gallagher, 2006); ironisch genoeg ondermijnt het eveneens 
de Marxistisch-Leninistisch-Maoïstisch ideologie van het communisme zelf: het 
vertegenwoordigen en dienen van het volk (cf. Fan, 2008; Jiang, 2011). Op 
vergelijkbare wijze streven Nederlandse respondenten naar prestatie of merit-
based waarden in de ideële situatie, terwijl meer bestuurlijke of managerial 
waarden domineren in het dagelijks werk. Maar, ze achten effectieve 
dienstverlening door de publieke sector van groter belang dan ‘proces waarden’” 
(Heald, 2006, p. 70) zoals efficiëntie en transparantie.  

De uitkomsten van dit onderzoek bevestigen empirisch dat waarden in de 
publieke sector beter niet kunnen worden bestudeerd los van de specifieke 
context, aangezien er geen consensus bestaat over de definitie van waarden en 
de betekenis van waarden varieert per geval (cf. Van der Wal, Nabatchi & De 
Graaf, 2015; Rutgers, 2015). In samenhang hiermee, maakt het de vermeende 
universaliteit of convergentie van bestuurlijke waarden twijfelachtig, aangezien 
een dergelijke claim de culturele diversiteit en complexiteit van de bestuurlijke 
praktijken negeert (Pollitt, Van Thiel & Homburg, 2007; Goldfinch & Wallis, 2010). 
Ondanks de toename van gedeelde waarden bestaan er karakteristieke 
Aziatische waarden, Confucianistische in het bijzonder, die zich onderscheiden 
van Westerse waarden. Mijn onderzoek weerlegt ook kritieken, zoals de 
opvatting dat het Confucianistische overheid ideaal een negatief tegendeel 
vormt van de Westerse ‘rule of law,’ of dat Aziatische waarden niet wenselijk zijn 
in een moderne wereld die democratie vereist (cf. Cheung, 2000; Bell & Hahm, 
2003). Geen enkele bestuurlijke cultuur is absoluut superieur of inferieur ten 
opzicht van een andere, aangezien ze gerelateerd zijn aan hun specifieke sociale 
en politieke context. Belangrijker, er zijn mogelijkheden om de rule of morality 
en de rule of law tradities te laten samenwerken. Beide verwerpen de ‘rule of 
man’ waarin een persoon als publiek functionaris handelt op basis van private 
belangen en subjectieve preferenties. Ze zijn te verbinden middels een ideaal van 
goed bestuur dat zowel morele functionarissen als respect voor wetten en regels 
vereist.  

Het onderzoek is ook relevant voor practici. Bijvoorbeeld, bij het opstellen 
van ethische codes is het van belang uitvoerig in te gaan op de betekenis van 
waarden, in plaats van deze simpelweg op te sommen; bij de invoering van codes 
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moet de prioritering van mogelijk strijdige waarden in de praktijk worden 
verhelderd; en de opleiding van ambtenaren zou meer aandacht moeten 
besteden aan zelfbeheersing (‘self-regulation’) en morele cultivatie. Gegeven de 
intensieve samenwerking tussen Oost en West, kunnen mijn bevindingen 
bijdragen aan wederzijds begrip en een vermindering van vooroordelen over 
idealen van bestuur en gedrag.  

Methodologisch heeft dit project een multi-method benadering 
gehanteerd ter vergelijking van waarden van ambtenaren in een cross-culturele 
context. Het geeft een bruikbare benadering om waarden te identificeren, meten 
en waarnemen waarbij rekening wordt gehouden met, enerzijds, de mogelijke 
incongruentie tussen geuite en gebruikte waarden (Van der Wal, 2008; Schein, 
2010) en, anderzijds, rekening wordt gehouden met contextuele variatie. Het 
onderzoek hanteert een waardenset die kan worden gebruikt als een 
onderzoeksinstrument voor cross-cultureel onderzoek naar publieke waarden, in 
het bijzonder in Oost Azië en Westerse omstandigheden. Echter, ook in dit 
onderzoek is sprake van sociaal wenselijke vertekening (‘bias’) in de response, 
zoals in alle onderzoek waarin respondenten zelf rapporteren of worden 
bevraagd. Iedere empirische studie heft zijn tekorten en er is nu eenmaal geen 
perfecte manier om te garanderen dat respondenten antwoorden zonder enig 
vooroordeel of aanpassing. Het is dan ook realistischer te onderscheiden tussen 
gewenste en wenselijke waarden en daarop tijdens onderzoek gespitst te zijn (cf. 
Hofstede, 2001) dan te trachten inconsistenties geheel te elimineren.  

Coherentie en conclusie 

Het proefschrift bestaat uit zeven hoofdstukken, waaronder een inleiding 
(hoofdstuk 1) en een algemene conclusie (hoofdstuk 7). Vijf artikelen vormen de 
overige hoofdstukken waarin de vijf deelvragen aan de orde komen. In hun 
samenhang geven de vijf deelvragen een antwoord op de omvattende 
onderzoeksvraag: “Weerspiegelen de waarden die ambtenaren in China en 
Nederland belangrijk achten voor een goed ambtenaar de tradities van de beide 
landen?”  

Het proefschrift besluit met te wijzen op de aard van traditie. In het 
bijzonder de Confucianistische traditie van de moreel gefundeerde staat in Azië 
en de rechtsstaat traditie in Europe zijn niet scherp onderscheiden in de 
hedendaagse ambtelijke ethos. Traditie staat open voor verandering, maar 
tegelijkertijd blijft de culturele consistentie in tact. Het onderscheiden van 
Oosterse en Westerse tradities impliceert geen dichotome oppositie, in 
tegendeel, het gaat om het zoeken naar co-existentie en complementariteit, 
zonder eigen identiteit op te geven. 
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politieke macht (cf. Gallagher, 2006); ironisch genoeg ondermijnt het eveneens 
de Marxistisch-Leninistisch-Maoïstisch ideologie van het communisme zelf: het 
vertegenwoordigen en dienen van het volk (cf. Fan, 2008; Jiang, 2011). Op 
vergelijkbare wijze streven Nederlandse respondenten naar prestatie of merit-
based waarden in de ideële situatie, terwijl meer bestuurlijke of managerial 
waarden domineren in het dagelijks werk. Maar, ze achten effectieve 
dienstverlening door de publieke sector van groter belang dan ‘proces waarden’” 
(Heald, 2006, p. 70) zoals efficiëntie en transparantie.  

De uitkomsten van dit onderzoek bevestigen empirisch dat waarden in de 
publieke sector beter niet kunnen worden bestudeerd los van de specifieke 
context, aangezien er geen consensus bestaat over de definitie van waarden en 
de betekenis van waarden varieert per geval (cf. Van der Wal, Nabatchi & De 
Graaf, 2015; Rutgers, 2015). In samenhang hiermee, maakt het de vermeende 
universaliteit of convergentie van bestuurlijke waarden twijfelachtig, aangezien 
een dergelijke claim de culturele diversiteit en complexiteit van de bestuurlijke 
praktijken negeert (Pollitt, Van Thiel & Homburg, 2007; Goldfinch & Wallis, 2010). 
Ondanks de toename van gedeelde waarden bestaan er karakteristieke 
Aziatische waarden, Confucianistische in het bijzonder, die zich onderscheiden 
van Westerse waarden. Mijn onderzoek weerlegt ook kritieken, zoals de 
opvatting dat het Confucianistische overheid ideaal een negatief tegendeel 
vormt van de Westerse ‘rule of law,’ of dat Aziatische waarden niet wenselijk zijn 
in een moderne wereld die democratie vereist (cf. Cheung, 2000; Bell & Hahm, 
2003). Geen enkele bestuurlijke cultuur is absoluut superieur of inferieur ten 
opzicht van een andere, aangezien ze gerelateerd zijn aan hun specifieke sociale 
en politieke context. Belangrijker, er zijn mogelijkheden om de rule of morality 
en de rule of law tradities te laten samenwerken. Beide verwerpen de ‘rule of 
man’ waarin een persoon als publiek functionaris handelt op basis van private 
belangen en subjectieve preferenties. Ze zijn te verbinden middels een ideaal van 
goed bestuur dat zowel morele functionarissen als respect voor wetten en regels 
vereist.  

Het onderzoek is ook relevant voor practici. Bijvoorbeeld, bij het opstellen 
van ethische codes is het van belang uitvoerig in te gaan op de betekenis van 
waarden, in plaats van deze simpelweg op te sommen; bij de invoering van codes 
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moet de prioritering van mogelijk strijdige waarden in de praktijk worden 
verhelderd; en de opleiding van ambtenaren zou meer aandacht moeten 
besteden aan zelfbeheersing (‘self-regulation’) en morele cultivatie. Gegeven de 
intensieve samenwerking tussen Oost en West, kunnen mijn bevindingen 
bijdragen aan wederzijds begrip en een vermindering van vooroordelen over 
idealen van bestuur en gedrag.  

Methodologisch heeft dit project een multi-method benadering 
gehanteerd ter vergelijking van waarden van ambtenaren in een cross-culturele 
context. Het geeft een bruikbare benadering om waarden te identificeren, meten 
en waarnemen waarbij rekening wordt gehouden met, enerzijds, de mogelijke 
incongruentie tussen geuite en gebruikte waarden (Van der Wal, 2008; Schein, 
2010) en, anderzijds, rekening wordt gehouden met contextuele variatie. Het 
onderzoek hanteert een waardenset die kan worden gebruikt als een 
onderzoeksinstrument voor cross-cultureel onderzoek naar publieke waarden, in 
het bijzonder in Oost Azië en Westerse omstandigheden. Echter, ook in dit 
onderzoek is sprake van sociaal wenselijke vertekening (‘bias’) in de response, 
zoals in alle onderzoek waarin respondenten zelf rapporteren of worden 
bevraagd. Iedere empirische studie heft zijn tekorten en er is nu eenmaal geen 
perfecte manier om te garanderen dat respondenten antwoorden zonder enig 
vooroordeel of aanpassing. Het is dan ook realistischer te onderscheiden tussen 
gewenste en wenselijke waarden en daarop tijdens onderzoek gespitst te zijn (cf. 
Hofstede, 2001) dan te trachten inconsistenties geheel te elimineren.  

Coherentie en conclusie 

Het proefschrift bestaat uit zeven hoofdstukken, waaronder een inleiding 
(hoofdstuk 1) en een algemene conclusie (hoofdstuk 7). Vijf artikelen vormen de 
overige hoofdstukken waarin de vijf deelvragen aan de orde komen. In hun 
samenhang geven de vijf deelvragen een antwoord op de omvattende 
onderzoeksvraag: “Weerspiegelen de waarden die ambtenaren in China en 
Nederland belangrijk achten voor een goed ambtenaar de tradities van de beide 
landen?”  

Het proefschrift besluit met te wijzen op de aard van traditie. In het 
bijzonder de Confucianistische traditie van de moreel gefundeerde staat in Azië 
en de rechtsstaat traditie in Europe zijn niet scherp onderscheiden in de 
hedendaagse ambtelijke ethos. Traditie staat open voor verandering, maar 
tegelijkertijd blijft de culturele consistentie in tact. Het onderscheiden van 
Oosterse en Westerse tradities impliceert geen dichotome oppositie, in 
tegendeel, het gaat om het zoeken naar co-existentie en complementariteit, 
zonder eigen identiteit op te geven. 
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